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Zusammenfassung 

Die Bedeutung von Usability als Software-Qualitätsfaktor nimmt für Betreiber- und 
Entwicklungsorganisationen sowie für Endanwender stetig zu. In der Literatur werden 
seit geraumer Zeit unter dem Oberbegriff Usability Engineering eine Vielzahl 
verschiedener Methodologien vorgeschlagen, um die systematische Entwicklung von 
Software-Systemen mit hoher Usability zu gewährleisten. Es bleibt jedoch weitestgehend 
unklar, wie diese Methoden systematisch und nachhaltig in den Entwicklungsprozessen 
von Software-Entwicklungsorganisationen verankert werden können. Studien zeigen, 
dass selbst grundlegende Usability Engineering Methoden noch nicht in industrielle 
Software-Entwicklungsprozesse integriert sind. 

Diese Arbeit bietet eine neue Perspektive auf das Problem der Integration von 
Usability Engineering Methoden in oftmals technologiegetriebene Software-
Entwicklungsprozesse. Danach ist die Integration von Usability Engineering Methoden in 
den individuellen Entwicklungsprozess nicht allein dadurch gesichert, dass dies von der 
Organisation gefordert wird. Vielmehr argumentiert diese Arbeit, dass Usability 
Engineering Methoden nur dann als im Entwicklungsprozess integriert angesehen werden 
können, wenn diese Methoden von Entwicklungsteams akzeptiert und praktiziert werden. 

Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt ein erstes Rahmenwerk zur Verfügung, um die 
Akzeptanz von Usability Engineering Methoden systematisch zu messen und die 
Ergebnisse für eine verbesserte Unterstützung von Projektteams beim Methodeneinsatz, 
sowie zur Verbesserung der Methoden selbst zu nutzen. Dieses Rahmenwerk wird im 
Folgenden „Adoption-centric Usability Engineering“ genannt. 

Um Projektteams unter verschiedensten Randbedingungen projektspezifisch bei der 
Auswahl und Anwendung von Usability Engineering Methoden zu unterstützen, führt 
diese Arbeit das Konzept eines Usability Engineering Methodenbaukastens ein. Ein 
Usability Engineering Methodenbaukasten stellt eine Abstraktion einer konkreten 
Usability Engineering Methodologie dar. Dieser Abstraktionsschritt führt eine Trennung 
von Usability Engineering Prozessphasen und Aktivitäten und den konkreten Methoden 
für deren Durchführung ein. Das heißt die Zuordnung von Methoden zu den Aktivitäten 
einer Methodologie ist nicht fest vorgegeben. Vielmehr werden für konkrete Projekte 
passend zu den Charakteristiken des jeweiligen Projekts geeignete und bewährte 
Methoden ausgewählt. Diese Zuordnung basiert auf den Charakteristiken des Projekts, in 
dem der Methodenbaukasten eingesetzt werden soll und den Akzeptanzwerten, welche 
die jeweiligen Methoden in früheren Projekten erhalten haben.    

Derart geeignete Methoden werden einem Usability Engineering Methodenbaukasten 
in Form von so genannten USEPacks (Usability Engineering Experience Package) 
zugeordnet. Das Konzept der USEPacks wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelt, um 



   
 
Usability Engineering Methoden zusammen mit ihrem spezifischen Kontextprofil zu 
dokumentieren. Das Kontextprofil kodiert potentielle Faktoren, welche zur Akzeptanz 
oder Ablehnung der entsprechenden Methode in vergangenen Projekten beigetragen 
haben.  

Für die Messung der Akzeptanz jedes USEPacks nach dem Einsatz in einem Projekt 
werden existierenden Theorien zur Technologieakzeptanz herangezogen. Basierend auf 
diesen Theorien werden Maße zur Messung der wahrgenommenen Nützlichkeit und 
Benutzbarkeit von USEPacks abgeleitet. Diese Maße ermöglichen die Bewertung der 
Akzeptanz der von Projektteams eingesetzten USEPacks.  

Der entwickelte Ansatz stellt Konzepte zur Verfügung, mit denen sich die 
gesammelten Daten nutzen lassen, um die Kontextprofile der eingesetzten USEPacks 
anzupassen. Nach einer Abfolge von Erprobungs- und Messzyklen reflektieren die 
USEPack-Kontextprofile jene Faktoren, die zur Akzeptanz oder Ablehnung der 
jeweiligen USEPacks durch Projektteams beigetragen haben. Dieses Wissen kann in 
zukünftigen Projekten eingesetzt werden, um Projektteams bei der Auswahl von 
geeigneten Methoden zu unterstützen und die Akzeptanz von Usability Engineering 
Methoden durch Projektteams zu verbessern. 

Die Konzepte des Adoption-Centric Usability Engineering Ansatzes wurden im 
Rahmen dieser Arbeit in einem Unterstützungssystem umgesetzt, welches darauf abzielt, 
die Einführung, Anwendung und Verbesserung von Usability Engineering Methoden in 
Software-Entwicklungsorganisationen zu unterstützen. Dieses System wird als ProUSE 
bezeichnet. Die Hauptkomponenten des Systems ermöglichen Projektteams 
projektspezifische Methodenbausätze zu konfigurieren, die Akzeptanz eingesetzter 
USEPacks zu bewerten und einen Pool von USEPacks aufzubauen und zu pflegen. 
ProUSE integriert die Daten aus den Akzeptanzbewertungen und Kontextprofilen, und 
wertet sie aus, um die projektspezifische Auswahl geeigneter USEPacks zu optimieren. 

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde eine Evaluation der entwickelten Konzepte mit 44 
potentiellen Anwendern von Adoption-centric Usability Engineering aus fünf Software-
Entwicklungsorganisationen durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Probanden in 
der Lage sind, die Konzepte des Adoption-centric Usability Engineering Ansatzes auf 
ihre organisationsspezifischen Entwicklungsprozesse zu übertragen. Zudem zeigt die 
Evaluation, dass der entwickelte Ansatz, wie er in im Unterstützungssystem ProUSE 
implementiert ist, als nützlich und einfach anwendbar wahrgenommen wird. Die 
Evaluation deutet an, dass Adoption-centric Usability Engineering das Potential hat, die 
Einführung sowie die Etablierung von Usability Engineering Methoden in Software-
Entwicklungsprozessen zu verbessern. 

 



Abstract 

Developing software systems which are easy to use and increase the productivity of users 
is still a major challenge in software engineering. Thus a large number of usability 
engineering methods have been proposed to systematically develop software with high 
usability. However studies indicate that even basic usability engineering methods are not 
integrated in software development lifecycles practiced in industrial settings. Research is 
required into the barriers of uptake of usability engineering methods within technically 
driven engineering disciplines. Yet problems in the adoption of methods by project teams 
are rarely examined.  

This work provides a new perspective on the problem of the uptake of usability 
engineering methods by software development teams. The adoption of methods by 
project teams - contrary to common beliefs - is not assured just because it is mandated by 
the organization. This work argues that usability engineering methods can only be 
regarded as integrated in the software development process of an organization, when 
these methods are practiced and accepted by development teams. So far no frameworks 
for examining the acceptance of methods by project teams and for exploiting such data 
for guiding project teams in method deployment are available.  

To address this problem this work presents an approach which consists of a process 
meta-model for guiding project teams in the deployment of usability engineering methods 
and a measurement framework for measuring the acceptance of the deployed methods. 
The approach is called adoption-centric usability engineering. The approach provides a 
concept to capture usability engineering methods together with a context profile. The 
context profile encodes the factors which contributed to the acceptance or rejection of the 
respective methods in past projects. This context-sensitive description of a usability 
engineering method introduced in this work is called a USEPack (Usability Engineering 
Experience Package). 

For guiding project teams in integrating usability engineering methods into their 
development processes the approach developed in this work introduces the concept of a 
usability engineering method kit. A usability engineering method kit is an abstraction of a 
usability engineering methodology which separates process phases and activities from the 
specific methods to perform them. The assignment of methods to certain activities is not 
predefined. They are chosen to best fit the characteristics of a project at hand. Usability 
engineering methods are linked to a usability engineering method kit in the form of 
USEPacks. The linking of USEPacks to a method kit is based on the characteristics of the 
project in which the method kit is to be deployed and on the acceptance rating which the 
USEPacks received in previous projects. 



   
 

To measure the acceptance of each USEPack after deployment, the approach proposes 
to use existing theories of technology acceptance. Based on these theories the perceived 
usefulness and ease of use of each USEPack deployed in a project is assessed by the 
project team to measure the acceptance of the USEPack. 

The approach provides concepts which exploit the collected data to adapt the context 
profiles of the deployed USEPacks.  After a number of iterations the context profiles of 
USEPacks reflect the factors which contributed to the acceptance or rejection of a 
USEPack by project teams. This knowledge can be used in future projects to guide the 
selection of appropriate methods and to improve the acceptance of usability engineering 
methods by project teams. 

The concepts of the adoption-centric usability engineering approach are implemented 
in a support system which aims at supporting the introduction, evaluation and 
improvement of usability engineering methods in software development organizations. 
The system is called ProUSE. The main components of the system allow project teams to 
configure project specific method kits, assess the acceptance of the deployed USEPacks 
as well as to build and maintain the pool of USEPacks. ProUSE fuses and exploits the 
data gathered in the acceptance assessments to optimize the project specific selection of 
appropriate usability engineering methods. 

In this work an evaluation of the developed framework with potential users of the 
adoption-centric usability engineering approach is performed. 44 project team members 
of five software development organizations participated in the evaluation. The evaluation 
shows that project team members understand the objectives of the approach and can 
transfer the concepts to their processes. Moreover the evaluation shows that the approach 
as it is embodied in the support environment ProUSE is perceived as useful and easy to 
use by project teams. The evaluation indicates that the adoption-centric usability 
engineering approach has the potential to improve the introduction and establishment of 
usability engineering methods in software development processes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the role of usability as an important software quality 
factor is outlined. The relevance of usability engineering as a means to 
systematically optimize the usability of software products is underlined. 
The problems identified in integrating and establishing usability 
engineering methods in software development processes motivate the 
research goals of this work. 

The research which is conducted in this work is classified from a 
philosophy of science point of view. This classifications motivates the 
research methods which are selected for this work and which are 
described later in this chapter. Finally the structure of this work is 
presented. 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Practically all fields of human activity are increasingly dependent on 
software systems. Software is used for a wide diversity of tasks such as 
controlling nuclear power plants, medical imaging, office work, home 
banking and entertainment. Not only has the role of software increased 
substantially over the past decades, but also the way software is used was 
subject to several major changes. Early computer systems were mostly 
operated by experts who were specially trained to use these systems. 
Often knowledge of the underlying technology was crucial for 
successfully operating the systems.  

pervasiveness of 
software systems 

Several developments lead to a dramatic change of this situation. 
Technological milestones such as graphical user interfaces or the internet 
together with the declining of hardware costs and the ongoing 
miniaturization and growing mobility of software driven devices lead to 
a development that is referred to as the movement of the computer 
‘beyond the desktop’ [Bergman, 2000]. It describes the fact that today 
interactive systems are embedded in a wide range of devices, operated by 
a wide range of users with different skills, in a large number of different 
settings and environments. 

revolutions in the 
usage of software 
systems 

These developments led also to a growing importance of usability as 
a software quality factor for end users, client organizations who 
commission software and software development companies. A program 
can be useless, time consuming to learn, or sometimes even dangerous, if 

usability as a software 
quality factor 
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its users find it difficult to use reliably and accurately. Today software 
development companies can not assume that users are willing to read 
lengthy manuals or take trainings to operate their products. For web 
applications services such as hotel reservation systems usability is an 
important quality factor as competitors for similar services are just a 
mouse click away. 

Usability and user acceptance are about to become the ultimate 
measurement for the quality not only of today’s e-commerce web sites 
but also for tomorrow’s proactive assistance technology, that is 
embedded in cars, mobile phones or home entertainment systems. 

This exposure of interactive software systems leads to the situation, 
that if today systems heavily fail to achieve usability so called ‘usability 
disasters’ are more visible than ever and can have a significant business 
impact. A vendor of luxury cars for example received a disastrous 
market feedback for the user interface of its telematics system. The 
system required the driver to use a menu-like navigation structure for 
altering common system settings. The system hides functions which are 
frequently needed by drivers in deep menu levels. Prominent press 
reviews heavily criticized the interface as it ‘manages to complicate 
simple functions beyond belief ‘ [New York Times, 2004]. The damage 
which is inflicted to the image of a luxury cars vendor by such press 
reviews is obvious and can erode brands in the long run [Nielsen, 2004]. 

usability disasters are 
highly visible  

While such usability disasters are not uncommon even minor 
usability annoyances can quickly accumulate to have a large impact on a 
user’s experience of a product. However, not only end users suffer from 
problems in the development process of user interfaces.  

usability annoyances 
cost customer loyalty 

A study conducted in the early 1990s showed that 63% of software 
projects exceeded their estimates. The top four reasons were all related to 
identifying and satisfying user requirements [Bias and Mayhew, 1994]:  

costs of usability 
defects for 
development 
organizations 1. Frequent requests for changes by users 

2. Overlooked user tasks  
3. Users’ lack of understanding of their own requirements 
4. Insufficient user-analyst communication and understanding 

Poorly designed user interfaces can trigger a chain-reaction of costs. 
For development companies these costs rapidly accumulate during the 
development process and are hidden in support, documentation, 
maintenance and other costs [Donahue, 2001].  

Studies indicate that a large amount of software development project 
costs can be attributed to fixing usability problems in the late phases of 
the software development lifecycle. These costs could have been reduced 
if usability engineering methods would be systematically deployed in 
software development projects. Karat for example showed that 80% of 
software lifecycle costs occur in the maintenance phase. During 
maintenance, 80% of the work is due to unmet or unforeseen user 
requirements, and only 20% due to reliability problems or bugs [Karat 
1993]. According to Donahue development projects often overrun their 
budgets and schedules because of overlooked tasks and similar problems 
which usability engineering can prevent [Donahue, 2001]. 

For customer organizations which commission the development of a 
software system, usability problems can dramatically increase the total 
cost of ownership and erode potential profits. For example, a study 
reveals that non-technical employees take 4-10% of their time to help co-

costs of usability 
defects for customer 
organizations 
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workers solve their computer problems at a cost of $10.500 per year 
[Bevan, 2000]. Thus usability problems can consume a large share of the 
potential productivity of computer usage [Landauer, 1995.].  

 Another study by the Standish Group reveals that computer systems 
which are hard to use, force companies to provide about $3.150 worth of 
technical support for every user [Gibbs, 1997]. Case studies published in 
[Bias and Mayhew, 1994] computed the consequential costs in hot-line 
support and patch distribution that usability problems can cause. The 
authors of the case study conclude that the problem could have been 
identified and corrected at a fraction of the cost if the product had been 
subjected to even basic usability engineering methods.  

The consequences of failing to produce productive support systems 
for today’s information, communication, and knowledge centric 
economy are obvious. Landauer provides evidence that difficult to use 
computer systems are a major factor in restricting economic growth 
[Landauer, 1995.]. A study presented by Gibbs showed that 31% of the 
computer systems designed for in house use are either cancelled or 
rejected as unacceptable, primarily because of inadequate user 
interaction design [Gibbs, 1997]. 

socio-economic effects 
of difficult to use 
computer systems 

According to Conklin, speeding up development is a key incentive 
for integrating usability effectively into the product development process 
[Conklin, 1991]. By correcting usability problems early in the design 
phase, a development project for American Airlines reduced the 
maintenance costs for those fixes by 60-90% [Bias and Mayhew, 1994]. 
A case study by Bosert showed that the deployment of usability 
engineering techniques helped to cut development time by 33-50% 
[Bosert, 1991]. These figures seem enormous but do not surprise too 
much as studies showed that the user interface may account for 66% of 
the lines of code and around 40% or more of the total development effort 
[Macleod and Rengger, 1993]. 

cost-effectiveness  of 
usability engineering 
methods 

 Harland provides a comprehensive catalog of benefits for 
development organizations and customer organizations to support cost-
benefit calculations for deploying usability engineering methods 
[Harland, 2003]. The potential saving factors range from increased 
employee productivity and reduced training costs on the customer side to 
savings gained from early design corrections and increased revenues on 
the side of the development organization. 

In the field of human-computer interaction a large number of 
methodologies have been developed that aim at ensuring the usability of 
a software system. These approaches can be subsumed under the term 
usability engineering (UE).  

A common misconception in cost/benefit calculations is that costs for 
UE are added on top of traditional development costs. It is clear that the 
user interface takes time to be build whether it is consciously usability 
engineered or not. Kalin examined the cost-effectiveness of usability 
engineering methods and came to the conclusion that ‘investments in 
making an intranet easier to use can pay of by a factor of 10 or more, 
especially at large companies’ [Kalin, 1999]. 

cost effectiveness of 
usability engineering 
approaches 

However, the statistics on software development project failures 
which are mentioned above indicate that UE methods are not sufficiently 
practiced in software development projects. 
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While the first systematic approaches to UE date back to the user-
centered design principles formulated by Gould [Gould and Lewis, 
1985], UE techniques still seem to be at best a last minute add-on instead 
of a crucial part of the software engineering lifecycle. Studies of 
software engineering project issues [Boehm, 1984, Landauer, 1995., 
Pressman, 1992, Seffah and Metzker, 2004] suggest that UE methods are 
still relatively unknown, underused, difficult to master or not efficiently 
accessible for software development teams. 

usability engineering 
methods are still 
underused 

There is a lack of systematic approaches for integrating UE methods 
into the software engineering lifecycle. While a large number of UE 
methodologies have been developed, their impact on software 
development practice seems to be still limited. Recent approaches such 
as the usability maturity model (UMM) [International Organization for 
Standardization, 2000] provide means to assess an organization’s 
capability to perform UE processes but they lack guidance on how to 
actually implement process improvement in UE. It often remains unclear 
to developers, the actual users of UE methods, if and why certain 
methods and tools are better suited in a certain project context than 
others [Henninger, 2000, Welie, 1999].  

challenges 

Specific knowledge about exactly how to most efficiently and 
smoothly integrate UE methods into established software development 
processes is still missing [Mayhew, 1999]. Little research has been done 
on integrating methods and tools of UE in the engineering process and 
on gathering knowledge about UE activities in a form that can capture 
relationships between specific project characteristics, applicable methods 
and tools, and their impact on the engineering process [Henninger, 
2000]. 

While the basic principles of UE are accepted, empirical data is 
missing on the actual utility of the individual UE methods when 
introduced in existing development process and their usability for 
development teams. This makes it close to impossible for practitioners to 
tailor the numerous sets of available UE methods to match the 
characteristics of a project at hand.   

lack of empirical data 
on utility of specific 
UE techniques 

There is a need for models and tools to support researchers and 
practitioners in selecting, deploying, evaluating, and improving an 
appropriate set of UE methods in the specific context of a project. This 
work aims at developing a multidisciplinary framework that supports 
development project teams in integrating UE methods in their 
development processes. The following section describes the research 
goals that result from this preliminary problem description and outlines 
the requirements for a solution. 

1.2 Research Goals and Solution Approach 

Taking into account the challenges outlined in the previous section, first 
a more precise analysis of the problem that we call the usability-software 
engineering integration problem has to be performed. The goal of such 
an analysis is to identify the main obstacles for the successful integration 
of usability engineering methods into software development processes. 
The result of this analysis is a set of working hypotheses and a starting 

analyze the 
dimensions of the 
usability-software 
engineering 
integration problem 
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point to define the requirements for the envisioned integration 
framework. 

The main part of this work focuses on two important results of this 
problem analysis. These results indicate the relevance of the 
human/organizational dimension of the usability-software engineering 
integration problem. According to the findings developed in this work, 
defining and formulating UE guidelines, methods and process models is 
not sufficient to ensure their integration in mainstream software 
development processes. Instead UE methods can only be viewed as an 
integral part of software development processes if they are accepted by 
the project teams who are to deploy them in their daily practice.  

focus on the human-
organizational 
dimension 

One central statement of the working hypotheses which are 
formulated in this work is that usability engineering methods are still 
largely unknown to development teams and perceived as having low 
utility and being difficult to use. While a large number of different UE 
methods have been developed, little empirical data is available on the 
utility of the individual methods from a practitioner’s point of view. 

Thus the envisioned framework has to provide means for measuring 
the acceptance of UE methods from the perspective of project teams and 
for exploiting this data to improve the integration of UE methods into 
software development processes. The acceptance of a certain UE method 
largely depends on its context of use, which means the characteristics of 
the project in which the method is deployed. Examples for project 
characteristics are product specific factors such as ‘criticality of usability 
defects’, process specific factors such as ‘maturity level of the software 
engineering process’ or project team specific factors such as ‘experience 
of project team with UE methods’. 

provide means to 
empirically  capture 
and exploit data on 
the utility of UE 
methods 

However, historical data that explains the relationships between 
methods, their utility and even basic project characteristics are not 
readily available. Concepts for modeling and capturing the context of use 
of UE methods and the utility of UE methods are to be developed. 
Furthermore, concepts for incrementally accumulating such data have to 
be developed in this work. These data should be exploited to guide 
project teams in selecting and easily deploying UE methods.  

provide models to 
relate UE methods , 
their context of use 
and their perceived 
utility 

A core concept of the envisioned framework is a configurable UE 
method kit. Configurable means that the method kit is not a static 
definition of a UE process. It means that the method kit provides a 
project team with a set of UE methods that is tailored to the special 
characteristics of the project at hand and guides project teams in 
deploying UE methods which proved to be useful. 

configurable UE 
method kit to guide 
project teams 

The goal of this research is not to present a new UE methodology or 
process lifecycle. Instead the envisioned framework should serve as a 
meta-model for usability engineering processes that captures and exploits 
the relationship between UE methods, project characteristics and the 
perceived utility of UE methods. The ultimate goal is to learn about these 
relationships to enhance software development processes, support the 
acceptance of UE methods and to increase the impact of UE methods on 
software development projects. 

meta-model for 
integrating UE 
methods into software 
development processes 

An important step to achieve these goals is to operationalize the 
framework in a way that makes it easy to use and useful for project 
teams. Project teams should be able to map the proposed concepts on the 
processes they practice.  
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An empirical evaluation of the approach with practitioners should 
facilitate to estimate the acceptance and potential impact of the concepts, 
models and tools proposed in this work from the viewpoint of software 
engineering practitioners. 

estimate acceptance 
and potential impact 

 This work involves posing and examining research questions on very 
different abstraction levels. Also the detailed questions and goals 
described above were not given at the beginning of this work, but 
developed during the progress of the research. 

Figure 1-1 visualizes and categorizes the research questions and goals 
described above. The vertical dimension categorizes the questions and 
goals according to their level of abstraction, ranging from practical to 
theoretical issues. The horizontal dimension categorizes the questions 
and goals according to the progress of the research, ranging from 
problem to solution oriented issues. 
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Figure 1-1: Classification of research goals 

To achieve the research goals described above, appropriate research 
methods have to be used. The following section describes which research 
methods are deployed in each research phase.   

1.3 Research Methods and Phases 

In this section the research performed in this work is classified from a 
philosophy of science point of view. Such a classification helps to 
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understand the character of the research goals of this work on a 
fundamental level. It forms the basis to define a research process for this 
work and to select appropriate research methods to achieve the goals of 
this work. It is especially helpful to find an appropriate approach to 
evaluate the constructs developed in this work. The evaluation of 
classical constructs of computer science such as algorithms and data 
structures is rather obvious, as the evaluation principles of natural 
science can be more directly applied. The performance of an object 
recognition algorithm for example can be tested based on defined data 
sets. Measures such as the classification rate can be used to compare one 
algorithm with potential alternatives.  

1.3.1 Classification of this Research and Research Methods 

A number of frameworks have been proposed for identifying and 
classifying research approaches in the fields of software engineering and 
information systems [Basili, et al., 1999, Galliers and Land, 1987, Juristo 
and Moreno, 2001, Kitchenham, 1996, Smith and March, 1995, 
Zelkowitz and Wallace, 1998].  

March and Smith distinguish two different areas of research activities 
in information technology: natural science and design science [Smith and 
March, 1995]. Research work which aims at understanding reality is 
referred to as natural science. The basic activities of this research stream 
are discovery of theories and justification of discovered theories. This 
kind of science is descriptive and generates knowledge. Natural science 
develops sets of concepts, or specialized vocabulary, with which to 
characterize phenomena. These concepts are used in higher order 
constructs such as laws, models, and theories that make claims about the 
nature of reality. Theories which are explanations of phenomena are the 
most important achievements of natural science. The products of this 
research stream are evaluated against ‘norms of truth, or explanatory 
power’ [Smith and March, 1995]. Progress is achieved by new theories 
that provide more comprehensive and more accurate explanations of 
phenomena. 

classification of 
research streams 

On the other hand design science or the science of the artificial - as 
defined by [Simon, 1981] - uses knowledge to produce artifacts that 
serve human needs. The basic activities of this research stream are the 
construction of an artifact for a defined purpose and to measure the 
capability of the artifact. The capability of the artifact depends on the 
usage environment and the context of use. The criteria for the evaluation 
of an artifact in a certain context have to be defined. 

natural science vs. 
science of the artificial 

Design science generates concepts, models, methods and 
implementations. Constructs and concepts form the vocabulary for 
characterizing problems and solutions in a certain domain. Design 
science produces advancement when existing technologies or 
methodologies are replaced by better ones. The properties of natural 
science and design science are summarized in Table 1-1. 

Design science and natural science continuously interact: an artifact 
can evoke a phenomenon that becomes the object of natural science 
research. On the other hand, the understanding of phenomena can 
support the development of new technologies: the knowledge produced 
by natural scientists can be used by engineers. March and Smith argue 
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that research in information technology needs both research types: ‘IT 
research should be concerned both with utility as a design science, and 
with theory, as a natural science’ [Smith and March, 1995]. Once an 
artifact has been build and evaluated it has to be investigated why it 
worked or why it did not work. The framework is valuable as it provides 
a distinction of valid research streams and their properties based on 
different research objectives.  

 
 
 
 
Table 1-1: Properties of design science and natural science 

Properties Natural Science Science of the Artificial 
(Design Science) 

Goal 

 

Understand and explain 
phenomena 

Create things that serve 
human purposes  

Develop ways to achieve 
human goals 

Activities 

 

Discover (process of 
generating or proposing 
scientific claims)  

Justify theories (test claims 
for validity) 

Build (construct an artifact 
for specific purpose) 

Evaluate (determine how 
well the artifact performs) 

Products 

 

Theories 

Knowledge 

Constructs, models, 
methods, implementations 
that are innovative and 
valuable 

Concern of 
models 

Truth Utility 

Quality 

 

Consistency with observed 
facts 

Ability to predict future 
observations 

Evaluated against criteria of 
value or utility (difficult: 
depends on context of use) 

Progress 

 

New theories that provide 
more comprehensive, and 
more accurate 
explanations 

Existing technologies, 
methods, tools are replaced 
by more effective ones 

 
According to the framework of March and Smith, the research 

performed in this work is classified to belong to the design science 
research stream for the following reasons. As described in the research 
goals in section 1.2, the goal of this work is to improve the integration of 
UE methods in software development processes by improving the 
adoption of UE methods by software development teams. For this 

classification of this 
work 
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purpose a framework and a operationalization of this framework in a 
support tool is developed, i.e. the products of this work are constructs, 
models, methods and implementations. The concern of these products is 
utility. Therefore their quality needs to be evaluated against criteria of 
utility. This has implications for the research process and the research 
methods selected for this work, which are described in more detail in the 
following.  

The framework by [Glass, 1995] provides a model of the research 
process that can be applied to both design and natural science. The 
model of Glass divides research activities into four phases: the 
informational phase, the proposition phase, the analytical or operational 
phase and the evaluative phase. 

the research process 

Qualitative effects
analysis

Scenarios

Technology
acceptance studies

Tool concept

Prototyping

Usability testing

Integrative
framework

Models

Tools

Literature study

Industry survey

Conceptual-
analytical studies

Evaluate

Inform Propose

Analyze

Apply and validate therories

Identify issues / formulate theories

 

Figure 1-2: Research phases and methods 

In the informational phase information is gathered or aggregated by 
conducting literature surveys, reflection of experience, and 
people/organization surveys or polls. A hypothesis, method, algorithm, 
model or solution is formulated in the proposition phase. In the analytical 
phase a proposition is explored, analyzed, and operationalized. Findings 
are evaluated in the evaluative phase via experimentation or observation 
leading to the affirmation or rejection of the constructs studied. In this 
research all phases of this model were useful. Yet, Glass points out that a 
‘research effort need not-and often does not- utilize all of these steps’ 
[Glass, 1995]. 

Kitchenham classifies research methods according to the type of data 
that is collected by applying them [Kitchenham, 1996]. The data can be 
either qualitative or quantitative. Yet, also hybrid methods such as 
‘qualitative effects analysis’ or ‘benchmarking’ are described by 
Kitchenham..  

research methods 

When it comes to classify the research methods to be employed in the 
respective research phases proposed by Glass, different criteria have 
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been proposed. The different criteria applied in these classifications are 
mainly due to individual research scope and perspective of the 
researcher. Järvinnen for example suggests research goals as the primary 
criterion for classifying research methods [Järvinen, 2000]. High level 
research goals can be to examine the truth of a theory or the utility of an 
artifact.  

The ‘degree of control’ was suggested by Basili to characterize the 
degree of control over software engineering experiments [Basili, et al., 
1999]. According to this classification, different methods can be applied 
in ‘in vivo’ which means in real software development projects and ‘in 
vitro’ which means in artificial experimental setting settings. 

Temporal aspects of data collection are used by Zellkowitz to 
categorize evaluation methods. The main classes suggested are 
controlled methods, contemporary data collection, and historical data 
collection [Zelkowitz and Wallace, 1998]. 

Figure 1-2 shows in which of the phases of this research work certain 
research methods found in the frameworks were applied. More details of 
the research methods selected are given in the description of the research 
phases below.  

1.3.2 Informational Phase 

The starting point of this work, is a simple practical question: how can 
the adoption of usability engineering methods in industrial software 
development projects be improved? 

literature reviews 

To increase the understanding of the status quo a literature research is 
performed to identify and understand the different classes of approaches 
and their contributions to improving the integration of UE concepts in 
software development processes. A classification of these approaches 
according to their object of improvement leads to the examination of 
three classes of approaches. First, approaches at the product level which 
capture knowledge about software products with high usability with the 
aim of reuse. Next, approaches at the process level which aim at ensuring 
usability by appropriate development methods and process. And finally, 
approaches at the organizational level which aim at ensuring that 
development organizations are capable of developing usable software 
products. 

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this work, a large number of 
potentially relevant references from different disciplines such as usability 
engineering, software process improvement, software engineering, 
organizational learning, industrial psychology, and the social sciences 
are studied in later research phases to understand their contributions and 
contexts. 

contributing 
disciplines 

Parts of the hypotheses which are derived from these studies are 
supplemented and confirmed with a survey which was performed in this 
work and which examines the current industrial practice in applying UE 
methods.  

industry survey 

1.3.3 Proposition Phase 

Starting point for the proposition phase of this work is a set of working 
hypotheses which are derived from the results of the informational 
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research phase. Based on the working hypotheses the holistic problem of 
improving the integration of usability engineering methods in software 
development processes is decomposed into a set of three interrelated 
problems.  

First, knowledge about UE methods is missing in project teams. Next, 
little is known about the acceptance of specific UE methods in project 
teams. Finally, it is not known which factors contribute to the acceptance 
of rejection of usability engineering methods by project teams. 

Similar problems and potential solutions of disciplines beyond 
usability engineering are analyzed. Based on this analysis the principles 
of a framework for the solution of the identified problems are described. 
These principles are formulated as a process meta-model. The elements 
of a framework are described in form of concepts and models.   

1.3.4 Analytical Phase 

In the analytical phase the mathematical foundations of the approach are 
analyzed and developed. Mathematical methods for the exact definition 
of the constructs and processes within the framework are developed. 

formal elaboration of 
concepts 

The concepts developed are operationalized in a novel form of UE 
process support environment. The development process of the 
environment is supported by early usability testing and structured 
interviews with potential users from industry. 

operationalization of 
concepts 

1.3.5 Evaluation Phase 

In the evaluation phase the solution proposed in the previous research 
phases is evaluated. Motivated by the classification of this research in 
section 1.3.1, the evaluation approach that is applied in this work is 
based on techniques developed and used in social sciences [Bortz and 
Döring, 1995, Judd, et al., 1991].  

The relevance of social aspects for developing, introducing, 
practicing, evaluating and improving methodologies in information 
technology have been widely recognized [Galliers and Land, 1987, 
Kitchenham, 1996, Smith and March, 1995]. Moreover, the importance 
of social acceptance, practical utility, and ease of use for the long-term 
success of development methodologies has been repeatedly pointed out 
both by researchers and practitioners [Cockburn, 2001, DeMarco and 
Lister, 1999, Juristo and Moreno, 2001, Malhotra and Galletta 1999]. To 
examine these effects, qualitative techniques, adopted from the social 
sciences, have been added to the repository of software engineering 
research methods. Examples are ‘qualitative effects analysis’ 
[Kitchenham, 1996] or the ‘technology acceptance model’ (TAM) 
[Davis, 1986]. 

importance of human 
factors for success of 
software engineering 
concepts 

These evaluation techniques are suited for achieving the goals of 
evaluation in this work: to capture the potential effects of a 
method/process on the performance of project teams; to find out, 
whether practitioners are comfortable executing the approach proposed 
or find it tedious or infeasible. 

qualitative evaluation 
techniques 

Qualitative effects analysis uses expert opinion to estimate 
quantitative effects of methods and tools on processes and products. 
TAM postulates that tool acceptance can be predicted by measuring two 
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dimensions: the perceived usefulness and the perceived usability of a 
software system. 

These techniques are augmented by a scenario-based evaluation of 
the support environment that embodies the central constructs proposed in 
the previous research phases. Furthermore, post- and pre-test 
questionnaires are used to capture the attitudes of the subjects towards 
central concepts of the constructs evaluated.  

scenario-based 
evaluation 

Given the still low maturity of existing empirical work in this area of 
research, such a study is - in the author’s opinion - a more fruitful 
contribution to the questions examined in this work, than an isolated case 
study. 

1.4 Structure of this Work 

In chapter 2 first basic concepts such as ‘usability’, ‘user-centered 
design’ and ‘usability engineering’ are introduced and defined. A 
classification of the different philosophies for designing software 
systems with high usability is given. Next, the potential dimensions for 
an effective integration of usability knowledge into software 
development projects are examined. A critical review of approaches 
which try to achieve this integration either on the product, process or 
organizational level is provided. 

problem definition and 
analysis 

The analysis reveals a number of methodical, organizational and 
cultural obstacles encountered in establishing UE methods in mainstream 
software development processes. These results are summarized in 
section 2.5. and constitute the working hypotheses for this research.  

working hypotheses 

In chapter 3 the results of the previous chapter are used to focus the 
problem analysis and elaborate constraints of a solution. Based on this 
analysis a framework is developed to address the problems identified. 
The basic principles of the approach and a definition are given in section 
3.3. The elements of the solution which is developed in this work – 
adoption-centric usability engineering – are described in section 3.4 
while the interrelation of the concepts is described in section 3.5. 

constraints of a 
solution 
 
constructs 
 

The mathematical basis for the framework is described in chapter 4. 
The formal concepts are based on multi-criteria decision making theory 
and the theory of fuzzy subsets which are introduced in section 4.1. 
Based on this theories the developed concepts for the selection, 
assessment and evolution of UE methods are formalized in section 4.2 to 
4.5. 

formalization of 
constructs 

Chapter 5 examines how the framework developed in this work can 
be effectively operationalized. Constraints for the operationalization of 
the framework are analyzed and described in section 5.1. The elements 
and architecture of a support environment that embodies the framework 
developed are presented in section 5.2 A scenario for the deployment of 
the support environment developed in this work - ProUSE - is described 
in the sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 

operationalization of 
constructs 
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Chapter 6 provides results of an initial evaluation of central concepts 
of the adoption-centric usability engineering approach. The first study, 
which is described in section 6.1 examines whether the concept of a UE 
method kit is compatible with the mental model which project team 
members have of the development processes practiced in the respective 
development organizations. The second study presented in section 6.2 
examines the acceptance of the approach and the support tool by project 
team members.  

evaluation of the 
method kit concept 
 
 
evaluation of the 
support environment 

In chapter 7 the major findings of this work are summarized and 
discussed. In section 7.3 the adoption-centric usability engineering 
framework is compared to alternative approaches for capturing, 
communicating and reusing UE knowledge. The approach is contrasted 
with the goals, methods and concepts of approaches such as HCI design 
patterns, claims analysis and guidelines. The implications of adoption-
centric usability engineering for topics such as process improvement and 
research utilization are discussed in the section 7.4 to 7.6. Limitations of 
the models, concepts and tools developed are discussed in section 7.7. 
They form the starting points for the exploration of future research issues 
which are proposed in section 7.8. 

 
discussion 

The index contains important terms and abbreviations used in this 
work. 

 
  
 





 

2. THE USABILITY - SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING INTEGRATION PROBLEM  

As already indicated in the introduction chapter of this work, user-
centered design principles and the usability engineering methods that 
have been developed in recent years offer themselves as a remedy to 
many usability related disasters, problems and annoyances of software 
systems and their development processes. 

On the other hand, usability engineering methods are still underused 
and difficult to deploy for software development teams and 
organizations. The obvious question is: where and how should usability 
engineering knowledge and methods be considered in the existing 
software development lifecycle to maximize benefits gained from both 
software engineering and usability engineering? 

the usability-software 
engineering 
integration problem 

In the research community this problem is very recently discussed as 
the software engineering / usability engineering integration problem 
[Bass and John, 2003, Forbig and Dittmar, 1999, Kazman, et al., 2003, 
Seffah and Hayne, 1999]. They underline the need to highlight the 
current gaps between the software and usability engineering approaches 
and to examine the diverse specific approaches for integrating usability 
techniques into the software development lifecycle.  

In this chapter the major approaches for integrating usability aspects 
into software development processes are reviewed and some conclusions 
are drawn about the relevant research directions towards a synthesis and 
a more systematic, generic framework for integrating methods and tools 
of usability engineering in the software development process. These 
conclusions form the working hypotheses for the remainder of this work. 

To get an overview of the large number of individual contributions 
and to classify the relation of these contributions to the research problem 
studied in this work, the following differentiation is proposed: The 
integration of usability engineering aspects into the software engineering 
lifecycle can be approached at the product, process and organizational 
level. Existing research streams that address usability issues at the 
product, process or organizational level are reviewed in this chapter. 
Figure 2-1 visualizes the classification of these research streams 
according to the three levels just introduced. The meaning of the research 
streams that are visualized in Figure 2-1 is defined in the remainder of 
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this section. A detailed review of the contributions of each research 
stream is given in the following sections. 

Organizational level
approaches

Process level
approaches

Product level
approaches

Establish and improve
user-centred processes

and methods in
organizations

Apply processes  and
methods which ensure

the development of
usable products

Reuse knowledge
about good product
design to ensure the

development of usable
products

Improved
products

Improved
development

processes

Improved
organizational

capability

Usability maturity
models

Usability engineering
methodologies

Extension of
software engineering

artifacts for user
interface

specification

Approaches for
capturing and

reusing UE design
knowledge

 

Figure 2-1: Dimensions of UE- SE Integration 

On the product level, a good consideration of usability issues has to 
be reflected by all components of a software product: the user interface, 
the help system, user documentation, training plan, installation and 
configuration procedures. However, on the product level, most research 
attention was devoted to the user interface. UI guidelines, style guides, 
HCI-patterns, claims and standards are approaches to encode specific 
user interface design knowledge and make it available to software 
developers. A review of these approaches for capturing design rationale 
is given in section 2.2. 

product level 

On the process level, methodologies have been proposed which 
ensure a high level of usability of a product when a defined set of UE 
techniques is deployed during the development of a product. Besides 
their specific artifacts, techniques, and methods, existing UE 
methodologies differ in the strategy they suggest for integrating UE 
issues into the software engineering lifecycle. Section 2.2.5 examines the 
structure of prominent UE methodologies and their relation to the 
software development lifecycle. 

process level 

Besides these holistic UE methodologies a large number of 
approaches aim at extending individual software engineering artifacts 
such as use cases or scenarios for usability specifications. A review of 
these approaches is given in section 3.3 

The organizational level deals with the establishment of UE processes 
and methods in an organization. It ought to provide approaches for 

organizational level  
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supporting, establishing, and improving the usability function within a 
software development organization or team which is unfamiliar with UE 
methods.  Existing approaches such as the usability maturity model 
(UMM) [International Organization for Standardization, 2000] are 
limited to assessing the human-centeredness of an organization’s 
software development processes. Problems in the acceptance and 
adoption of UE techniques by development teams have been largely 
neglected yet. Section 2.5 indicates that many problems with establishing 
UE methods are caused by this lack of support for the organizational 
dimension of the UE-SE integration problem.  

2.1 Definition and Scope of Usability Engineering 
Concepts 

Before starting with the comprehensive analysis of existing approaches 
for integrating usability aspects into software development processes it is 
helpful to clarify the basic definition of the concepts that play a central 
role in this analysis. Since terms such as usability, usability engineering, 
user-centered design principles, usability engineering methodologies and 
methods are sometimes not consistently used in literature, their scope 
and meaning for this work should not be left to the interpretation of the 
reader. 

2.1.1 Usability 

The term usability is not new in software engineering. One of the first 
appearances of usability in literature is found in the factor, criteria, 
metric (FCM) model proposed by [McCall, 1977]. McCall classifies 
software quality factors according to the activity performed on the 
software product such as operation, maintenance (product revision) and 
further development (product transition).  Usability is one of the factors 
assigned to the activity ‘product operation’; others are ‘efficiency’ and 
‘reliability’.  

Several criteria are assigned to each quality factor (see Figure 2-2). 
Criteria of the factor ‘usability’ are ‘operability’, ‘training’, 
‘communicativeness’, ‘I/O volume’, and ‘I/O rate’. Unfortunately the 
McCall model does not specify any metrics to measure usability.  

usability as a software 
quality factor 
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Figure 2-2: Mc Call’s factor, criteria, metric model 

Later, more comprehensive approaches for defining usability were 
proposed. They mainly differ in the perspective selected. Shneiderman  
defines usability from the user perspective as: ease of learning, speed of 
user task performance, low user error rate, and subjective user 
satisfaction [Shneiderman, 1992]. From the product perspective usability 
was defined as ‘a usable software system is one that supports the 
effective and efficient completion of tasks in a given work context’ 
[Karat and Dayton, 1995].  

usability from the 
product perspective 
usability as defined in 
standards 

However, the term usability is not defined homogeneously - neither 
by the researchers nor by the standardization organizations. Mutual 
complementary definitions by standardization groups exist: 

The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology 
defines usability as ‘the ease with which a user can learn to operate, 
prepare inputs for, and interpret outputs of a system or component’ 
[IEEE Std.610.12, 1990]. 

ISO/IEC 9126-1 defines usability as ‘the capability of the software 
product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when 
used under specified conditions’ [ISO/IEC 9126-1, 2001]. ISO9241 
defines usability as ‘the extent to which a product can be used by a 
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specified set of users to achieve specified goals (tasks) with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use’ 
[ISO/TC 159 Ergonomics, 1998]. 

From the perspective of the software development process, a 
definition of usability is useful which defines usability as constituted by 
a set of attributes of the software product which can be optimized by a 
structured engineering process. The definitions provided in ISO 9241 
come closest to this understanding and are used in this work. 

2.1.2 Usability Engineering 

Various approaches for developing usable interactive systems are 
imaginable. Reiterer introduces a useful classification and differentiates 
between the craft approach, cognitive psychology approach, usability 
engineering approach, and the technologist approach [Reiterer, 2000]. 
Table 2-1 sets out their different philosophies and their means for 
producing interactive systems with high usability. 
 

Table 2-1: UI Development Approaches and Underlying Philosophies 

Approach Philosophy Quality by... 

Craft 
approach  

Craft: design through skill and 
experience 

Talent 

Cognitive 
Psychology 
approach 

Applied science: apply theory of human 
information processing 

Theory 

Usability 
Engineering 
approach 

Engineering: incorporate HCI issues 
into software engineering 

Methods 

Technologist 
approach 

Engineering: automate or support the 
engineering process 

Tools 

 
In this work we focus on the usability engineering approach. Similar 

to usability the term usability engineering is not defined consistently. 
Mayhew defines usability engineering as the ‘discipline that provides 
structured methods for achieving usability in user interface design during 
product development’ [Mayhew, 1999]. According to Faulkner ‘usability 
engineering is an approach to the development of software and systems 
which involves user participation from the outset and guarantees the 
usefulness of the product through the use of a usability specification and 
metrics’ [Faulkner, 2000]. 

definition of usability 
engineering 

At first view the terms ‘usability engineering’, ‘user interface 
design/development’, ‘user-centered design’, ’user interaction’ design’ 
seem somewhat ambiguous and mutually exchangeable. A useful 
differentiation was given by Hix and Hartson [Hix and Hartson, 1993]. 
According to their definition the process of user interface development is 
decomposed in a behavioral and a constructional part.  

behavioral and 
constructional parts of 
user interface 
development 
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In the behavioral part the interaction is described abstractly in terms 
of behavior between the user and the system as they interact. This part of 
the process is called ‘human-computer interaction development’. In the 
constructional part the interaction is described in terms of algorithms, 
data flow, widgets, and user interface description languages. The 
constructional part is called ‘user interface software development. Hix 
and Hartson point out that there is a conceptual gap between the 
behavioral and the constructional aspects of user interface development 
[Hix and Hartson, 1993]. 

Software development is the core activity of software engineering. 
Yet, software engineering additionally comprises special activities and 
techniques for managing, estimating, scheduling and budgeting. An 
analogous relation exists between user interface development and 
usability engineering.  

scope of usability 
engineering concepts 

Figure 2-2 shows the scope of the concepts discussed and how they 
are related to each other. The phases depicted in the center of the figure 
can be seen as something like a least common denominator in every 
engineering process. They serve here to indicate the scope of the 
concepts discussed with respect to the overall engineering process. 
However, they are not meant to indicate any temporal dependencies of 
activities. 

Usability Engineering

User Interface Development

User Interaction
Development

UI Software
Developm.

Behavioral Domain

Software Engineering

Constructional Domain

Planning Req.
Developm. Design Developm. Testing Deployment

 

Figure 2-3: Scope of usability engineering process concepts 

2.1.3 User-Centered Design Principles 

The core of UE is a user- or human-centered approach to requirements 
analysis and design of software systems. Human-centered design is 
achieved through the deployment of processes which address the 
consideration of end-users and other stakeholders in the specification, 
development, and operation of a system [ISO/TC 159 Ergonomics, 
1998]. 

focus on users, tasks, 
usability measurement 
and iterative 
refinement 
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Early user-centered design principles were formulated by Gould 
[Gould and Lewis, 1985]. The core elements are early focus on users and 
tasks, empirical measurement of usability, and iterative refinement of 
designs. Later these principles were supplemented with cost / benefit 
analysis to select the most effective changes to user interaction designs 
and a management process to verify, control, and assign accountability 
[Hix and Hartson, 1993]. 

A more informal way for communicating user-centered design 
principles are ‘usability slogans’. Examples are ‘know thy user’, ‘the 
user is always right’, ‘designers are not users’, ‘users are not designers’, 
‘vice presidents are not users’, ‘help doesn’t’ [Nielsen, 1994]. 

2.1.4 Usability Engineering Methodologies and Techniques 

Unfortunately the terms methodology, method and technique are used 
inconsistently throughout the literature and in practice. In this work we 
resort to the definitions of the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 
Engineering Terminology [IEEE Std.610.12, 1990].  

A software development methodology is defined as: (1) an integrated 
set of software engineering methods, policies, procedures, rules, 
standards, techniques, tools, languages, and other methodologies for 
analyzing, designing, implementing, and testing software; and (2) a set 
of rules for selecting the correct methodology, process, or tools [IEEE 
Std.610.12, 1990, Thayer and Thayer, 1997]. 

methodology 

A technique is defined as a method of accomplishing a desired aim 
[IEEE Std.610.12, 1990, Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, 2001]. 

method / technique 

Usability engineering methodologies are software development 
methodologies with a special emphasis on optimizing the usability of the 
system that is to be developed. Star Lifecycle [Hix and Hartson, 1993] 
Usability Engineering [Nielsen, 1994], LUCID (Logical User-Centered 
Interface Design Method) [Smith and Dunckley, 1997], the Usability 
Engineering Lifecycle [Mayhew, 1999], Usage-Centered Design 
[Constantine and Lockwood, 1999], MUSE (Method for Usability 
Engineering) [Lim and Long, 1994], the Nabla Model [Kolski and 
Loslever, 1998], and SEP (Scenario-based Engineering Process) 
[McGraw and Harbison, 1997] are examples for usability engineering 
methodologies. See Chapter 2.2.5 for an overview of existing usability 
engineering methodologies. 

usability engineering 
methodologies 

Examples for usability engineering techniques are affinity 
diagramming [Constantine and Lockwood, 1999], usability inspections 
[Nielsen, 1994], heuristic evaluation [Nielsen, 1994], task analysis 
[Mayhew, 1999], wizard-of-oz studies [Kelley, 1984], or cognitive 
walkthroughs [Polson, 1992]. 

usability engineering 
methods 

2.2 Product Level: Approaches for Reusing UE 
Design Rationale 

Approaches which aim to improve the usability of software systems at 
the product level focus on means for capturing knowledge for guiding 
the design and evaluation of interactive systems. Prominent examples are 
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‘guidelines’ [Smith and Mosier, 1986, Vanderdonckt, 1999], ‘style 
guides’ [Open Software Foundation, 1992], ‘interaction patterns’ 
[Brighton Usability Group, 1999, Coram and Lee, 1996, Tidwell, 1999, 
Welie, 2002], ‘questions-options-criteria’ (QOC) [Creighton, 1998, 
Nielsen, 1994], and claims [Rosson, et al., 2001].  

In the following section the basic ideas of these approaches are 
briefly introduced. Existing literature which empirically examines the 
utility of these approaches in the software development process are 
reviewed. 

The conclusions in section 2.2.6 summarize the insights of this 
analysis for the problem of integrating usability engineering knowledge 
in software development lifecycles. 

2.2.1 Guidelines 

The purpose of user interface guidelines is to capture design knowledge 
into small rules, which can then be used when constructing or evaluating 
new user interfaces. [Vanderdonckt, 1999] defines a guideline as ‘a 
design and/or evaluation principle to be observed in order to get and/or 
guarantee the usability of a user interface for a given interactive task to 
be carried out by a given user population in a given context’. Most of the 
existing guidelines are strongly oriented to non-windowed alphanumeric 
terminal applications. Prominent example for a guideline collection is 
Smith and Mosier’s set of 944 general-purpose guidelines [Smith and 
Mosier, 1986]). Guidelines are usually expressed in a positive and 
negative form; do or don’t do this. Therefore guidelines have their 
strength for evaluation purposes. They can easily be transformed in 
questions for evaluating a user interface. A typical example of a 
guideline-based evaluation approach is the ISO-9241 evaluator 
[Oppermann and Reiterer, 1997]. 

A detailed analysis of the validation, completeness and consistency of 
existing guideline collections has shown that there are a number of 
problems [Vanderdonckt, 1999]. Guidelines are often too simplistic or 
too abstract, they can be difficult to interpret and select, and they can be 
conflicting and often have authority issues concerning their validity. One 
reason for these problems is that most guidelines suggest a context-
independent validity framework but in fact, their applicability depends 
on a specific context.  

limitations of user 
interfaces guidelines 

Important limitations of guideline based design and evaluation of user 
interfaces have already been described by Scapin [Scapin, 1990]. He 
distinguishes between intrinsic problems of guidelines and usage 
problems. Intrinsic problems include incompleteness of guidelines when 
new devices, modes or metaphors emerge. This problem can only be 
solved through an empirical approach. Another intrinsic problem is the 
lack of specific answers to design problems. These answers are often not 
available. Finally many guidelines have been elicited in controlled 
experiments and often can not be transferred to other contexts.  

Usage problems are based on the finding that it is very difficult for 
non human factors specialists to identify the meaningful keywords that 
may trigger human factors knowledge. Current collections of usability 

problems in the 
practical adoption of 
guidelines 
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guidelines have on the order of a thousand rules to follow and are often 
perceived as intimidating by developers. 

The general utility of detailed design guidelines for augmenting 
development processes has also been questioned by Nielsen [Nielsen, 
1994]. He argues that the massive context information that is necessary 
to describe the context of use of a guideline together with the problem of 
conflicting guidelines makes guidelines close to useless.  

Hix and Hartson note that applying guidelines to specific situations 
requires deeper expert knowledge and experience than most interaction 
designers have [Hix and Hartson, 1993]. 

2.2.2 Style Guides 

A style guide is a document that contains descriptions of the usage and 
style of particular interaction components such as menus, dialog boxed, 
or messages. Commercial style guides such as the ‘OSF/Motive Style 
Guide’ [Open Software Foundation, 1992], the ‘Windows User 
Experience Style Guide’ [Mircosoft, 2000], the ‘AT&T Style Guide’ 
[AT&T, 2002], or the ‘Java Look and Feel Style Guide’ [Sun 
Microsystems, 2000] are often associated with a commercially available 
toolkit. They can act as a basis for customized style guides that are 
tailored for the products of an organization.  

 Style guides are mainly used during development and usability 
inspection of user interfaces to ensure consistency of user interaction 
designs. Starting the development of a style guide is an important early 
activity for project teams. Style guides are a useful means to capture and 
document design decisions to prevent constantly revisiting design 
decisions. However style guides should be changed as soon as data from 
usability tests becomes available that suggests that such changes are 
necessary. 

style guides ensure 
consistency of user 
interfaces 

In general style guides often suffer from the same problems as 
guidelines such as conflicts, inconsistencies, and ambiguities. 
Furthermore style guides are limited to a very particular application or 
set of applications.  

2.2.3 Interaction Patterns 

These limitations of guidelines motivated some researchers to introduce 
the concept of interaction patterns, also called human-computer 
interaction (HCI) patterns. An HCI pattern is described in terms of a 
problem, context and solution. The solution is assumed to be a proven 
solution to the stated and well-known problem. Patterns have been 
introduced as a medium to capture and disseminate user experiences and 
design practices / knowledge. They are a vehicle for transferring, by 
means of software development tools, the design expertise of human 
factor experts and UI designers to software engineers, who are usually 
unfamiliar with UI design and usability principles. Many groups have 
devoted themselves to the development of pattern languages for user 
interface design and usability. Among the heterogeneous collections of 
patterns, ‘Common Ground’ [Tidwell, 1999], ‘Experiences’ [Coram and 
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Lee, 1996], ‘Brighton’ [Brighton Usability Group, 1999], and 
‘Amsterdam’ [Welie, 2002] play a major role in this field. 

Another difference to guidelines and style guides is that patterns 
make both the context and problem explicit and the solution is provided 
along with a design rationale. Compared to guidelines, patterns contain 
more complex design knowledge and often several guidelines are 
integrated in one pattern. Patterns focus on ‘do this’ only and therefore 
are constructive and less abstract.  

patterns capture 
context specific UI 
design knowledge 

‘Experiences’ is an example of a pattern language for user interface 
design. This pattern language concentrates on the user’s experience 
within software systems.  The main focus is on the interactions between 
the user and the interfaces of software applications.  Patterns are grouped 
according to different focus areas and user interface paths such as 
interaction style, navigation, and symbols.  The interrelationships 
between the patterns are clearly mapped, and each pattern has a pattern 
description in natural language. 

There are certain problems associated with patterns and their 
languages.  To begin with, there are no standards for the documentation 
of patterns. The human-computer interaction community has no 
uniformly accepted pattern form. Furthermore, when patterns are 
documented (usually in narrative text), there are no tools to formally 
validate them.  There should be some formal reasoning and method 
behind the creation of patterns and pattern languages.  An additional 
point is that a language in computer science is described as having some 
sort of syntax and semantic.  None of the current pattern languages 
follows this principle. They generally resort to narrative text formats as 
illustrated in the ‘Experiences’ example. The only consistent principle is 
the traditional partition of a pattern in three sections: problem 
description, a description of the context, and a solution description. 
‘Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a 
certain context, a problem, and a solution’ [Alexander, et al., 1977]. 
Fincher criticizes that lack of invariants or common principles and 
quality criteria in current HCI pattern approaches. The current pattern 
collections may or may not represent all something good, useful or 
interesting but they are isolated from each other. They form ‘collections’ 
that are collections only in that much as they are all written by the same 
person or group [Fincher, 2004].  

2.2.4 Claims 

Another approach to capture usability engineering design knowledge is 
the claims approach [Sutcliffe, 2001]. Claims are psychologically 
motivated design rationales that express the advantages and 
disadvantages of a design as a usability issue, thereby encouraging 
designers to reason about trade-offs rather than accepting a single 
guideline or principle. Claims provide situated advice because they come 
bundled with scenarios of use and artifacts that illustrate applications of 
the claim. The validity of claims has a strong grounding in psychological 
theory, or on the evolution of an artifact which demonstrated its usability 
via evaluation. This is also a weakness of a claim, because it is very 
situated to a specific context provided by the artifact and usage scenario. 
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This limits the scope of any one claim to similar artifacts. Figure 2-4 
shows the structure of a claim. 

Claim ID &
explanation

Dependencies

required
to realise

Effect

produce

Theory

Relationship to
other claims

motivate

Design issue

links to

Upsides

Downsides

suggests

explain
design of

Scenarios

Artifacts
Author

provide
context for

explains trade offs

 

Figure 2-4: Structure of a Claim  

The application of claims is limited to the design of user interfaces. 
They do not aim at the redesign of work flows. Moreover, they assume 
that information about the context of use, user tasks and user profiles is 
available. 

2.2.5 Questions-Options-Criteria 

‘Questions-options-criteria’ (QOC) is a notation that was developed for 
recording design rationale during the actual design process [MacLean, et 
al., 1991]. Specific design problems which are formulated as questions 
form the starting point for a QOC analysis. A set of options which 
represent potential solutions of the design problem is assigned to each 
question. Criteria that support or reject potential solutions are assigned to 
each option. The goal of using the QOC notation is to structure design 
discussion for example by revealing options which have no supporting 
criteria and to facilitate the reuse of design rationale. QOC can serve as a 
vehicle to make the implicit claims in a design explicit. 
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Figure 2-5: Excerpt of a QOC design rationale structure  

Figure 2-5 shows an excerpt of a QOC structure which records design 
rationale for the design of a hypertext system. Questions which 
formulate a design problem are marked with a ‘Q’. Options which 
represent potential solutions to a design problem are marked with an ‘O’.  
Criteria which influence the selection of an option are marked with a ‘C’. 
Decisions for a certain option are marked with a ‘D’.  

QOC belongs to the notations for capturing design rationale for 
which at least preliminary evaluations exist, which empirically examine 
its utility and usability in practice. 

The implications of these studies for other formats of capturing UE 
design knowledge such as claims and HCI patterns need further 
investigations. The important results on the utility and usability 
examined in the QOC studies are summarized in the following 
subsection, together with a conclusive discussion on the approaches for 
capturing UE design rationale presented in section 2.2. 

2.2.6 Discussion 

As the concepts which are analyzed in section 2.2.1 to 2.2.5 show, a 
range of formats and notations was developed for capturing UE design 
knowledge. However, ‘our understanding of the demands on designers of 
using such representations has to date been drawn largely from informal 
and anecdotal evidence’ [Buckingham Shum, 1996]. The studies on the 
QOC notation conducted by Shum for example show the difficulties that 
‘designers’ encounter in representing useful design rationale whilst 
engaging in designing user interfaces.  

intrinsic problems of 
capturing design 
rationale 

Early studies on design rationale suggest that this is an intrinsic 
problem and can not be easily solved by finding a ‘right’ notation for 
capturing this knowledge. Long and Dowell argue, that usability 
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knowledge, ‘as wielded by the user interface practitioner at present, is 
largely craft expertise’ [Dowell and Long, 1989]. Experience with early 
forms of capturing usability design knowledge is rather discouraging, as 
for example experience with written user interface guidelines has 
witnessed [DeSouza and Bevan, 1990]: ‘usability rules’ are notorious for 
being either too general to be interpreted by non-experts, or so specific 
that a new rule is needed for each problem. 

The results of the empirical studies with the QOC notation indicate 
that heuristics are needed for writing high quality QOCs. A styleguide is 
required which maximizes the power of the notation for both author and 
subsequent reader. Claims grounding in psychological theory help to 
overcome one problem of less sophisticated means such as QOC and 
HCI patterns by providing a more systematic way in which to identify 
criteria relevant to user’s tasks; it helps to answer the question often 
asked of QOC, ‘Where do the criteria come from’? 

guidelines for 
guidelines 

Yet, there still remains a big question mark over the benefits and 
pragmatics of making the structure of design arguments explicit. 
According to Shipman and Marshall the actual utility is an often 
assumed but as yet largely unproven property of approaches for 
capturing design knowledge [Shipman and Marshall, 1999].  

uncertainty about the 
practical utility of 
design rationale 
notations 

Due to the fact of missing empirical studies, it remains unclear so far, 
if HCI patterns, claims or other forms for capturing usability design 
knowledge can overcome these limitations. Few empirical studies are 
available which examine how designers use the notations proposed 
during design problem solving. In the view of the author this missing 
empirical knowledge hampers advances in the field of usability design 
rationale and the adoption and integration of these approaches in 
software development processes. 

2.3 Process Level: Usability Engineering 
Methodologies 

There is a large body of research and practical experience available on 
software process models which are used to describe and manage the 
development process of software systems. Prominent examples are the 
‘waterfall model’ [Royce, 1970], the ‘spiral model’ [Boehm, 1988], or 
the ‘fountain model’ [Henderson-Sellers and Edwards, 1990].  

software engineering 
process models 

Even though some modern approaches such as object-oriented 
software engineering (OOSE) as described by Jacobson [Jacobson, et al., 
1992] have a user-centered philosophy, many fundamental UE 
techniques are not applied [Mayhew, 1999]. It is also a common 
misconception that agile processes are by default user-centered. The 
developers of the crystal methodology [Cockburn, 2001] for example 
point out that for the development of interactive systems a user-centered 
methodology such as contextual design [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998] 
should be integrated into the crystal methodology. 

For the shortcomings of traditional process models concerning 
usability issues, a number of approaches have been developed which 
take into account the special problems encountered with the engineering 
of highly interactive systems. Examples for the overwhelming number of 

usability engineering 
process models 
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methodologies are the Star Lifecycle [Hix and Hartson, 1993], Usability 
Engineering [Nielsen, 1994], LUCID (Logical User-Centered Interface 
Design Method) [Smith and Dunckley, 1997], the Usability Engineering 
Lifecycle [Mayhew, 1999], Usage-Centered Design [Constantine and 
Lockwood, 1999], MUSE (Method for Usability Engineering) [Lim and 
Long, 1994], the Nabla Model [Kolski and Loslever, 1998], and SEP 
(Scenario-based Engineering Process) [McGraw and Harbison, 1997]. 
Following the definition of section 2.1.4 these approaches can be 
summarized under the term usability engineering approaches. To review 
the specific techniques of all these approaches in detail would go beyond 
the scope of this work.  

In the following sections a subset of the approaches which are 
referenced above is analyzed. The main selection criterion for this subset 
of approaches is their impact on the field of usability engineering as it 
can be perceived by the amount of available literature. These 
methodologies are examined with respect to their structure, central 
principles and their strategy for integrating usability engineering 
methods into the software development process. 

2.3.1 Scenario-Based Design 

The usability engineering framework by Rosson and Carroll [Carrol, 
1995] proposes two concepts to support the design of interactive 
systems: scenarios and claims. Scenarios are used as a means for 
clarification and discussion of usability requirements. Scenarios describe 
an existing or envisioned system from the perspective of one or more 
real or realistic users. They capture the goals, intentions and reactions of 
the user during the interaction with the envisioned system.  

scenarios 

Rosson and Carroll attribute several merits to scenarios: Scenarios 
can be used to document the compromises that have to be made during 
user interaction-design. As they are formulated in plain natural language 
they have the advantage that they can be understood likewise by all 
project participants. This enables all project stakeholders to participate in 
the design process and discuss potential solutions. Scenarios can be 
described at different levels of granularity to examine aspects of the 
problem and the solution. Scenarios are elicited and detailed until they 
make significant design issues apparent and allow claims analysis. 

As described in section 2.2.4 claims encapsulate HCI knowledge that 
is associated with associated with a specific design and usage context. 
During the process of claims analysis appropriate claims are applied to 
the design issues identified in scenarios to come to design decisions and 
trade-offs. Claims analysis is used to examine the advantages and 
disadvantages of a solution to a specific design issue. The solution which 
provides an acceptable trade-offs for conflicting design issues is selected 
to solve the problem.  

 
claims analysis 

Figure 2-6 details the principles of scenario based design which are 
described above and shows the steps of the scenario-based design 
process which are described in more detail below. 
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Figure 2-6: The scenario-based design process 

Problem scenarios are used to describe the current practice. These 
stories should be carefully described to reveal properties of the 
stakeholders and their activities which implications for design. They are 
called problem scenarios not because they describe problems but because 
they describe activities in the problem domain. 

Via activity scenarios the design team introduces first concrete ideas 
about new ways to meet user needs and structure user activities. As for 
all other scenario types claims analysis helps to identify trade offs for 
design decisions.  

Information scenarios describe representations of information objects 
which future users interact with. Interaction scenarios refine this 
description by specifying the mechanisms for accessing and 
manipulating information objects and activities. 

The knowledge which is gathered via scenario refinements and 
claims analysis is used to define usability specifications which can be 
used for prototyping and evaluation.  

2.3.2 Contextual Design 

Contextual design developed by Beyer and Holtzblatt [Beyer and 
Holtzblatt, 1998] stresses the behavioral aspects of the system design 
process. In their view almost the complete system design process is 
driven by these aspects. Software requirements engineering is viewed as 
a response to the systems design process proposed by Beyer and 
Holtzblatt. In other words the complete system design process should be 
an input to the software requirements engineering process. The key 
activities of contextual design are: customer observation and interview, 

practice contextual 
design before 
requirements 
engineering 
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work model construction and consolidation, work redesign, and system 
design. 

First a number of future users are observed while they do their work. 
Contextual inquiry, an interviewing technique that includes special 
psychological heuristics to elicit relevant data is applied. 

contextual inquiry 

Based on the results of the contextual inquiries several 
complementary work models are constructed, that describe how work is 
done: the flow model roughly describes the relation of actors, activities,  
and objects. Sequence models refine this description by concentrating on 
the ordering of work tasks. Artifact models describe traces of people’s 
work such as documents or notes. Cultural influences and dependencies 
between groups of stakeholders are described in the cultural model. 
Finally the physical model describes physical properties of the current 
work environment. 

work / flow / sequence 
/ artifact / cultural 
models 

A shared understanding of the data collected within the design team 
is created in the interpretation sessions. The work models and notes 
captured during interpretation sessions are exploited to construct ‘affinity 
diagrams’. In an affinity diagram similar issues are grouped together in a 
hierarchical structure. The total amount of entries in the affinity 
diagrams for a typical project is estimated at about 1500, with 50-100 
notes for each customer interviewed. The authors suggest completing the 
affinity diagrams in one day, as it could otherwise be ‘too exhaustive’ 
[Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998]. 

interpretation sessions 
and affinity diagrams 

In the work redesign phase the current work structure is extracted 
from the consolidated work models. Then alternatives are proposed to 
the processes and work practices as they are documented in the models. 

model consolidation  

In the design phase a so-called ‘user environment design’ (UED) is 
built. A UED consists of ‘focus areas’ where coherent work activities are 
grouped together. Because of its importance for the design process, 
Beyer and Holtzblatt compare a UED with the floor plan of a building. 
UED inspections are conducted by applying walkthroughs with a set of 
heuristics. 

user environment 
design 

Prototyping is used as a design tool to communicate the experience 
that a new system will offer. The authors recommend to use paper 
prototypes for this purpose and to apply the same heuristics as in the 
initial contextual inquiries. Intermediate results are communicated to 
management, customers or engineers by joint inspections of the work 
products such as affinity diagrams and consolidated work models. The 
authors suggest having a design room, where these models are pinned to 
the walls. 

paper prototyping 

Beyer and Holtzblatt [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998] emphasize that 
‘the ability to see, manipulate, and design a process for delivering 
systems is a fundamental skill’ when it comes to establishing their 
techniques in software development processes. Yet they provide just 
very generic recommendations for adapting and tailoring the overall 
approach to certain project configurations. They recommend for example 
‘to recognize which parts are critical and which are less necessary in 
each case’, ‘what works for a two-person team won’t work for a fifteen 
person team’, ‘what works to design a strategy for a new market venture 
won’t work for the next iteration of a 10-year old system’, ‘tailor things 

tailoring of overall 
approach is required 
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you pick up to your problem, team and organization’ and finally ‘what 
you do with it is up to you’ [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998]). 

2.3.3 Star Lifecycle 

The star lifecycle [Hix and Hartson, 1993] proposed by Hix and Hartson, 
focuses on usability evaluation as the core process activity. The 
underlying philosophy is that not only prototypes but all process results 
should be evaluated to ensure their correctness. Placed around this 
central task are the activities system / task / functional / user analysis, 
requirements / usability specifications, design & design representation, 
rapid prototyping, software production and deployment. The results of 
each activity are subjected to an evaluation before moving on to the next 
process activity. Yet it is possible to start with almost any development 
activity. The bi-directional links between the central usability evaluation 
task and all other process activities cause the graphical representation of 
the model to assume a star shape.  

usability evaluation as 
the central activity 

One drawback related to this approach was outlined by Hix and 
Hartson [Hix and Hartson, 1993]: project managers tend to have 
problems with the highly iterative nature of the model. They find it 
difficult to decide when a specific iteration is completed, thus 
complicating the management of resources and limiting their ability to 
control the overall progress of the development process. An obvious 
solution to this problem is to establish control mechanisms such as 
quantitative usability goals. 

iterative process 
driven by usability 
goals 

Regarding the integration of usability engineering methods into the 
overall process they emphasize that ‘more research is needed to better 
understand and support the real communication needs of this complex 
process’ [Hix and Hartson, 1993]. 

integration requires 
understanding of 
communication needs 

Hix and Hartson give some basic advice on tailoring the overall 
approach. They suggest a top down approach if the development team 
has some experience and a priori knowledge of the target system 
structure. Otherwise they favor a more experimental bottom up 
approach. They propose that the overall approach should be configured 
to accommodate the size of the project, the number of people involved, 
and the management style. Hix and Hartson explicitly emphasize the 
necessity to view usability engineering as a process, but they point out 
that the design phase is one of the least understood development 
activities.  

tailoring of star 
lifecycle should be 
based on project 
characteristics 

They provide special methods and notations to support the process. 
The user action notation (UAN) for example provides means to specify 
user interaction that is familiar to software developers and yet 
unambiguous for implementing the actual interface. A technique for 
defining and tracing quantitative usability goals provided by the star 
lifecycle are usability specification tables. 

2.3.4 The Usability Engineering Lifecycle 

The term ‘usability engineering’ was popularized by Nielsen [Nielsen, 
1994]. He points out that usability issues apply to all aspects of a system 
including installation and maintenance procedures. Nielsen supplements 

usability issues apply 
to all aspects of 
software engineering 
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the user-centered design principles introduced in section 2.1.2  by the 
principles ‘set usability goals’, ‘coordinate design of the total interface’, 
‘apply guidelines and heuristic analysis’, and ‘collect feedback from 
field use’.  

The usability engineering lifecycle [Mayhew, 1999] is an attempt to 
redesign the complete software development process around usability 
engineering knowledge, methods, and activities. This process starts with 
a structured requirements analysis concerning usability issues. The data 
gathered from this requirements analysis is exploited to define explicit 
and measurable usability goals of the proposed system. The usability 
engineering lifecycle aims at accomplishing the defined usability goals 
via an iteration of usability engineering methods such as conceptual 
model design, user interface mockups, prototyping, and usability testing 
[Mayhew, 1999]. The iterative process terminates if the usability goals 
have been met or the resources allocated for the task have been 
consumed. 

redesign the complete 
software engineering 
lifecycle 

As outlined by Mayhew the usability engineering lifecycle has been 
successfully applied throughout various projects [Mayhew, 1999]. 
However, some general drawbacks were discovered by Mayhew during 
these case studies: one key concern is that redesigning the overall 
development process around usability issues often poses a problem 
regarding the organizational culture of software engineering 
organizations. The well-established development processes of an 
organization cannot easily be turned into human-centered processes 
during a single project. Furthermore, there is often a lack of the 
knowledge necessary to perform the UE activities in the development 
teams, which hampers the persistent establishment of UE activities 
within the practiced engineering processes. Precisely how the UE 
activities proposed in the usability engineering lifecycle should be 
integrated smoothly into engineering processes practiced by software 
development organizations was declared by Mayhew to be an open 
research issue [Mayhew, 1999].  

cultural problems in 
adopting the usability 
engineering lifecycle 

This is partly because ‘traditional development tasks are tightly 
intertwined with UE tasks and the exact overlapping is not clear’. 
However the key to general applicability and flexibility does not lie in 
the choice of which process steps of the usability engineering lifecycle to 
carry out, but which techniques to apply to each process step.  

tailoring of UE should 
be concerned with 
selection of methods 
not activities 

Mayhew emphasizes that there is a need to tailor the UE lifecycle in 
order to appropriately adapt the overall lifecycle approach to ‘fit the 
unique set of requirements and resources of each individual project’ and 
that the ‘most appropriate relationship depends on various project 
specific factors’. Potentially relevant factors for selecting techniques are 
cost, quality and accuracy of work products, availability of UE skills, 
and the difficulty in learning and using for non-specialists.     

optimal integration of 
UE and SE depends 
on project factors 

Mayhew names a couple of success factors for practicing UE. First, 
all project team members should carry out UE process steps. Mayhew 
stresses the importance of ‘ultimately institutionalizing UE within a 
development organization and methodology’. This claim is supported by 
a study that shows that ‘do it yourself’ training in UE techniques for 
developers is the best to leverage small UE staff [Miller, 1996]. Project 

involve project team in 
practicing UE 
methods 
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team participation is necessary and simply having a design guru on board 
is not enough.  

2.3.5 Usage-centered Design 

Usage-centered design [Constantine and Lockwood, 1999] is based on a 
process model called activity model for usage-centered design. The 
activity model describes a concurrent UE process which starts with the 
activities of collaborative requirements modeling, task modeling, and 
domain modeling in order to elicit basic requirements of the planned 
software system. The requirements analysis phase is followed by the 
design activities: interface content modeling and implementation 
modeling. These activities are continuously repeated until the system 
passes the usability inspections which are carried out after each iteration. 
The design and test activities are paralleled by help system / 
documentation development and standards / style definition for the 
proposed system. This general framework of activities is supplemented 
by special methods like essential use case models or user role maps. The 
lifecycle of usage-centered design is depicted in Figure 2-7. 

User Roles

User Role
Map

Use Cases

Use Case
Map

Content Model

Navigation
Map

Roles Tasks Contents

Domain Model (glossary, data model, or object class model)

Operational Model (environmental and contextual factors)

Visual and
Interaction

Design

 

Figure 2-7: Models of usage-centred design 

Constantine and Lockwood provide many case studies where usage 
centered design was successfully applied, yet they basically encountered 
the same organizational obstacles as Mayhew [Mayhew, 1999] when 
integrating their UE approach into the software engineering processes 
practiced practiced in organizations. They zero in on the fact that ‘new 
practices, processes, and tools have to be introduced into the 
organization and then spread beyond the point of introduction’ 
[Constantine and Lockwood, 1999]. A straightforward solution to these 
problems is the institution of training courses for all participants of UE 
activities offered by external consultants. However, this solution is 
regarded as being not only time consuming but also cost intensive in the 
long run. Also, it tends to have only a limited, temporary effect and thus 
does not promote organizational learning in UE design methods. 
Constantine and Lockwood conclude that it is necessary to build up an 
internal body of knowledge concerning UE methods, best practices, and 
tools which are tailored to the needs of the development organization 
[Constantine and Lockwood, 1999].  

long-term 
establishment of UE in 
software development 
processes 

concurrent UCD 
process 
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all UE 
approache has been interpreted as the opposite, sometimes 
as a replacement, to the system-driven philosophy generally used in 

les, and use cases. 
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use cases 
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 and software engineering [Jackson, 
199

d sub-goals [Artim and VanHarmelen, 
199
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2.3.6 Extension of Software Engineering Artifacts for UI 
Specification 

Traditionally, the user-centered design philosophy which 
s are based on 

software engineering.  The reality is that UE and software engineering 
techniques each have their own strengths and weaknesses and their 
objectives overlap in some areas, but differ in others.  

Obvious opportunities for integrating the concerns of both are the 
artifacts which are created during the UE and SE processes. Examples 
for such artifacts are scenarios, task models, user profi

comprehensive number of research works aimed at identifying and 
resolving the overlaps and similarities between UE artifacts and 
techniques and software development artifacts and techniques. 

 In this section a selection of these potential approaches for 
integrating usability and software engineering approaches by their 
artifacts is reviewed: scenarios [Carrol, 1995, Jarke, 1999], 

scenarios 

task models 

scenarios and task 
models 

ckburn, 1997, Constantine and Lockwood, 1999, Seffah and Hayne, 
1999], object-oriented notations [Forbrig, 1999, Krutchen, 1999, 
Markopoulos  and Marijnissen, 2000, Paterno, 2001, Pinheiro da Silva  
and Paton, 2001], and task models [Artim and VanHarmelen, 1998, 
Dayton, et al., 1998, Rosson, 1999]. 

Widely known software engineering artifacts for capturing user 
requirements are scenarios. The scenario-based approach has been 
promoted both in HCI [Carrol, 1995]

5]. However the concept of scenarios has not been consistently 
defined. Jarke proposed to clarify the purpose and manner to use 
scenarios in the modeling process, since scenarios can be used in very 
different manners. Jarke defines a scenario as a construct that describes a 
possible set of events that might reasonably take place; scenarios offer 
‘middle-ground abstraction between models and reality’ [Jarke, 1999]. It 
is pointed out by Jarke that scenarios are used in software engineering as 
intermediate design artifacts. They provide a task-oriented design 
decomposition that can be used from many perspectives, including 
usability trade-off, iterative development and manageable software 
design object-oriented models. 

Task analysis are proposed as an alternative to scenarios to achieve a 
generic and thus abstract model of end-user tasks, typically in a 
hierarchical form of goals an

8, Dayton, et al., 1998, Rosson, 1999]. A task model is a hierarchical 
decomposition of the activities that a user needs to perform in order to 
reach his or her goals. Task models can be used to derive scenarios.  

[Rosson, 1999] proposes combining the development of task- and 
object-oriented models. Rosson suggests extracting potential 
computational objects from usage scenarios. These computatio

ects are organized as a network of collaborating objects. In the next 
step functionality is assigned to each specific object of the network. The 
usage scenarios in Rosson’s approach are based on a set of user tasks. 
Rosson’s approach tries to combine task analysis known in usability 
engineering, scenarios and object models. Forbrig and Dittmar [Forbrig, 
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ineering community to provide a 
me

ses to structure use cases 
wit

other hand he emphasizes the importance 
of 

any implicit user interface decisions 
[Co

 of dynamic window relationships 
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1999] and Paterno [Paterno, 2002] proposed more formal approaches to 
combine task, user, and object models. 

Use cases have evolved as another alternative to capture user 
requirements and user interface specifications. Traditionally, use cases 
have been proposed in the software eng

 
use cases 

use cases and task 
models 

essential use cases 

use case storyboards 

chanism for determining system boundaries, as well as a user-oriented 
requirement model. There appears to be much commonality between task 
models and use cases [Seffah and Hayne, 1999]. Use cases and 
specifications of tasks both describe user tasks in different ways. So 
there are similarities between both approaches even though sometimes 
different terms are used for the same meaning. 

According to Cockburn use cases are not well defined and many 
different ways of use coexist [Cockburn, 1997]. They differ in purpose, 
content, plurality and structure. Cockburn propo

h respect to goals, which limits the scenario explosions. The goals are 
structured as a tree containing ‘summary goals’ as high-level goals, and 
‘user goals’ as atomic goals.  

Artim emphasizes the role of task analysis since task models are 
providing a user-centric view of a software system [Artim and 
VanHarmelen, 1998]. On the 

use cases as they provide a method for exploring user-system 
interaction and describing system behavior. Artim tries to augment use 
case based methodologies to support interface design and usability 
engineering. Theoretically, having a consistent model that provides 
simple views for any user role (actor) and automatically includes the 
user’s concern should be enough to enable software engineers to keep 
track of the user’s needs during the software engineering process. 
However, as Artim pointed out in his case study, the culture of the 
software engineers does not include collaborating with the user in the 
process of building a better system. These sociological forces within 
development teams will limit or even discard any impacts of the user in 
the development of the system. 

Constantine and Lockwood suggest that use case analysts first 
prepare lightweight use case model descriptions so called ‘essential use 
cases’ that do not contain 

nstantine and Lockwood, 1999]. Essential use cases focus on user 
intention rather than interaction, and simplification rather than 
elaboration. Later on, the user interface designer can use these essential 
use cases as input to create the user interface without being bound by any 
implicit decisions. Furthermore, Constantine and Lockwood suggest use 
case maps to structure use cases similar to hierarchical task models 
[Constantine and Lockwood, 1999]. 

Krutchen suggested adding a new artifact, the use case storyboard, to 
the rational unified process (RUP) [Krutchen, 1999]. A use case 
storyboard provides a high level view

h as window navigation paths and other navigation paths between 
objects in the user interface. Like all use cases, use case storyboards have 
to be written during requirements analysis. Therefore a big concern 
about this new technique comes from specifying the interface and the 
interactions at the beginning, rather than making user interface decisions 
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ppr nted in the section above underscore the great 
interest of the software engineering and usability engineering research 

and

 Processes 

Approaches which address the software-usability engineering integration 
problem on the organizational level are expected to provide concepts for 

e developed to measure the effectiveness of an 
org

ring process implemented or it fails to 

Process 

ngineering process achieves its purpose. 
thods such as task analysis are performed. 

ineering process delivers work products of 
fined timescales and resource needs. Basic 

at the design phase, thus limiting the possibilities of the interface [Seffah 
and Metzker, 2004]. 

2.3.7 Discussion

The a oaches prese

communities in cross-pollinating the disciplines. However, again very 
little is known about the adoption of the proposed approaches in practice. 

Studies on the adoption and practical impact of the proposed 
approaches could give hints on the most promising research directions 

 could provide guidelines for practitioners in selecting specific 
approaches for augmenting their development processes.   

2.4 Organizational Level: Establishing UE
in Organizations  

introducing, supporting and establishing usability engineering processes 
in software development organizations and make them a common 
practice of development teams. However, few approaches address the 
problem at this level. 

Approaches such as the capability maturity model (CMM) 
[Humphrey, 1990] ar

anization’s software development capability. Similar to this approach 
the usability maturity model (UMM) [Bevan, 2000] measures an 
organization’s capability to perform user-centered development 
processes. The usability maturity level is assessed by structured 
interviews with members of the organization and an analysis of work 
products produced in the organization. The result of the assessment is the 
classification of an organization’s usability maturity on a scale with six 
levels. These levels are explained in the following: 

Level 0: Incomplete Process  
usability maturity 
levels of organizations 

There is no usability enginee
achieve its purpose. 

Level 1: Performed 

The implemented usability e
Basic usability engineering me

Level 2: Managed Process 

The performed usability eng
acceptable quality within de
management and controlling activities are deployed to ensure that the 
performed process meets the resource constraints.   
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Level 3: Established Process 

At this level a defined standard usability engineering process is available 
that matches the defined business goals of the organization. The standard 
process can be tailored to obtain a defined process which is appropriate 
to the context of development.  

Level 4: Predictable Process  

The established usability engineering process is performed within 
defined control limits to achieve its goals. At this level an adequate 
infrastructure for defining, measuring and evaluating usability 
engineering process goals is implemented. Process goals are reliably 
achieved by a defined process. Measures are collected and analyzed to 
control the process. The outcome of processes is predictable. 

Level 5: Optimizing Process 

Required changes to the predictable standard process can be made based 
on a quantitative understanding of the effects. The effectiveness of 
process changes can be validated against business goals. Improvement 
opportunities are identified in a systematic pro-active manner.   

2.4.1 Discussion 

Process improvement models for user-centered development processes 
such as UMM are just emerging and are not well examined yet. They 
codify existing knowledge about successful development processes and 
demand the measurement of the performance quality. 

UMM is not developed for the direct deployment in project, but 
targets assessors and process engineers, which have to make project and 
organization specific adaptations. This raises the question how immature 
organizations with little usability engineering knowledge can adapt 
UMM. Eventually, UMM activities are regarded as unimportant which 
indeed could contribute to the development of usable products. 
Unfortunately no hints are provided for the operationalization of 
complex concepts such as tailoring standard usability engineering 
processes or controlling their effectiveness. If UMM is to be used for 
process improvement this knowledge must be provided by external 
experts. 

solution for quick 
uptake of UE methods 
in immature 
organizations is 
required 

The authors of UMM are aware of problems introduced by the 
process focus, as they acknowledge that ‘research is required into the 
barriers of uptake of user-centered approaches within technically driven 
engineering disciplines’ [Prestipino, 2001]. Software is to a large extent 
an immaterial good which is produced in a development process which 
largely depends on people and their intellectual processes [Sommerville, 
1995]. Therefore the adoption of methods by project teams - in contrary 
to common beliefs - is not assured just because it is mandated by the 
organization. Nevertheless most research efforts have focused on 
proposing new methods. It is largely ignored by method developers and 
process improvement approaches such as UMM that the adoption of 
methods represents a significant change in work practices and many 

barriers of uptake of 
user-centered 
approaches 
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members of development teams are resistant to such change [Pfleeger, 
1999]. The resistance by individual project team members against using 
new methods often obstructs their successful deployment [Kozar, 1989]. 

According to Pfleeger the field of software engineering needs to 
better understand the role of people in the adoption process. 
Riemenschneider found that if a methodology is not regarded as useful 
by developers its prospects for successful deployment are severely 
undermined [Riemenschneider, et al., 2000]. However frameworks 
which exploit the dependencies between method acceptance and their 
successful deployment for knowledge transfer have neither been 
developed by the software engineering nor by the usability engineering 
community. 

understand role of 
people in the adoption 
of methods 

2.5 Working Hypotheses 

The previous sections of this chapter presented existing approaches for 
integrating usability engineering knowledge in the software development 
process at the product, process and organizational level. However, the 
analysis which was performed in the previous sections already points to 
more fundamental obstacles for a successful adoption of usability 
engineering knowledge which are often not explicitly. These 
fundamental obstacles are further elaborated in this section. They form 
the working hypotheses for this work.   

The main purpose of working hypotheses is to form some stabile 
basis to which following argumentations and concepts can refer to. Due 
to the nature of working hypotheses they often can not be proved during 
the course of a work. However, as presented later in this work, the 
evaluation which is described in chapter 6 indeed directly supports some 
of the working hypotheses which are formulated here.  

H 1: There is a growing gap between UE research and research 
utilization  

A number of case studies exist that examine success factors and potential 
obstacles for the deployment of UE methodologies in software 
development processes. They indicate that there is a gap between UE 
research and the utilization of the research results. 

Early studies on the adoption of UE techniques in practice [Gould 
and Lewis, 1985] found that user-centered design principles were neither 
perceived as obvious nor intuitive by practitioners. UE methods were not 
applied nearly as often as they should be. This was primarily due to a 
lack of knowledge of exactly how to apply UCD principles. 

lack of knowledge in 
UE techniques 

However, recent studies indicate that UE methods are still not widely 
adopted by software development teams. A study that was conducted in 
Germany with software engineers who are working on the design of 
interactive systems in a variety of domains (DaimlerChrysler Aerospace 
(DASA) in Ulm, Sony in Fellbach, Grundig in Fuerth and 
DaimlerChrysler Passenger Car Production in Sindelfingen) [Oed, et al., 
2001]. The study revealed that the organizations examined practice 
highly diverse individual engineering processes. However, none of the 
UE development models presented in 2.3 is actually employed. 

success factors and 
potential obstacles for 
integrating UE 
methods in software 
development lifecycles 
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Furthermore, the persons who are entrusted with the ergonomic analysis 
and evaluation of interactive systems are primarily the developers of the 
products. External usability or human factors experts or an independent 
in-house usability department are seldom available. Few of the 
participants were familiar with methods such as user profile analysis or 
cognitive walkthroughs, which are regarded as fundamental from a 
usability engineer’s point of view. 

The UE methods which are considered to be reasonable for 
application by the engineers are often not utilized for the following 
interrelated reasons: 

knowledge about UE 
methods is missing in 
project teams 

 There is no time allocated for UE activities: neither are these 
activities integrated in the development process nor in the project 
schedule. 

 Knowledge needed for the performance of UE tasks is not available 
within the development team. 

UE methods perceived as time consuming 
 The effort for the application of the UE tasks is estimated to be too 

high because they are regarded as time consuming. 
These results indicate that it is important to examine how UE 

methods can be successfully introduced and established. Rosenbaum 
tried to identify success factors for establishing UE methods in software 
development processes [Rosenbaum, et al., 2002]. 

Rosenbaum emphasizes that the core principles of user-centered 
design should be communicated to the whole project team. Rosenbaum 
suggests using workshops and tutorials for this purpose. The goal is to 
gain support not only from mid-level management but also from 
individual developers. Furthermore there is a need for having a set of 
highly efficient UE methods that is perceived by the project team as 
being useful. These UE methods should be integrated into the 
organization’s software development process. The whole project team 
should be involved in UE practices. Rosenbaum points out that textbook 
methods such as traditional usability testing often have to be adapted to 
different contexts to become useful.  

The findings of Rosenbaum were also confirmed by a study of 
Vredenburg which examined UE practice across industry [Vredenburg 
and Butler, 1996]. According to Vredenburg many UE methods are not 
effective or practical in practice. 

Mao et. al performed a study to investigate the actual use of UE 
methods in practice across the industry [Mao and Vredenburg, 2001]. 
Their results reinforce the hypothesis that there is a big gap between 
research and research utilization by software engineering practitioners. 
Despite a steady introduction of new methods and techniques many of 
them are not commonly performed in practice. This is also true for basic 
methods such as observing users using prototypes, and iterative design. 

Mao et. al identified several reasons for this situation. First of all the 
resources dedicated to UE issues are very limited. Second they 
encountered resistance against UE methods on the individual developer 
level. Finally knowledge about user-centered design principles and UE 
methods is missing in the development teams. 

Later approaches aimed at making user-centered design more usable. 
One of the claims of this research stream is that there is a need to make 

communicate UCD 
principles to the whole 
project team 

gap between UE 
research and research 
utilization 

resistance against UE 
methods on developer 
level 
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theoretically-sound methods available and accessible [Thimbleby, 2000]. 
Furthermore, Gulliksen argues that ‘practitioners need above all a 
framework or structure and principles how to perform UE activities in 
practice’ [Gulliksen, et al., 1999]. 

H 2: There is a lack of UE process support tools to support usability 
engineering activities  

Performing UE activities is perceived by practitioners as tedious and 
time-consuming [Oed, et al., 2001]. Process support tools should enable 
project teams to deploy UE techniques easily and efficiently. 

However, development organizations should not be forced to adopt a 
fixed set of UE techniques as the underlying software engineering 
processes practiced in organizations are very diverse. Instead, any tool 
introduced should facilitate a smooth integration of UE methods into the 
individual software development process practiced by the organization. 
Turning technology-centered processes into human-centered processes 
should be seen as a continuous process improvement task where 
organizations learn which of the UE methods available best match 
certain engineering contexts. Furthermore it should enable organizations 
to gradually adopt new UE methods. 

any tool introduced 
must support flexible 
UE process models 

It was observed that the staff entrusted with interface design and 
evaluation often lack a special background in UE methods. Yet, as the 
need for usability was recognized by the participating organizations: they 
tend to develop their own in-house usability guidelines and heuristics. 
Recent research [Billingsley, 1995, Rosenbaum, et al., 2000, Spencer, 
2000, Weinschenk and Yeo, 1995] supports the observation that such 
usability best practices and heuristics are, in fact, compiled and 
employed by software development organizations. Spencer for example, 
presents a streamlined cognitive walkthrough method which has been 
developed to facilitate efficient performance of cognitive walkthroughs 
under the social constraints of a large software development organization 
[Spencer, 2000]. From experiences collected in the field of software 
engineering [Basili, et al., 1994] it must be assumed that, in most cases, 
best practices like Spencer’s are unfortunately not published in either 
development organizations or the scientific community. They are bound 
to the people of a certain project or, even worse, to one expert member of 
this group, making the available body of knowledge hard to access. 
Similar projects in other departments of the organization usually cannot 
profit from these experiences. In the worst case, the experiences may 
leave the organization with the expert when changing jobs. Therefore, 
any tool introduced should not only support existing human factors 
methods but also allow the organizations to compile, develop and evolve 
their own approaches [Metzker and Offergeld, 2001]. 

support evolutionary 
development and 
reuse of UE  
experience 

UCD methods should still be regarded as knowledge-intensive. Thus, 
tools are needed to support engineers with the knowledge required to 
effectively perform UE activities. Furthermore, tools should enable 
software development organizations to explore which of the existing 
methods of UE work best for them in a certain project context and how 
they can refine and evolve basic methods to make them fit into their 
particular project context. A dynamic model that allows organizations to 

provide means to trace 
the engineering 
context of UE methods 
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keep track of the application context of UE methods is called for 
[Metzker, 2001]. 

H 3: Knowledge in performing UE methods is missing in project 
teams 

Most approaches examined in section 2.2-2.4 implicitly postulate 
traditional software engineering processes and teams polyvalent. Another 
typical assumption is that experienced human-factors specialists are 
available in the development team and, therefore, UE methods can be 
performed ad hoc. However, recent research shows that even highly 
interactive systems are frequently developed without the help of in-house 
human-factors specialists or external usability consultants [Metzker and 
Offergeld, 2001]. For this reason, UE methods often cannot be utilized 
because the necessary knowledge is not available within the 
development teams [Mayhew, 1999]. 

Another point that is also largely ignored by the approaches described 
is that development organizations with a low usability maturity are often 
overwhelmed by the sheer complexity of the proposed UE process 
models. The models lack a defined procedure for tailoring the 
development process and methods for even basic project constraints such 
as domain, team size, experience of the development team or the system 
engineering process practiced by the organization. As described in 
section 2.3 there are a large number of UE methods scattered over the 
literature. The vital importance of tailoring these sets of techniques to 
project constraints is emphasized in prominent UE methodologies [Bias, 
1994, Nielsen, 1994]. Yet empirical data to guide meaningful tailoring 
even for the most prominent project configurations is missing. 
Systematic tailoring of methodologies has not yet been addressed. As it 
remains unclear how to integrate UE activities in software development 
processes they have often been regarded as dispensable and have been 
skipped in the event of tight schedules [Mayhew, 1999].  

lack of tailoring UE 
methodologies to 
project constraints 

H 4: Integrating UE methods into the practiced software engineering 
processes must be understood as an organizational learning task.  

Almost all current approaches do not account for the fact that turning 
technology-centered development processes into human-centered 
development processes must be viewed as a continuous process 
improvement task [Norman, 1998]. A strategy for supporting a long-
lasting establishment of UE knowledge, methods, and tools within 
development organizations has been neglected so far.  

institutionalizing UE 
methods is an 
organizational 
learning task 

The need for such an organizational learning process that aims at 
institutionalizing UE methods in software development processes is 
described by Gulliksen: ‘A single representative on a project team 
charged with pursuing the user-centered agenda finds it almost 
impossible to carry the rest of the project team along [Gulliksen, et al., 
1999]. Significant portions of the team need to understand and be in a 
position to contribute to the use of the tools’.  

A meta-model that guides the introduction, establishment, and 
continuous improvement of UE methods in mainstream software 
development processes is called for [Metzker and Reiterer, 2002]. 
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H 5: Preconceptions about the user interface development process 
still prevail. 

There is a common misconception that application software exists 
independently of the user interface – yet, in fact, the ‘internals’ live and 
die according to the requirements of the user interface. If no provision is 
made on the user interface for access to a certain piece of internal 
functionality, that functionality is ‘dead code’ and it might as well not 
exist: from the user perspective, important features that are not easily 
accessible due usability problems are interpreted by users as missing 
functionality [Nielsen, 1994].  

The term ‘user interface’ is perhaps one of the underlying obstacles in 
the quest for usable programs since it gives the impression of a thin layer 
sitting on top of the other software that is the ‘real’ system. This 
dichotomy explains the `peanut butter theory of usability' [Lewis and 
Rieman, 1994]. Lewis explains that usability is often seen as ‘a spread 
that can be smeared over any software model, however dreadful, with 
good results if the spread is thick enough. If the underlying functionality 
is confusing, then spread a graphical user interface on it. ... If the user 
interface still has some problems, smear some manuals over it. If the 
manuals are still deficient, smear on some training which you force users 
to take.’ 

the peanut butter 
theory of user 
interface development 

Other common misconceptions, beliefs and attitudes that hamper a 
successful establishment of usability engineering techniques are 
according to Mayhew: ‘user interface design tasks do not arise until the 
detailed design phase of a development project’, ‘user interface design 
can be done right the first time, in the design phase’ [Mayhew, 1999]. 
Many software engineers believe that well-established techniques of 
developing software in general, apply as well to user interface 
development. However, as Hix and Hartson pointed out user interface 
development consists of human-computer interaction development and 
user interface software development [Hix and Hartson, 1993]. Only the 
last one can be done by just using UI toolkits or GUI-Builders. 

problems of user 
interface development 
have been solved with 
GUI builders  

H 6: There is an educational gap between software and usability 
professionals. 

UE specialists - who are generally psychologists, are often regarded as 
mere nuisances who get in the way of ‘real’ software engineers. The 
‘priest-with-a-parachute’ [Hix and Hartson, 1993] picture illustrates the 
role of usability experts in the process: usability people jump into in the 
middle of a project and stay just long enough to give it a blessing. 
Another metaphor often used is that of the ‘usability police’. 

User interface development is seldom allocated sufficient time in the 
crucial, early phases of the development schedule. The user interface 
code is often more than half of the overall code for a project and takes a 
comparable amount of engineering effort [Myers, 1995]. Yet user 
interface development is often haphazard and regarded as unimportant 
by many software engineers and managers. 

However, whatever the approach chosen for involving usability 
engineers in the software development lifecycle, the difficulties of 
communication between the software engineering team and the usability 

difficulties of 
communication 
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specialists could seriously compromise the integration of the usability 
expertise in the software development lifecycle. Among the difficulties 
in communication, the most mentionable are the educational gap, the 
usage of different notations, languages, and tools, and the contrasting 
perception of the role and importance of the design artifacts. For 
example, in spite of the similarities existing between use cases and task 
analysis [Artim and VanHarmelen, 1998, Forbrig, 1999, Hayne, et al., 
1999] and the advantages of their complementary usage software and 
usability engineers often try to substitute one for the other. 

Software engineers need cost-effective educational tools to 
understand and master usability engineering in their own languages and 
cultural contexts.  

Unfortunately usability specialists are frequently unable to 
understand why and how the technical choices and constraints that 
developers are faced with affect a product’s design. This situation stems 
mainly from the lack of a means to mediate usability and software 
engineers’ communications. This mediation is a key point for cross-
pollinating the two disciplines and for integrating usability into software 
development organizations.  

cross pollination of 
software and usability 
engineering is 
required 

One way for the usability professional to educate technology-driven 
professionals in user-centered approaches would be to provide them with 
a complete, comprehensive, step-by-step framework that lays out the 
entire process. 

2.6 Conclusions 

The approaches that are discussed in this chapter have demonstrated that 
the integration of software and usability engineering approaches can be 
considered at different levels including the product, process, 
people/human and organizational levels. However, we find neither a 
synthesis nor a very structured generic framework for integrating 
methods and tools of UE in the development process and gathering 
knowledge about UE activities in a form that can capture relationships 
between specific project contexts, applicable methods and tools and their 
impact on the engineering process [Metzker, 2001].  

All the frameworks presented are significant improvements often to a 
specific software development process. However these restrictions on the 
process make the improvements hard to reuse and extend to other 
software development lifecycles. For example some of the presented 
techniques focus on the models/artifacts and implicitly postulate that 
specific software engineering processes and roles are polyvalent in 
practice. They will have a much more limited impact on teams that do 
not rigorously apply these processes. A problem with most constructs 
and approaches reviewed in this chapter is the amount of empirical 
evaluation. Little is known about the impact on practice and the actual 
value of the approaches from the practitioner’s point of view. 

The working hypotheses indicate that an integrative framework needs 
to be defined to assess these specific approaches, to appreciate their 
contributions and to eventually let them work together. The integrative 
framework would enforce the basic requirements for a proper integration 

 
integrative framework 
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of usability concerns in any software engineering process. The 
framework should consider the integration at the organizational level as 
well as at the process level. The framework should make minimal 
assumptions about the software engineering process which is already 
practiced in an organization.  

 



 

3. THE ADOPTION-CENTRIC USABILITY 
ENGINEERING APPROACH 

In the previous chapter approaches for integrating usability engineering 
knowledge and methods into software development processes have been 
analyzed. The analysis clearly demonstrates that there is no shortage of 
specific usability engineering methodologies, techniques or concepts for 
capturing usability engineering design rationale. The analysis indicates 
that a more serious obstacle to the successful practical deployment of all 
the approaches reviewed in section 2.2-2.4 is the lack of empirical data 
which examines their adoption in practice. As shown in the previous 
chapter the ability of the approaches to be understood and successfully 
and efficiently applied by practitioners is a major obstacle for their 
successful integration in the software engineering process. 

Such data on the adoption of usability engineering methods is a 
prerequisite for a generic framework that guides software development 
teams in adopting and deploying the appropriate methods and techniques 
in their development projects. Based on such data practitioners and 
researchers can improve existing approaches. Without such data 
researchers have no basis for proposing new approaches and 
practitioners are left with an almost arbitrary selection of methods and 
techniques. 

framework to guide 
adoption and 
deployment of UE 
methods 

The analysis as performed so far poses several new questions which 
need further examination: One goal of the envisioned framework 
presented in this chapter is to guide project teams in the selection and 
deployment of appropriate methods. This implies a quality measure for 
methods. Furthermore the question arises how these measurements can 
be gathered without introducing excessive overhead to the development 
projects. How can data gathered in different projects be integrated to 
yield stronger conclusions? How can the data and abstract models of the 
framework be presented in a form that is useful to software engineering 
teams? 

In this chapter these questions are further analyzed. Disciplines that 
could contribute to a solution are identified. The potential contributions 
of these disciplines are described.   

The lack of an empirical base for justifying the preference of one UE 
technique over another is identified as a central obstacle for improving 
the integration of UE techniques in software development processes. 
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This lack of empirical data is an obstacle for both promoting the 
deployment of UE techniques in practice and driving research for 
advancing UE techniques. 

The constraints for an approach for building and exploiting such an 
empirical base are discussed and properties of a solution are elaborated. 
These properties form the basis for the adoption-centric usability 
engineering (ACUE) framework. The principles of the developed 
framework are described in section 3.3. In section 3.4 the elements of the 
envisioned framework are developed. The interrelation of the elements 
of the ACUE framework is described in section 3.5. 

3.1 Disciplines Contributing to an Interdisciplinary 
Framework  

The claims aggregated in the previous chapter suggest that the answer to 
the issue of enhanced integration of UE methods into the software 
development lifecycle does not lie in proposing a new UE methodology.  

Usability
Engineering

Empirical Software
Engineering

Organizational Learning  

Figure 3-1: Intersection of disciplines 

An approach is required that facilitates a faster and more systematic 
adoption of UE techniques in mainstream software development 
processes.  

As indicated by Figure 3-1 a potential solution lies in the intersection 
of the fields of UE, empirical software engineering, and organizational 
learning. 

Naturally the field of UE strongly contributes to a potential solution 
of the problem. Research in user-centered design and usability 
engineering led to the development of a large set of methods and 
techniques to be used in the development of interactive systems. While 
there is no lack in UE methods and techniques few studies exist that 
explore the relationships between project constraints and the perceived 
benefits of specific UE techniques. In fact – similar to the situation in 
software engineering – many UE frameworks and methods lack any form 
of evaluation. However the data delivered by such studies is necessary to 
evaluate the utility of UE methods with respect to project constraints 
such as system type, interaction-technology or system defect criticality. 
Such data could be used to distill a set of useful UE techniques for the 
most prominent project settings in an organization. Data on the usability 

examine and exploit 
relationships between 
the utility of UE 
methods and their 
context of use  
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of UE techniques from the point of view of project teams could help to 
improve the acceptance of the UE approach and to establish UE 
techniques in the overall development process.  

The integration of UE techniques into mainstream software 
development processes must be understood as an organizational learning 
task and concepts of organizational learning should be exploited to 
facilitate it. The term organizational learning itself has been discussed 
from the perspectives of as diverse fields as management science, 
psychology, sociology, and, more recently, information systems. 
However, a widely accepted model or even a consistent definition of 
organizational learning is still missing. The classical definition of Agyris 
describes organizational learning as a process of ‘detection and 
correction of errors’ [Agyris and Schön, 1978]. According to Agyris’ 
definition, the ‘ecological system of factors that facilitate or inhibit the 
learning activities of individuals’ can be called an organizational 
learning system. 

long term adoption of 
UE techniques is an 
organizational 
learning process 

However this work is influenced by more recent definitions of 
organizational learning, which define organizational learning as a 
process of knowledge acquisition, information interpretation and 
distribution [Huber, 1995] with the goal that such knowledge modifies 
the behavior of organizations [Garvin, 1993]. The knowledge is acquired 
through experimentation, observation and analysis of both successes and 
failures [McGill, et al., 1992]. This cycle of experimentation should be 
applied to studying the adoption of UE methods in software development 
organizations. Knowledge about UE techniques should be disseminated 
in software development organizations to make them accessible and easy 
to use for software engineering teams. At the same time data on the 
actual utility of the UE methods deployed in different project settings 
should be gathered. 

The field of empirical software engineering provides methods and 
frameworks for conducting software engineering experiments to 
compare software engineering techniques [Basili, et al., 1999]. The most 
rigorous stream of this research interprets software engineering as a 
‘laboratory science’. According to this research stream software 
engineering techniques should be studied by using experimental designs 
and research methods similar to the controlled experiments conducted in 
classical disciplines such as physics and chemistry.   

empirical data on the  
utility and usability of 
UE techniques should 
be gathered in 
projects 

Yet, this rigorous approach to empirical software engineering suffers 
from several basic problems including measurement obstacles, 
difficulties in replicating experiments and the economical infeasibility of 
conducting controlled experiments in industrial settings [Juristo and 
Moreno, 2001]. Controlled experiments are almost only conducted in 
universities. The scope of the experiments is extremely limited to reduce 
the number of variables and allow the application of classical 
experimental designs and statistical tests.  

 Critics argue that such laboratory research often fails to address 
significant problems and that still ‘defining and executing studies that 
change how software development is done – is the greatest challenge 
facing empirical researchers’ [Perry, et al., 2000]. Part of the problem is 
that research and the involvement of industry in applying the research 
are still sequential activities.  
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Thus, the framework to be developed should provide means for 
collecting, accumulating and exploiting empirical data on the utility and 
usability of UE techniques during software development projects.  
Moreover, the envisioned framework should facilitate to examine and 
exploit the relationships between usability and utility of UE methods and 
the respective contexts of use of these methods to allow for an evidence-
based selection, deployment and evolution of UE methods in future 
software development projects.  

accumulating 
empirical data about 
utility and usability of 
UE methods 

Such an approach would allow practitioners to make informed 
decisions on the selection of appropriate UE techniques based on the 
project at hand. Furthermore the approach would also provide 
researchers with the opportunity to systematically advance the field of 
usability engineering based on the data gathered.  

3.2 Problem Analysis and Constraints of a Solution 

As indicated above, a prerequisite to examine and improve the adoption 
of usability engineering methods is the existence of a credible empirical 
base on the actual value of the various existing UE techniques.  

A large variety of frameworks, techniques, patterns and guidelines 
have been proposed over the years. Yet the kind of evaluation dedicated 
to all these proposals can often be only classified as ‘at best anecdotal’. 
Several surveys on information system method research indicate that in 
most cases empirical studies of the effects of proposed techniques is 
largely missing. One side effect of this policy is that research efforts 
proposed engineering methodologies that, in essence, had already been 
built - they varied primarily in the names chosen for constructs [Smith 
and March, 1995]. 

lack of empirical 
evaluation of 
development methods 

This uncertainty about the validity of the constructs proposed – 
mainly caused by a lack of empirical evaluation – leads to problems for 
both researchers and practitioners. For researchers, valid questions on 
how to optimally integrate UE techniques into the software development 
lifecycle are in danger to degenerate to ‘religious wars’ [Paterno, 2002]. 
A current prominent example is the dispute between the scenario-based 
and task-based camps [Benyon and Macaulay, 2002, Carey, 2002, 
Carrol, 2002, Paterno, 2002]. Such disputes are largely caused by a lack 
of empirical evidence to support a decision. Based on which data should 
a researcher improve or extend a UE technique if empirical data on its 
advantages and drawbacks is not available? 

problem for 
researchers: Based on 
which data should an 
UE method be 
improved 

The situation is even worse for practitioners. Based on which criteria 
should a project manager, usability engineer or user interface software 
developer select an approach, methodology, technique, best practice, 
pattern or guideline? If there is no empirical data to justify the selection 
of a technique then why should anyone care about them at all?  

problem for 
practitioners: based 
on which data should 
an UE method be 
selected 

A look at software engineering where similar problems exist provides 
no ad-hoc solutions to this problem. ‘No matter which software 
engineering methods are selected for a particular project, in almost all 
cases, there is little hard evidence backing up these decisions, and their 
costs and benefits are rarely understood’ [Perry, et al., 2000]. In fact, the 
fundamental factors and mechanisms that drive the costs and benefits of 
software tools and methods are largely unknown [Basili, et al., 1999]. 
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Therefore an adoption-centric usability engineering approach should 
provide means for incrementally building such a body of evidence. 
Without it, choosing a particular UE technique for a project at hand 
essentially becomes a random act. 

In more mature scientific disciplines such as chemistry or physics, the 
way of building patterns of knowledge is based on the scientific principle 
of hypothesis building and hypothesis testing. An adoption of this 
principle is necessary to examine UE techniques.  

However, it is at first unclear how to transfer the scientific principle 
for examining the quality of UE techniques. If we accept the cycle of 
hypothesis building and hypothesis testing to build a pattern of 
knowledge on UE techniques, we first have to know which questions we 
want to ask. One hypothesis that is implicitly included in each UE 
technique is that it is an appropriate means for solving a specific problem 
in the engineering of interactive systems.  

applying the scientific 
principle to study the 
acceptance of UE 
methods 

According to the scientific principle, such a hypothesis can only be 
examined in an experiment. Such an experiment would examine the 
hypothesis that a UE technique U is appropriate for solving an 
engineering problem Z under the conditions S.   

The problem remains to find an appropriate experimental setting for 
such experiments. A number of experimental settings are possible for 
conducting experiments with software engineering techniques [Basili, et 
al., 1999, Houdek, 1999, Kitchenham, 1996, Zelkowitz and Wallace, 
1998]. Houdek differentiates between internal formal experiment, 
internal case study, expert assessments, external formal experiment, 
external case study and literature study (see Figure 3-2). According to 
this classification external means that the respective study is conducted 
in a non-industrial environment for example as part of a university 
course. Houdek ranks these alternatives according to the quality of 
results generated by the studies and their feasibility. According to 
Houdek’s classification internal formal experiments yield an optimal 
quality of results, but are almost infeasible to conduct in most industrial 
software engineering settings [Houdek, 1999]. On the other hand 
external case studies are rather easy to handle for the industry partner, 
but it is hard to interpret and transfer the conclusions of the results back 
to an industrial setting. 

how to conduct 
experiments to study 
the acceptance of UE 
methods 
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Figure 3-2: Potential experimental settings  
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According to Houdek’s classification, internal case studies and expert 
assessments are a good compromise between quality of results and 
feasibility. A project P in which a UE technique U is applied must be 
interpreted as an experiment to examine the quality of the technique 
under the conditions of project P. 

software projects as 
experiments with UE 
techniques 

But it still remains unclear how to measure the quality of UE 
techniques. The principles of natural science can not be directly carried 
over to study engineering methods (see also section 1.3.1 and 1.3.5). 
Recently, it has been argued, that research on the engineering of software 
systems needs to adopt research methods of social sciences. This stream 
of software engineering research is interested in learning about the 
engineering of systems by observing the complex social settings existing 
in software engineering projects [Lofland and Lofland, 1995]. Recent 
results of this research stream indicate that the context where the 
interaction among humans takes place is the critical factor that 
determines the quality and effectiveness of the results being produced.   

social factors are 
critical for the quality 
of software 
engineering products 

A less technology-focused study of the quality of engineering 
methods can also be motivated from a philosophy of science point of 
view. Techniques for developing interactive software systems clearly 
belong to the domain of design science [Pinheiro da Silva  and Paton, 
2001, Simon, 1981, Smith and March, 1995]. While the aim of natural 
science is to understand and explain phenomena, the aim of design 
science is to create things that serve human purposes and develop ways 
to achieve human goals. If we accept that UE techniques are a product of 
design science, the central quality concern when examining the 
constructs of UE is ‘utility’ not ‘truth’ as it would be for natural science 
products.  

what are quality 
criteria for studying 
UE techniques? 

 This yields important implications for measuring the quality of UE 
techniques. A prerequisite for the adoption of techniques is their 
acceptance by the people who are to deploy them. In the social science 
various models for measuring acceptance exist. The technology 
acceptance model (TAM) represents one of the most prominent 
theoretical contributions to the understanding of acceptance behaviors 
[Davis, et al., 1989, Robey, 1996].  

the acceptance of a 
technique is a central 
quality factor 

TAM aims at trying to understand and predict the usage of computer 
systems [Davis, 1986]. TAM postulates that tool acceptance can be 
predicted by measuring two dimensions: the perceived usefulness and 
the perceived ease of use of a software system. TAM itself is based on 
fundamental theories of psychology such as the theory of reasoned action 
(TRA) [Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975]. TRA examines which factors 
determine consciously intended behaviors. According to TRA, a person’s 
performance of a specified behavior is determined by two central factors. 
First, by the person’s attitude toward the behavior (A) and second the 
social pressure put on the person to perform the behavior, the subjective 
norm (SN). Attitude and subjective norm together form the behavioral 
intention (BI) of the person to perform the behavior. TRA is a widely 
studied and accepted model of social psychology (see [Sheppard, et al., 
1988] for a review). The concept of theory of reasoned action is depicted 
in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: Theory of reasoned action  

Davis’ technology acceptance model uses TRA as a theoretical basis 
and adapts it to the more special case of technology acceptance. Davis 
proposes that the attitude towards using an information system is 
influenced by two determinants: the perceived usefulness (PU) and the 
perceived ease of use (PEU) of a system. The perceived usefulness of the 
system expresses the ‘subjective probability that using a specific 
application system will increase his or her job performance within an 
organizational context’, i.e. it is a measure for the perceived utility of the 
system. The perceived ease of use is the determinant that influences the 
acceptance of a system. Davis defines the perceived ease of use as ‘the 
degree to which the user expects the target system to be free of effort’, 
i.e. it is a measure for the usability of a system. Together, perceived ease 
of use and perceived usefulness constitute the person’s attitude towards 
using a system. The attitude (A) and the perceived ease of use (PEU) 
influence the behavioral intention (BI) which can be used to predict the 
actual use of the system. The technology acceptance model is depicted in 
Figure 3-4.  

theory of technology 
acceptance 
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Figure 3-4: Davis’s technology acceptance model  

The postulated effect of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of 
use on technology acceptance have been confirmed by a large number of 
studies and TAM is perceived as one of the most influential model to 
examine technology acceptance [Davis, et al., 1989, Robey, 1996]. 

methods fail because 
they lack acceptance 
by project teams 

Numerous reports on the failure of software engineering process 
improvement programs implicitly suggest that the findings of technology 
acceptance could be transferred to explain the acceptance of 
development methods [Riemenschneider, et al., 2000]. The 
establishment of many metrics techniques, for example, did not fail 
because of inferior statistical models but because they were perceived by 
project staff as too tedious and time consuming compared to the 
perceived benefits [Goldenson, et al., 1999, Niessink and Van Vliet, 
1999, Rosenberg and Hyatt, 1996]. Measuring the quality of a method in 
terms of its acceptance by practitioners is a base for improving the 
method and an opportunity for advancing the field. 

An adoption-centric approach to the introduction and establishment 
of usability engineering within an organization needs a credible 
empirical base in order to make decisions on the deployment of UE 
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techniques. Such an empirical base can be incrementally constructed by 
conducting experiments in which the acceptance of methods is measured.  

Software engineering projects in which UE techniques are deployed 
can be understood as experiments with UE techniques. The experiments 
consists of applying a UE technique U under the conditions S defined by 
the constraints of a project P. The acceptance of the UE technique can be 
measured in terms of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use as 
perceived by the project team T. After conducting such an experiment, 
we have some evidence to either support or reject the deployment of the 
technique U under similar conditions S’ in a future project P’.  

apply a method in a 
project to measure its 
quality in terms of: 
usefulness to solve a 
problem and ease of 
use for the project 
team 

In mature sciences such evidence can be strengthened by replicating 
the experiment. The most common type of replication is a repetition of 
the experiment under the same conditions S as in the initial experiment. 
The results of each replication should be aggregated to get stronger 
conclusions than from the single observations. 

However this is problematic, when we choose real industrial software 
development projects as a frame for replication. Replication in the 
classical sense would mean to have the same project team, to develop the 
same system, with the same time constraints. Despite the extreme 
methodical difficulties in exactly achieving such a setting it is 
economically infeasible in most industrial environments.     

envisioned approach 
must provide a 
concept for replicating 
acceptance 
experiments 

The envisioned approach needs a concept of replication that is based 
on the similarity of parameters. It should allow aggregating the 
observations from different experiments across project boundaries. 

3.3 Principles of the Adoption-centric Usability 
Engineering Framework 

At this point it is useful to condense the results of the previous analytical 
work and formulate the principles of the envisioned adoption-centric 
usability engineering (ACUE) framework. These principles determine 
the properties of the elements of the adoption-centric usability 
engineering framework. 

The overall goal of the ACUE approach is to improve the adoption of 
UE methods by software engineering practitioners and thereby improve 
their integration into existing software development processes. UE 
methods are perceived as integrated into an existing software 
development process when they are adopted by the project team, i.e. 
when they are accepted and performed by the project team.   

improve adoption of 
UE methods 

Because the technology acceptance model is derived from more 
general theories of motivated human behavior, it can be expected to 
generalize to a large extend beyond the domain of tool usage to 
encompass method use intentions. Following the concept of acceptance 
as defined in the technology acceptance model [Davis, et al., 1989], the 
acceptance of a UE method is defined as its perceived usefulness and 
ease of use from the perspective of project teams. The acceptance of UE 
methods by project teams provides a quality measure to assess and 
improve their adoption. The acceptance of UE methods needs to be 
measured in the projects in which they are deployed together with 
additional data that characterizes the constraints of the projects. 
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ACUE provides concepts for fusing the data collected in different 
projects to yield stronger conclusions than from isolated observations. 
This accumulated data forms an empirical base to guide the improvement 
of UE methods and to facilitate the informed selection and deployment 
of UE methods in future projects. The ACUE framework provides 
concepts for supporting project teams in instrumentalizing this abstract 
knowledge about UE methods and for transferring it into their 
development processes. 

Based on the principles identified above, we define adoption-centric 
usability engineering as an approach for systematically integrating UE 
methods in mainstream software development processes. The approach 
uses qualitative and quantitative feedback on the acceptance of UE 
techniques provided by project teams and accumulates this feedback 
across project boundaries for controlling and improving the adoption of 
UE activities. 

approach for 
systematically 
integrating UE 
methods in practiced 
development processes 

From these principles a process meta-model is derived which 
describes the logical steps of the ACUE approach. The ACUE meta-
model is depicted in Figure 3-5. 
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Define acceptance model to measure the acceptance
of UE methods by project teams.
Define context model to capture the characteristics of
the projects in which UE methods are to be deployed.
Capture UE methods and characterize their context of
use.

Select UE methods for a new project from the pool of
captured and characterized methods.
Base selection on two criteria:
1) Matching of project characteristics with defined
context of use of methods
2) Acceptance of methods by project teams as
measured in previous projects.

Guide project team in mapping the selected UE
methods in the overall software development process.
Support project team in effectively and easily
deploying the selected UE methods
Measure acceptance of the deployed UE methods by
the project team

Aggregate the acceptance measurement for a
deployed UE method with measurements from
previous projects.
Adapt the context of use of the deployed UE methods
to reflect the experiences.

Next
Project

 

Figure 3-5: Steps of the ACUE meta-model 

First, models need to be defined for measuring the acceptance of UE 
methods and for characterizing the projects in which the UE methods are 
to be deployed. Next UE methods need to be captured to form a pool of 
methods for potential deployment in software development projects. For 
each captured method its intended context of use needs to be defined. 
Sources for potential UE methods are the various UE methodologies. 

steps of  the ACUE 
approach 

In the next step a subset of UE methods is selected from the method 
pool for deployment in a project. The appropriateness of a method for a 
project is assessed based on two criteria. According to the first criterion 
the characteristics of the methods which are to be deployed in a project 
should match to the characteristics of the project. According to the 
second criterion, candidate methods should have gathered a high level of 
acceptance via acceptance assessments by project teams in previous 
projects. 

In the next step the project team is supported in mapping the selecting 
methods into the overall software development process and is guided in 
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deploying the methods. After deployment of each selected method the 
project team assesses the acceptance of the method. 

Finally, the assessment results for each method are aggregated with 
the assessment results of previous projects. Also the context of use of 
each method is adapted to reflect new experiences about characteristics 
of projects which contribute to the acceptance or rejection of a method. 
This cycle is repeated for each new project to accumulate empirical data 
about the acceptance of specific usability engineering methods and their 
context of use. 

3.4 Elements of the Adoption-centric Usability 
Engineering Framework 

In this section the principles of adoption-centric usability engineering 
which are described above are further elaborated to develop the elements 
of the adoption-centric usability engineering framework. The definition 
of UE methodology and UE methods as given in section 2.1.4 is a 
prerequisite for a clear understanding of this section. 

Within the ACUE approach UE method kits are proposed as a central 
concept for integrating usability engineering methods into software 
development processes. UE method kits are lightweight abstractions of 
usability engineering methodologies that can be configured for the 
characteristics of a software development project. They facilitate a 
mapping of usability engineering methods into software development 
processes via logical process phases, usability engineering activities and 
a model of the project context. Lightweight means that they make 
minimal assumptions about the structure of the underlying software 
engineering process model practiced in a project. The only assumption 
that is made, is that in the overall software development process a set of 
logical process phases can be identified which are common to almost all 
engineering processes.  

UE method kit 
 
 
lightweight, 
configurable 
abstraction of UE 
methodologies 

Examples for such logical process phases are ‘Project planning’, 
‘Requirements development’, ‘Production of solutions’, ‘Evaluation of 
system against requirements’. Starting points for the definition of the 
phases of a UE method kit are existing software engineering and 
usability engineering standards such as [ISO/TC 159 Ergonomics, 1999, 
ISO-SPICE, 1998] 

logical process phases 

To each logical process phase a set of usability engineering activities 
is assigned which are to be performed in this phase. The general 
activities of usability engineering are relatively undisputed. References 
for such activities are. [International Organization for Standardization, 
2000, ISO/TC 159 Ergonomics, 1999] Examples for usability 
engineering activities are ‘Identify user attributes’ or ‘Define usability 
objectives’. Figure 3-6 visualizes an excerpt of the process phase / 
usability engineering activity structure of an exemplary UE method kit. 

usability engineering 
activities 
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Requirements
Development

Identify user tasks

Identify user attributes

Set usability objectives

Identify organizational,
technical and physical

environment

System Evaluation

Evaluate to improve
design

Evaluate against
requirements

Evaluate against
required practice

Evaluate in use
Define system

Generate requirements

 

Figure 3-6: Two phases of an exemplary UE method kit 

The figures shows the two logical process phases ‘requirements 
development’ and ‘system evaluation’ together with a set of usability 
engineering activities for each phase. Again, Figure 3-7 is just an extract 
of an exemplary method kit. It is not the goal of the method kit concept 
to describe one specific methodology. Activities and phases can be freely 
selected to form different method kits. For an example of a complete UE 
method kit see section 6.1.  

example 

By relying on logical process phases and associated usability 
engineering activities, UE method kits consciously abstract from existing 
UE lifecycle models. This enables project teams who are the actual users 
of UE method kits to easily map UE process activities into their software 
development process.    

abstraction of 
temporal 
dependencies 

The most obvious abstraction is that this model goes without the 
rigorous temporal dependencies which typical visualizations of lifecycle 
models indicate by linking their activities with arrows. It is possible to 
do the same with the usability engineering activities of a UE method kit, 
to point out the iterative nature of the process. However, the goals may 
be arranged to form many different lifecycles and the exact sequence and 
the iterative paths depend on the dynamics of the project. It is therefore 
difficult and may be even confusing for the later practical deployment of 
UE method kits to give one simple visualization which indicates how the 
usability engineering activities of a UE method kit are linked.       

Another abstraction which is introduced by UE method kits is the 
conceptual separation of usability engineering activities from specific 
UE methods which can be deployed to perform these activities. Most 
existing UE methodologies implicitly show a static, monolithic mapping 
between activities and UE methods. UE method kits introduce an 
experience-based, context sensitive mapping of UE methods to usability 
engineering activities. To facilitate the project specific mapping of UE 
methods to usability engineering activities, the ACUE framework 
provides the concept of a project context profile and a usability 

context sensitive 
mapping between UE 
activities and methods  
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engineering experience package (USEPack) [Metzker and Reiterer, 
2002]. 

Figure 3-7 gives a structural overview of the UE method kit concept. 
For simple ‘has a’ relationships between entities, the relationship 
attribute is omitted. Concepts that are further decomposed and explained 
in this section are marked in grey color. 

Method Kit Logical Process Phase

Usability Engineering
Activity

UE Method Captured in
UE Experience

Package (USEPack)
Project Context Profile

is deployed  to
achieve

influences
selection for
deployment

Software Development
Project

is deployed in

characterizes

1 n

n

1

n

n

1 n

1

1

1

1

1

1

 

Figure 3-7: Conceptual structure of a UE method kit 

Software engineering projects provide the setting for deploying and 
studying the quality of usability engineering methods and best practices 
which are captured in USEPacks and structured via method kits. 

project characteristics 
influence method 
acceptance 

Each project has characteristics that influence the perceived 
usefulness and ease of use of a UE technique. Some UE evaluation 
techniques for example are highly useful when assessing GUI-based 
software systems but are only of low value when assessing multi-modal 
user interfaces. Other project characteristics that might influence the 
perceived usefulness and ease of use of UE techniques are the experience 
of the project team in the domain or the spatial distribution of the project 
team. From an experimentation point of view these project 
characteristics are the parameters of the experiment.  

The characteristics of a project at hand are captured in a project 
context profile. Each project context profile consists of a set of context 
factors. The potential values of a context factor are described by its 
context factor characteristics. The state of a project context factor 
characteristic indicates whether the characteristic applies to the project in 
which the associated method kit is to be deployed. Table 3-1 shows an 
exemplary project context profile which is typical for the project context 

project context profile 
captures project 
characteristics 
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profiles developed and used in this work. The ACUE framework does 
neither recommend specific context factors nor a specific number of 
context factors. These properties depend on practical considerations and 
require empirical investigation.  

The table shows a context profile which consists of nine context 
factors C1 - C9. Below each context factor its characteristics are 
displayed. A dark grey shaded context characteristic indicates that the 
respective characteristic does not apply to the project in which the 
corresponding method kit is to be deployed. On the other side a white 
shaded context characteristic indicates that the respective context 
characteristic correctly describes a property of the project in which the 
corresponding method kit is to be deployed. For example context factor 
C1 describes the fact that usability defects of the product which is 
developed will in the worst case lead to a loss of comfort for the user, 
context factor C6 indicates that there is not more than 1 usability expert 
available for 20 developers. 

exemplary project 
context profile 

As already mentioned above, USEPacks provide knowledge about 
UE methods and best practices, which is necessary to perform the 
usability engineering activities defined in a method kit. USEPacks are 
used to capture and evolve context specific usability engineering 
knowledge. They can be used to describe well defined UE techniques as 
well as UE best practices that have been invented by project teams 
during a project. USEPacks are based on the idea of experience packages 
[Basili, et al., 1994]. However, USEPacks extend this approach by semi-
formal concepts for the evaluation and evolution of the knowledge 
captured.  

USEPacks 
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Table 3-1: Example project context profile 

C1: Criticality of usability defects for users 

Loss of comfort  Loss of money Loss of lives 

C2: Complexity of human-computer interaction 

Command-line Form-based GUI Multi-modal 

C3: Complexity of domain 

Low Medium    High  

C4: Initial definition of the product goal 

Poorly defined Fairly defined Well defined 

C5: Maturity of software development process 

Initial Repeatable Defined Managed Optimizing 

C6: Ratio of #Number of Developers / #Usability Experts  

0 11-20 6-10 1-5 

C7: Spatial distribution of project team 

Same room Same Floor Same Site Same time 
zone 

Different 
time zones 

C8: Project team experience in product domain 

Novice Qualified    Expert 

C9: Project team experience in application type 

Novice  Qualified Expert 

 
The structure of a USEPack is visualized in Figure 3-8. A USEPack 

U consist of a structured textual description, a set of reusable artifacts, a 
semi-formal model – the USEPack context profile – which describes 
factors which contributed to the acceptance or rejection of the USEPack 
in previous projects, and an acceptance profile as a measure for the 
acceptance of the USEPack by project teams. 
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Figure 3-8: Conceptual structure of a USEPack 

Below, each of the sections of a USEPack is described in detail and 
illustrated with an example. The example is based on the streamlined 
cognitive walkthrough method described by Spencer [Spencer, 2000]. In 
his article Spencer describes the problems with applying the original 
cognitive walkthrough method [Polson, 1992] in a large software 
development organization. The experiences led Spencer to the 
development of the streamlined cognitive walkthrough method which 
significantly improved the practicality of the original approach and its 
acceptance by development teams. 

exemplary description 
of the USEPack 
structure 
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Table 3-2: Example for the textual description part of a USEPack 

Title: Streamlined Cognitive Walkthrough (SCW) 

Abstract: 

The SCW is an optimized UI inspection method that should be applied 
to counteract the social constraints of classical UI inspection methods. 
For this purpose the SCW provides a set of ground rules and steps. 

Description: 

Ground rules: 

- no design discussions during a SCW 
- no defending of a design 
- no debating of cognitive theory 
- the usability specialist is the leader of the session 

Steps of a SCW: 

(1) Define inputs to the walkthrough 

a) Identify user tasks to be performed in the walkthrough 
b) Identify action sequences for completing the task 
c) Paper-based/electronic implementation of the interface 

(2) Convene the walkthrough 

a) Describe the goals and non-goals of the walkthrough 
b) Post ground rules in a visible place 
c) Assign roles 

(3) Walkthrough the action sequences of each task 

a) Tell a credible story for these two questions: Will the user know what 
to do at this step? If the user does the right thing, will they know that 
they did the right thing, and are making progress towards their goal? 
b) Maintain control of the CW, enforce the ground rules 

(4) Record critical information 

a) Possible learnability problems 
b) Design ideas 
c) Design gaps 
d) Problems in the task analysis 

(5) Revise the interface to fix the problems. 

Artifacts: 

Heuristics for performing a SCW SCW heuristics.doc 

Template for recording critical information Critical info. doc 

Original SCW paper by Spencer CHI00_Spencer.pdf 

 
Table 3-2 shows the textual description part of the USEPack that 

encapsulates the ‘streamlined cognitive walkthrough’ method developed 
by Spencer together with a list of artifacts. The textual description 
explains the goals of the method or best practice encapsulated in the 
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USEPack and how it is applied in practice. The textual description is 
decomposed into the fields ‘title’, ‘abstract’ and ‘description’.  

To facilitate ad-hoc performance of the method by engineering teams, 
each USEPack contains a set of reusable artifacts. Artifacts are reusable 
templates and examples of work products. Examples for artifacts are 
questionnaires for usability tests, checklists for user task analysis, or 
templates for capturing usability goals. The aim of providing artifacts is 
to make ad-hoc deployment of the respective technique as easy as 
possible for members of engineering teams and facilitate the efficient 
compliance with the procedure described in the USEPack. Artifacts 
represent an added value to the readers of a USEPack. They allow 
readers to regain time spent on exploring the package by using the 
artifacts supplied to simplify their work. 

artifacts 

While the textual description and artifacts explain why and how a 
USEPack should be deployed, the USEPack context profile formally 
relates the USEPack to a project context.  

The USEPack context profile SU describes under which conditions the 
method or best practice described in a USEPack was accepted or rejected 
by project teams. Analogously to a project context profile, a USEPack 
context profile consists of a set of context factors.  

USEPack context 
profile SU 

Table 3-3 shows an example for a USEPack context profile. A 
characteristic with a background shade of dark grey indicates that the 
USEPack was largely rejected by the project team in projects that shared 
this characteristic. A characteristic with a background shade of light grey 
indicates that not enough consistent data is available to support the 
rejection or acceptance of the USEPack by the project team in projects 
that shared this characteristic. A characteristic with a background shade 
of white indicates that the USEPack was largely accepted by the project 
team in projects that shared this characteristic. Chapter 4 describes how 
expressions such as ‘largely rejected’ and ‘largely accepted’ are 
quantified. 

USEPack context profiles and project context profiles share the same 
set of context characteristics. This shared set is called the context model. 

context model 
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Table 3-3: Example USEPack context profile 

C1: Criticality of usability defects for users 

Loss of comfort  Loss of money Loss of lives 

C2: Complexity of human-computer interaction 

Command-line Form-based GUI Multi-modal 

C3: Complexity of domain 

Low   Medium High  

C4: Initial definition of the product goal 

Poorly defined Fairly defined Well defined 

C5: Maturity of software development process 

Initial Repeatable Defined Managed Optimizing 

C6: Ratio of  #Number of Developers / #Usability Experts  

0 11-20 6-10 1-5 

C7: Spatial distribution of project team 

Same room Same Floor Same Site Same time 
zone 

Different 
time zones 

C8: Project team experience in product domain 

Novice Qualified Expert 

C9: Project team experience in application type 

Novice  Qualified Expert 

 
An acceptance model Q is used to measure the acceptance of a 

USEPack by the project team. The acceptance model Q provides a set of 
acceptance factors and a set of items and scales which are used to 
measure the required data for each acceptance factor. Based on the 
acceptance model, the project team assesses a USEPack. The results of 
several assessments of a USEPack are aggregated in the acceptance 
profile of the USEPack. 

acceptance model Q 

Table 3-4 shows the acceptance profile measuring the acceptance 
factor perceived ease of use and the associated items h1.1 – h1.6 . Table 
3-5 shows the acceptance profile measuring the acceptance factor 
perceived usefulness and the associated items h2.1 - h2.6. The 
acceptance factors, items and rating scales are based on Davis’ 
technology acceptance model [Davis, 1986].  

assessment of the 
acceptance of UE 
methods captured as 
USEPacks  
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Table 3-4: Example of a USEPack acceptance profile 

q1: Perceived ease of use 

h1.1: Learning to apply this USEPack is easy for the project team 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h1.2: The project team finds the USEPack to be compatible with its way 
of working 

1(TA)   2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h1.3: The project team finds it easy to get the required results by 
applying this USEPack. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h1.4: It is easy for the project team to become skillful in deploying this 
USEPack. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h1.5: The USEPack is easy to use. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h1.6: The deployment of this USEPack is clear and understandable. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

 
Each item has a rating scale. On the rating scales provided in the 

example, the project team can decide if it totally agrees (TA), agrees (T), 
disagrees(D), totally disagrees (TD) or neither (N) agrees nor disagrees 
with the statement of the item. For example the item h1.4 examines 
whether the project team finds it easy to get the required results by 
applying the USEPack. The context profile indicates that the average 
assessment of this item by project teams is in total agreement with the 
statement. 
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Table 3-5: Example of USEPack acceptance profile (continued) 

q2: Perceived Usefulness: 

h2.1: Using this USEPack improves the job performance of the project 
team. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h2.2: Using this USEPack in our project enables the project team to 
accomplish tasks more quickly. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h2.3: The project team finds this USEPack useful. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h2.4: Using this USEPack in the project increase the productivity of the 
project team. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h2.5: Using this USEPack enhances the project team’s effectiveness in 
the job. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

h2.6: Using this USEPack makes the development task easier for the 
project team. 

1(TA) 2(A) 3(N) 4(D) 5(TD) 

 
 From an experimentation point of view the quality factors q1,..., q2 

are the response variables of experiments with the acceptance of UE 
methods. Each value vi assigned to a quality factor qi during the 
assessment of the acceptance of a USEPack is an observation of the 
experiment.  

Figure 3-9 illustrates the relationships between context models and 
context profiles as well as between acceptance models and acceptance 
profiles. 
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Figure 3-9: Relation of context and acceptance models to method kits 
and USEPacks 

3.5 Interrelation of the Framework Elements 

In this section the interrelation of the elements of the adoption-centric 
usability engineering framework are described and visualized as 
refinements of the meta-model introduced in section 3.3.  

pool of UE techniques 
captured as USEPacks 

According to adoption-centric usability engineering the usability 
engineering process is not a static, monolithic process. Instead it consists 
of a pool of defined UE methods. Each method of the pool is 
encapsulated in a semi-formal description called USEPack. Each 
USEPack Uk contains a textual description of the respective technique 
together with reusable artifacts that facilitate ad-hoc deployment of the 
technique by project team members. Furthermore each USEPack Uk is 
associated with a USEPack context profile , which describes under 
which constraints the technique was accepted or rejected by project 
teams. Previous results of acceptance assessments of the USEPack are 
aggregated in the acceptance profile. 

kUS

 
tailor activities of UE 
method kit according 
to global project 
constraints 

A future project P’ which is performed in an organization serves as a 
frame for experimenting with the methods and best practices which are 
captured in the pool of USEPacks: In a first step, based on global project 
constraints, a subset of usability engineering activities is selected from 
the generic, unconfigured UE method kit. Examples for such global 
project constraints are the role of the organization within the project and 
the overall project goal. If, for example, the respective organization is in 
the role of the customer organization certain activities in the design and 
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implementation phases of the UE method kit can be canceled. If the goal 
of the project is limited to usability improvements of an existing system, 
again certain activities of the UE method kit can be left out. 

In a second step, the project context model S of the generic UE 
method kit is configured to reflect the characteristics of the project P. 
Mapping the characteristics of project P to the project context model S 
results in the project context profile SP. Based on the project context 
profile SP a set of appropriate USEPacks U is attracted to each usability 
engineering activity of the tailored UE method kit. USEPacks which 
have a USEPack context profile similar to SP are preferred.  

configure project 
context model to 
reflect project 
characteristics 

Tailor phases and activities of default method kit

Configure context model of default method kit to
reflect project characteristics

Analyze potential USEPacks to deploy for each
usability engineering activity of the method kit

Does the
USEpack  context
profile match the
project  context

profile?

Does the
USEpack have a high
acceptance profile?

No No

Select USEPack to perform the usability engineering
activity of the method kit.

USEPacks selected
for each usability engineering

activity of the method kit?

No

Configuration of method kit completed

Yes

Yes Yes

 

Figure 3-10: Steps for configuring a default method kit  

The attraction of appropriate USEPacks can not be meaningfully 
achieved by exact matching USEPack and project context profile. The 
high-dimensional space of potential project context profiles of the 

project context 
attracts appropriate 
USEPacks 
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method kits and the context profiles of candidate USEPacks is too 
sparsely populated to rely on exact matching. The project context profile 
encodes the constraints of the projects in which a method kit is to be 
deployed. The context profiles of USEPacks encode which constraints 
applied to the projects in which the USEPack was accepted or rejected 
by the project team. A formalism is required which enables a selection of 
USEPacks based on similarity between project and USEPack context 
profiles.  

A second criterion for the project team to select appropriate 
USEPacks is the accumulated assessment result of a USEPack. As 
described above previous assessment results are aggregated in the 
acceptance profile of a USEPack. Based on the similarity of context 
profiles and the acceptance profile, a ranking over potential USEPacks 
for a specific usability activity of a method kit is established. By 
formalizing these concepts an almost automatic selection of USEPacks 
could be enabled. However, the configuration of a method kit and the 
selection of USEPacks should be an interactive process which leaves the 
final decisions to the project team. This enables the project team to better 
understand the configuration process. Furthermore, conflicting situations 
for example USEPacks with identical rankings could be resolved by the 
project team by inspecting each alternative and making a conscious 
decision. The configuration process described above ensures that for 
each usability engineering activity of a method kit a reasonable amount 
of USEPacks is selected. After the configuration of the method kit, the 
project team maps the UE activities into the overall software engineering 
process and deploys the associated USEPacks to perform these UE 
activities. The steps for the configuration of a default method kit to a 
project specific method kit, which are described above are visualized in 
the flow diagram in Figure 3-10. 

previous assessment 
results support 
decision for method 
selections  

The usability engineering methods and best practices which are 
specified in the USEPacks are performed by the project team. After 
completion of major project phases or in post mortem sessions [Birk, et 
al., 2002] the acceptance of each USEPack deployed is assessed by the 
project team by using the questionnaire which is associated with the 
acceptance model.   

questionnaire based 
assessment 

One assessment of a USEPack by a project team provides two data 
sets for the adaptation of the USEPack: First, the gathered acceptance 
assessment and second, the context profile of the method kit which 
describes the characteristics of the project in which the respective 
USEPack was deployed. 

Based on the outcome of the assessment, the USEPack context profile 
of each USEPack deployed in the project is adapted: the USEPack 

context profile of USEPacks with a negative assessment is adapted to 
have a lower probability to be selected in subsequent projects P’ with a 
similar project context SP’. The USEPack context profile of USEPacks 
with a positive assessment is adapted to have a higher probability to be 
selected in subsequent projects P’ with a similar project context SP’ 

kUS
adapt USEPack 
context based on 
feedback of project 
team 

By applying this approach, feedback of project teams on the 
acceptance of usability engineering techniques is accumulated across 
project boundaries. After a number of iterations the USEPack context 
profile is a description of the optimal context of use of the method which 
is captured in the USEPack Uk. By this accumulation stronger 

derive conclusions 
about usefulness and 
ease of use of UE 
techniques in certain 
project contexts 
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conclusions about the perceived usefulness and ease of use of certain UE 
methods in defined contexts are possible. Figure 3-11 visualizes the steps 
of the USEPack assessment and adaptation process. 

 

Deploy the selected USEPack to achieve usability
engineering activities of the configured method kit

Assess acceptance of deployed USEPack via the
questionnaire associated with the acceptance model

USEPack
rejected by project

team ?

Adapt context profile of
assessed USEPack to
increase distance to

project context profile

Adapt context profile of
assessed USEPack to
decrease distance to
project context profile

NoYes

Integrate assessment results into acceptance profile
of the assessed USEPack

USEPack deployed in project to perform usability
engineering goal and USEPACK acceptance

assessed by project team
 

Figure 3-11: Steps of the USEPack assessment process 

3.6 Required Formalizations 

To make the concepts of ACUE computationally manageable they have 
to be further formalized and suitable algorithms for handling them have 
to be developed. 

The central concepts of the approach are acceptance and context 
profiles. A semi-formal description of these otherwise ambiguous 
concepts has to be found to make them computationally manageable. 
First of all, a formalized context profile should facilitate consistent and 
standardized description of essential characteristics of a project. The 
context profile should be able to handle numerical and ordinal project 
characteristics.  
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The context profile of a USEPack should allow to encode in which 
project context situations the respective UE technique was accepted or 
rejected  in past projects. 

Furthermore a concept for comparing context profiles is required. 
The envisioned concept should facilitate the comparison of project 
context and USEPack context profiles. As the high-dimensional space of 
context descriptions will not be densely populated, exact context 
matching algorithms are not appropriate. A concept for retrieving 
USEPacks that have context profiles similar to the context profile of a 
project at hand is required. 

Each assessment of a USEPack which was performed by a project 
team provides new data to adapt the USEPack context profile. Means for 
updating USEPack context profiles based on the assessments of project 
teams and the context profiles of the projects in which the USEPacks 
have been deployed are required. These aspects of the framework are 
described in the following chapter. 





 

4. FORMALIZATION  

The previous chapter identified the principles of adoption-centric 
usability engineering and the basic elements of the framework such as 
method kits, USEPacks, context profiles and acceptance models. In the 
previous chapter these concepts and their interrelation in the framework 
are described on a conceptual level.   

A necessary step towards the operationalization of the framework is 
the further elaboration and formalization of the models and 
computational steps of the framework. In this chapter the mathematical 
methods for computationally handling the constructs of adoption-centric 
usability engineering are developed. The theories that are selected as a 
basis for this purpose are multi-criteria decision making [Triantaphyllou, 
2000] and fuzzy sets [Zadeh, 1965].  

Fuzzy sets are used to formalize the concept of context profiles to 
allow for quantifying the acceptance or rejection of USEPacks in a 
certain context. Multi-criteria decision making is used as a basis to 
formulate an algorithm for selecting appropriate USEPacks for a given 
project context profile. This is achieved by calculating the matching 
between the project context profile and the context profiles of the 
respective USEPacks.  

Furthermore an algorithm for adapting USEPack context profiles 
based on acceptance assessments of project teams is developed. This 
algorithm facilitates to incrementally accumulate and exploit data 
gathered in different projects on factors that contribute to the acceptance 
or rejection of UE methods. The algorithm allows fusing information 
collected in different projects to yield stronger conclusions about the 
acceptance of specific UE methods than those available from each 
individual project.  

At the end of this chapter potential alternatives for the formalisms 
used are briefly discussed and the rational for the formalisms used is 
described.  

4.1 Foundations 

In this section the concepts of the theory of fuzzy subsets and multi-
criteria decision making are briefly introduced. They are used to 
formalize the concepts of adoption-centric usability engineering. The 
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formalization facilitates the comparison of project context profiles and 
USEPack context profiles and thereby enables the selection of 
appropriate methods for the deployment in a given project  

4.1.1 Fuzzy Sets 

Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh as a generalization of conventional 
set theory to represent the vagueness of concepts in practical situations 
[Zadeh, 1965].  

Conventional sets or Cantor sets are defined as any collection of 
objects which can be treated as a whole. A set 0 1  can be 
specified by its members which characterize a set completely. An 
example of a conventional set is ‘the set of non-negative integers smaller 
than four’. This set is specified by the list of members A = {0,1,2,3}.  

{ , ,..., }nA a a a=
conventional sets 

According to Zadeh many sets which occur in everyday life can not 
be expressed by using crisp decisions regarding the membership of their 
items. They require more than an ‘either’-or criterion for describing the 
membership of their items. A classical example for such sets is the set of 
‘young people’. While a child of two years is clearly a member of this 
set and a 100 years old person will not be a member of this set, the 
membership of people at the age of 20, 30 or 40 is more ambiguous. 
Zadeh proposed a grade of membership such that the transition from 
membership to non-membership is gradual rather than abrupt. Thus a 
fuzzy set is described by the grade of membership ( ) [0,1]xµ ∈ of all its 
members x. The grade of membership of an item is a real number 
between zero and one. The higher this number is the higher is the degree 
of membership of the item. 

informal definition of 
fuzzy sets 

It should be noted that Zadeh does not give a formal basis for how to 
determine the grade of membership. The grade of membership is a 
precise but subjective measure which depends on the context. For 
example the membership of a 50 year old in the set of ‘young people’ 
depends on one’s own view. 

According to Zadeh the concept of a fuzzy set can be defined as 
follows: 

definition of fuzzy sets  

Let E be a finite set, and let x be an Element of E. A fuzzy set  of E 
is a set of ordered pairs: 

A

{( , ( ))}AA x xµ= x E∀ ∈  

( )A xµ  is the level or degree of membership of x in . If A ( )A xµ  takes 
its values in a set M we can write:  

( ) :A x x Mµ → x E∀ ∈  

( )A xµ  is called the membership characteristic function.  M is called 
the membership set. E is called the support set. If M = {0, 1} we have the 
case where  is a non-fuzzy set or ordinary set.  A

Section 4.2 describes how fuzzy sets are used to model context 
factors of USEPack and project context profiles. 
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4.1.2 Multi-criteria Decision Making 

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is an approach which assists 
decision makers in evaluating alternatives. MCDM has a wide range of 
applications. In particular, it has been widely applied to strategic 
decision problems in business. The aim of multi-criteria decision 
analysis is to recommend an action, while several alternatives have to be 
evaluated in terms of many criteria. 

definition of a multi-
criteria decision 
making problem 

According to [Kickert, 1978] the MCDM problem is usually 
described as follows: A MCDM problem is defined by a set of v 
alternatives 1 2{ , ,..., }vA A A A= , a set of n criteria 1 2{ , ,..., }nC C C C=  and 
a profile A0. An alternative  is an n-dimensional binary 
vector. The i-th element of this vector pki encodes whether the criterion 
Ci is fulfilled for this alternative or not. The goal is to find the alternative 
Ak which optimally satisfies the requirements 

{0,1}n
kA ∈

01 02 0( , ,..., )np p p  given by 
the profile A0. 

Table 4-1 shows the constellation for finding an alternative Ak that 
matches the requirements defined by the profile A0: The performance of 
alternative Ak when it is examined under criteria Ci is 
denoted , i.e. the performance of alternative Ak to 
criterion Ci is either zero or one. 

: {kip A C× → 0,1}

Table 4-1: Criteria and alternatives in a MCDM problem 

Criteria 
 

1C  … iC  … nC  

Pr
of

ile
 

0A  01p  … 0ip  … 0np  

1A  11p  … 1ip  … 1np  

…
 

…
 

 …
 

 …
 

kA  1kp  … kip  … knp  

…
 

…
 

 …
 

 …
 A

lte
rn

at
iv

es
 

vA  1vp  … vip  … vnp  

 ranking of alternatives 
To find the alternative Ak that best matches the profile A0 considering 

all n criteria Ci, the similarity of the corresponding n-dimensional binary 
vectors (p01,p02,…,p0n) and (pk1,pk2,…,pkn) is determined. The matching of 
alternative Ak and the profile A0 is expressed by the rank qk of alternative 
Ak. The rank of an alternative Ak when it is examined under all criteria 

 is denoted as qk. 1 2, ,..., nC C C
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According to [Kickert, 1978] several methods are available to 
compute the rank qk for an alternative Ak. Possible methods to determine 
the rank qk are the vector product or the complimentary hamming 
distance. The vector product for example calculates the overlap of 
alternative Ak and the profile A0, i.e. the vector product is a measure for 
the number of criteria of the profile A0  satisfied by alternative Ak:  

computing the rank of 
an alternative  

0
1

1 n

k i kip
i

q p
n =

= ∑ [0,1]kq, ∈  

The rank has the value qk=1 if A0 as well as Ak satisfy all n criteria. 
and the rank has the value qk=0 if no criterion of A0 is satisfied by Ak. 

The complementary hamming distance is a measure for the number 
of criteria which A0 has in common with alternative Ak. 

0
1

11
n

k i kip
i

q p
n =

= − −∑ [0,1]kq ∈,  

The rank has the value qk=1 if all criteria of A0 are identical with the 
corresponding criteria of Ak: 0 1i kip p i n= ∀ ≤ ≤ . The rank has the value 
qk=0 if no criterion of A0 is identical with the corresponding criterion of 
Ak:  0 1i kip p i n≠ ∀ ≤ ≤ . 

In section 4.3 the task of selecting appropriate USEPacks which 
match to the project context profile of a method kit is formulated as a 
MCDM problem and a measure for calculating the matching of project 
context factors and USEPack context factors is developed. 

4.2 Modeling Context Profiles as Fuzzy Sets 

In this section the concept of fuzzy sets which was introduced in 4.1.1 is 
applied to formally describe the structure of USEPack context profiles 
and project context profiles.  

A context profile of a USEPack Uk consists of a set of n context 
factors which form a fuzzy set. Each USEPack context factor 
consists of a set of wi characteristics . The characteristic cij is identical 
for each USEPack context factor  in all USEPack context profiles 

 and for each project context factor 

kUS
kU

iC
ijc

kU
iC

kUS P
iC  in all project context profiles 

. Each USEPack context factor characteristic  is associated with a 
value 

i
ijC

PS ijc
( ) [0,1]Uk

definition of a context 
profile 

cµ ∈  which can differ for each context factor  in 
the USEPack context profiles. Correspondingly each characteristic of 
a project context factor 

kU
iC

ijc
P
iC  is associated with a value ( )P

i
ijC

cµ  which can 
differ in each project context profile SP.  

Thus a USEPack context factor can be written as the fuzzy set : kU
iCdefinition of a context 

factor 

1 1{( , ( )),...,( , ( ))}k
U Uk ki ii i

U
i i i iw iwC C

C c c c cµ µ= . 

where wi is the number of characteristics of the i-th context factor. 
Analogously a project context factor can be written as the fuzzy set P

iC : 
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1 1{( , ( )),..., ( , ( ))}P P
i ii i

P
i i i iw iwC C

C c c c cµ µ= . 

The semantic of a project context factor characteristic value-pair is 
defined as follows: The project context characteristic value 

iC
( )P

semantic of a project 
context factor 
characteristic 

ijcµ  
indicates whether the characteristic ij  applies to the project P. A value 

i
ijC

c
( ) 0P cµ =

ijc

 indicates that the context characteristic ij  does not apply to 
the project P,  i.e. that ij  is not a correct characterization of project P. A 
value 

iC

c
c

( ) 1Pµ =

c

 indicates that the context characteristic ij  does apply 
to the project P, i.e. that c  is a correct characterization of project P.     

c
ij

The semantic of a USEPack context factor characteristic-value pair is 
defined as follows: The USEPack context factor characteristic value 

i
ijC

( )Ukµ is a measure for the acceptance which the USEPack Uk received 
in past projects P which shared the context factor characteristic ij , i.e. it 
is a measure for the acceptance which the USEPack Uk received in 
projects P where the context factor characteristic cij of the project context 
factor 

c

P
iC  has the value ( ) 1P

semantic of a 
USEPack context 
factor characteristic 

i
ijC

cµ =

c
The initial value of all USEPack context characteristics is 

i
ijC

. 

( ) 0.5Ukµ =

c

 which expresses that nothing is known about the 
acceptance of USEPack Uk for projects P that share the context 
characteristic ij . Via USEPack assessments by project teams as 
described in section 4.5, the initial value of 

i
ijC

c
( )Ukµ  is adapted to reflect 

the degree of acceptance of a USEPack Uk in projects that share the 
context factor characteristic .  ij

 A value 
i

ijC

c
( ) 0Uk cµ →

c

 indicates that there was little support for the 
acceptance of USEPack Uk in projects that shared the context 
characteristic ij , i.e. the USEPack Uk was rejected by project teams in 
these projects. A value 

i
ijC

c
( ) 1Ukµ →

k

F c c c= U c c=
11{ ,..., ,... }kU

i ij iwF c c c=

 indicates that there was much 
support for the acceptance USEPack Uk in projects that shared the 
context characteristic c .      ij

Following the definitions given above a USEPack context profile 
 can be written as a set of fuzzy sets: 2 . The 

characteristics of the USEPack context factor  are represented by its 
support set . The union  11 nij nwF c of 
all support sets 

i
 contains all context factor 

characteristics of all USEPack context profiles . 

kUS { , ,..., }k k kU U U U
1 nS C C C=

kU
iC

11{ ,..., ,... }k

i

U
i ij iw { ,..., ,... }

kUS

USEPack context 
profiles 

P
Analogously a project context profile S is defined as a set of fuzzy 

sets: 2 n . The characteristics of the project context 
factor 

{ , ,..., }P P P P
1S C C C=

P
iC  are represented by its support set . The 

union  11 nij nw of all support sets 11 ii ij iw  
contains all context factor characteristics of the project context profile SP. 
The support set is identical for all project context profiles 
of all projects P and all USEpack context profiles of all USEPacks U and 
is called the context model. The concepts explained above are illustrated 
in the following example: 

11{ ,..., ,... }
i

P
i ij iwF c c c=

PF c c c= { ,..., ,... }PF c c c=

P

{ ,..., ,... }

UF F F= =

project context 
profiles 

Projects P can be characterized by the criticality of usability defects 
for the user of the systems developed in P. One potential effect of 
usability defects for a user can be the ‘loss of comfort’. Errors in 
operating the climate control in a home environment for example will 
probably lead to a loss of comfort, if the room temperature can not be 
adjusted as intended by the user. Another potential effect of usability 

example 
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defects for users can be the ‘loss of money’. Usability defects in a stock 
portfolio management system for example can lead to a loss of money, if 
stocks are accidentally sold or bought. In the worst case usability defects 
which lead to operating errors can lead to a ‘loss of lives’, e.g. usability 
defects which result in wrong decisions in operating driver assistance 
systems or plant control systems. These characteristics are captured in a 
context factor which is part of the project context profile SP. 

 has the following support set: 
P
criticalityC

P
criticalityC

{  of ,  of ,  of }criticalityF loss comfort loss money loss lives= . 

To configure a method kit for the deployment of UE methods in 
project P, the context factors of the project context profile SP need to be 
specified. A project context factor  

interpretation of a 
project context factor {(  of ,0), (  of ,0), (  of ,1)}P

criticalityC loss comfort loss money loss lives=  

expresses that usability defects in a system developed in project P could 
lead to a loss of lives for the operators of the system. This could 
advocate the selection of more disciplined methods for the definition of 
usability goals and for usability inspections in project P to strongly 
assure the detection of usability defects. Such a project context factor 
leads to the preference of USEPacks Uk during the USEPack selection 
process which have a high context factor characteristic value  

(  of P
criticalityC

loss lives)µ . 

A context factor  as part of a USEPack context profile of 
a USEPack Uk   

kU
criticalityC kUSinterpretation of a 

USEPack context 
factor 

{( ,0.1), ( ,0.7), ( ,0.9)}kU
criticalityC comfort money lives=  

expresses, that the USEPack Uk  reached a very high level of acceptance 
in projects that share the criticality of usability defects characteristic 

3criticalityc lives= , a medium level of acceptance in projects that share the 
criticality of usability defects characteristics  and a very 
low level of acceptance in projects that share the criticality of usability 
defects characteristic 

2criticalityc mo= ney

fort1criticalityc com= .      

4.3 Context-Based USEPack Selection as a MCDM 
Problem 

For the problem of method selection, the criteria are the n context factor 
characteristic sets  of the project context profile SP of 
Project P. The profile is given by the project context profile . The 
alternatives are the v USEPacks represented by their context profiles 

. The level of appropriateness of the alternative  when it is 
examined under the characteristics P  is described by the context factor 
characteristic values. For reasons of better readability the context factor 

1{ ,..., }
i

P
i i iwF c c=

PS

kUS kUS
iF

method selection as a 
MCDM problem 
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s c c
characteristic values of a USEPack context factor  are denoted as 

1 ii i
ki i iwC C

kU
iC

( ),..., ( )U Uk kµ µ= . The context factor characteristic values of 
a project context factor  are denoted as 

1 ii i

P
iC

( ),..., ( )P PPi i iwC C
s c cµ µ= where wi is the number of context factor 
characteristics in the i-th context factor. 

Table 4-2: Project context factors and USEPack context profiles 

Project Context Factors 

1
PF  … P

iF  … P
nF   

111 1,..., wc c
 

… 1,..., ii ic c w

 
… 1,..., nn nwc c

 

Pr
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xt
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PS
 1Ps  … Pis  … Pns  

1US
 11s  … 1is  … 1ns  

…
 

…
 

 …
 

 …
 

kUS
 1ks  … kis  … kns  

…
 

…
 

 …
 

 …
 

U
SE

Pa
ck

 C
on

te
xt

 P
ro

fil
es

 

vUS
 1vs  … vis  … vns  

 
To calculate the matching of a USEPack Uk  for deployment in a 

project P with respect to the context factor  the measure P
iC [0,1]kim ∈  

is introduced. mki calculates the matching between and . P
iC kU

iC

metrics for calculating 
the matching of 
USEPack and project 
context profiles For the related problem of measuring the distance between fuzzy sets, 

a number of metrics are available. A typical example is the generalized 
relative hamming distance [Kaufmann, 1975].  

1

1 ( ) ( )
i

P Uk
i i

w

ki il ilC C
li

m c
w

µ µ
=

= −∑ c  

These distance metrics calculate the similarity between all elements 
of two fuzzy sets. But for the problem of selecting appropriate USEPacks 
for a given project P, characterized by its context profile SP they do not 
compute mki in the intended way. This is illustrated by the following 
example. 

example 
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Let  be a context factor of a project context profile SP which 
characterizes a project P. 

P
iC

1 2 3{( ,0.0),( ,1.0),( ,1.0)}P
i i i iC c c c=  

Let be a context factor of a USEPack context profile  which 
indicates the characteristics which contributed to the acceptance or 
rejection of U1 in past projects. 

1U
iC 1US

1
1 2 3{( ,0.0), ( ,0.7), ( ,0.7)}U

i i i iC c c c=  

Let be a context factor of a USEPack context profile  which 
indicates the characteristics which contributed to the acceptance or 
rejection of U2 in past projects. 

2U
iC 2US

2
1 2 3{( ,1.0),( ,1.0),( ,1.0)}U

i i i iC c c c=  

The intuitive interpretation of this constellation is that, with respect to 
the characteristics P

iF , U2 is better suited for deployment in P than U1 
since shows a maximum level of acceptance for all three context 
characteristics. But if the level of appropriateness of both USEPacks is 
computed by using the relative hamming distance, the following results 
are obtained: 

2U
iC

0.21im = , 0.32im = . This would mean that USEPack U1 is 
more appropriate than USEPack U2  since the distance between  and 

 is smaller than the distance between  and . However, this 
contradicts the intuitive interpretation given above. 

P
iC

1U
iC P

iC 2U
iC

In the following an alternative for computing the matching of a 
USEPack with the context profile  when it is examined under the 
characteristics  is presented. The desired matching semantic requires 
that each USEPack context characteristic value 

i
ijC

kUS
P

iF
( )Uk cµ  should be equal 

to or greater than the respective project context characteristic 
value

i
ijC

( )P cµ . The matching measure mki should only consider the 
relevant context factor characteristics, i.e. { |

i
ij ijC

( ) 1}Pc cµ =

ijc c

. The 
context factor characteristics that do not apply to the project P, i.e. 

i
ij C

{ | ( ) 0}Pµ = , should be disregarded.  Thus the desired matching 
measure mki for calculating the matching between  and  should 
maximize the term:  

P
iC kU

iC

1

1 ( ) ( )
i

U Pk
ii

w

ki ij ijCC
ji

m c
w

µ µ
=

= ∑ c  

This measure is a version of the vector product. It is designed to measure 
to which degree the relevant context characteristics of  match with 
the context characteristics defined in project context factor  of project 
P. 

kU
iC

P
iC

The overall matching [0,1]M ∈  of a USEPack Uk for a project P is 
computed as the mean of all individual context factor matchings  

ki between the USEPack context profiles and a project context 
profiles . A value of  indicates a high level of 
support for deploying the USEPack Uk in the project P. Analogously a 

m kUS
PS ( , )kUPM S S →1

calculating the overall 
matching of USEPack 
and project context 
profiles 

metric for measuring 
the matching between 
USEPack and project 
context factors 
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 kUPM S S →
roject P. 

value of 0  indicates a low level of support for 
deploying the USEPack Uk in the p

( , )

1

1( , )k

n
UP

ki
i

M S S m
n =

= ∑  

The rationale behind the selection for this approach for aggregating 
the individual context factor matching values mki is the additive utility 
assumption [Triantaphyllou, 2000]. This assumption is satisfied as all 
individual matching values ki represent benefit. If all criteria represent 
benefit, then the most preferred alternative is the one for which the sum 
of all individual matchings is maximized.  

m

For cases in which the additive utility assumption does not apply 
different aggregation approaches have been suggested. Examples are the 
analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and the weighted product model 
(WPM) [Triantaphyllou, 2000]. 

4.4 USEPack Assessment via the Acceptance Model 

After each deployment of a USEPack Uk in a Project P the acceptance of 
the USEPack is assessed by the project team by using the rating scales 
provided by the acceptance model Q. The acceptance model 

1  consists of a set of acceptance factors qi. For each 
acceptance factor ni items 1 ii ij in and corresponding s-point 
Likert scales [Judd, et al., 1991] to measure the items are provided.  

{ ,..., ,..., }i mQ q q q=
( ,..., ,..., )h h h

s

s

Each item hij makes a statement about the USEPack Uk concerning 
the quality factor qi. Only monotone items are used in these Likert scales, 
i.e. items that are definitely favorable or unfavorable in their direction. 
Items that reflect a middle or uncertain position in the issue examined are 
not used. An example of a monotone item is hi1=’Learning to apply this 
USEPack is easy for the project team’. 

use of monotone items 
in Likert scales 

Via the rating scales a rating  is assigned to each item. 
The first point on each s-point rating scale represents a strong 
disagreement of the project team with the statement of the item hij and is 
expressed by a rating . The s-th point represents a strong 
agreement of the project team with the statement of the item hij and is 
expressed by the rating . The middle point on the s-point rating 
scale should reflect a neutral rating of the assessed item. A value for ‘non 
applicable’ is not provided on the rating scales, as the items are selected 
to be applicable to each USEPack. The normalized sum of all ratings for 
the individual items of an acceptance factor qi is a measure for the 
acceptance of the USEPack Uk concerning the acceptance factor qi. It is 
scaled to the interval [-1,1] for later usage in the adaptation of USEPack 
context profiles described in the next section.   

[1,..., ]kU P
ijr ∈

1kU P
ijr =

kU P
ijr =

The normalized sum of all scores of all acceptance factors qi is a 
measure for the acceptance of the USEPack Uk as perceived by the 
project team in the project P.  

aggregation of ratings 
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1 1

1 2 1
i

k k

nm
U P U P

ij
i ji

R r
m s n= =

= −
⋅∑ ∑  

1kU PR → indicates a high acceptance of the USEPack Uk by the 
project team in project P while indicates a low acceptance of 
the USEPack Uk. by the project team in Project P. Each measurement 

1kU PR → −

kU PR gathered after deploying Uk in a Project P is used to adapt the 
context profile of the respective USEPack Uk as described in the 
following section. 

4.5 Adaptation of USEPack Context Profiles  

Based on the acceptance rating kU PR assigned to the USEPack Uk by the 
project team in project P, the context profiles  of Uk  is adapted.  kUS

The goal of the adaptation is that  reflects the project context 
factor settings under which kU was accepted or rejected by project 
teams. For each context factor characteristic this means: if kU  was 
accepted by project teams in projects P, 

i
ijC

kUS

( )Uk

semantic of context 
factor adaptation 

cµ  is increased, i.e. the 
distance between k

i
ijC

( )U cµ   and 
i

ijC
( )P cµ  is decreased. On the other 

hand, if kU  was rejected by project teams in projects P, 
i

ijC
( )Uk cµ  is 

decreased, i.e. the distance between 
i

ijC
( )Uk cµ  and ( )P

i
ijC

cµ  is increased. 
Only those USEPack context characteristic values k

i
ijC

( )U cµ  of USEPack 
Uk are adapted which are relevant in the project context profile  of 
project P in which the USEPack Uk was deployed , i.e. only those 
USEPack context characteristic values k

iC

kUS

( )U ijcµ are adapted for which the 
corresponding project context characteristics ( ) 1=c .  P

i
ijC

µ
Furthermore, the adaptation should be strong, if extreme high or 

extreme low acceptance ratings kU PR  were assigned to . Neutral 
ratings of the USEPack should not lead to an adaptation of . This can 
be achieved by updating the USEPack context characteristic value 

kU
kUS

( )U

degree of adaptation 

k ij
iC

cµ c with the weighted distance between ( )Uk
i

ijC
µ

i
ijC

 and ( )P cµ
These requirements are satisfied by adapting the USEPack context 

characteristic value 
i

ijC

.   

( )Uk cµ  of the USEPack context factor  
according to the following equations: 

kU
iC

if g 0 :  ≥ ( )*( ) ( ) ( ) 1 ( )= + ⋅ −U U P Uk k k
ii i i

ij ij ij ijCC C C
c c g cµ µ µ µ c

i g 0< f:  ( )*( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U U P Uk k k
ii i i

ij ij ij ijCC C C
c c g cµ µ µ µ= + ⋅ c

The adaptation factor g is defined by the following equation: 

31 1 1
c

( ) ,kU Pg R
c c

⎡ ⎤= ∈ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
1>, c  
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The parameter c is used to control the strength of the adaptation. The 
parameter c should be selected in a way that considerable changes of 
context factor characteristic values require a number of consistent 
positive or negative assessments. This prevents context factor 
characteristic values to indicate a strong acceptance or rejection after a 
single positive or negative assessment. The run of g for c=10 is depicted 
in Figure 4-1.   

overweighting of 
strong acceptance and 
rejection 

-0,1

0,0

0,1

-1,0 0,0 1,0

 

( )kU Pg R

kU PR

Figure 4-1: Graph of the g-function  

The selection of the function for computing the adaptation factor g 
influences the dynamic behavior of a context profile. For example, a 
sigmoid function which is steep in the zero-crossing is less suitable as it 
would lead to an unstable context profile if most ratings are close to a 
neutral assessment.  

The following example illustrates the effect of consistent positive 
assessments on the adaptation of a USEPack context factor  of a 
USEPack Uk.  

kU
iC

The context factor  has the three context characteristics ,  
and . The initial context characteristic values 1

i
iC

kU
iC 1ic 2ic

3ic ( ) 0.5Uk

example of context 
factor adaptation cµ = , 

2
i

iC
( ) 0.5Uk cµ = c and 3

i
iC

( ) 0.5Ukµ =

c

 suggest that little is known about the 
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Figure 4-2: Adaptation of the characteristic values of context factor  kU
iC

In this example the effect of consistently optimal acceptance 
assessments of Uk on the context factor i  is demonstrated, i.e. in each 
acceptance assessment the USEPack Uk  received an acceptance rating 

kUC

1kU PR = by the project team. Figure 4-2 shows the development of the 
context factor characteristic values k

i
ijC

( )U cµ of i . The figure 
illustrates the intuitive understanding of the adaptation process. The two 
relevant project context characteristics 2Uk

i
iC

kUC

c( )µ  and 3Uk
i

iC
( )cµ of 

USEPack context factor  adapt the form of the project context factor  
characteristic values of . Thus in subsequent Projects P’ that have a 
similar configuration of the project context factor  the USEPack Uk 
will be preferred. 

kU
iC
P
iC

P
iC

4.6 Potential Alternatives for Formalizing the 
Concepts of ACUE  

The formalization of the adoption-centric usability engineering approach 
presented above uses a combination of MCDM and fuzzy sets to detect 
patterns of USEPack method acceptance and rejection. USEPacks are 
selected for deployment in a project if they have been accepted in 
previous projects with a similar context. The decision for the selection of 
USEPacks for future projects is based on accumulated data that indicates 
that they have been accepted in similar projects in the past.  

approaches for 
handling uncertainty 
in decision making 

Many other approaches exist for coping with uncertainty in decision 
making situations. They are based on the main formal theories to handle 
uncertainty: probability theory [Lindley, 1975], possibility theory and 
evidence theory [Dempster, 1967, Shafer, 1976]. 

The basic problem which all theories aim to solve is to estimate the 
degree to which several uncertain events are believed to occur. Each 
theory provides formalisms to identify the most believed event. In all 
theories some kind of assignment function is used to distribute belief to 
possible events. These functions can be based on statistical information, 
physical possibility or subjective assessments of experts. 
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Main differences between the theories are the restrictions they impose 
on the amount of belief that may be assigned to a single event. The most 
restrictive one is probability theory. 

Furthermore they differ in the rules they impose on combining the 
effects of two or more belief distributions gathered from several different 
pieces of information. The way this is done is based on the interpretation 
that the respective theory gives to the belief it assigns to events. 

An example of a more sophisticated formalism of probability theory 
are Bayesian networks. They combine the use of conditional 
probabilities with additional structural information that allows to model 
independent and dependent information. 

It is beyond the scope of this work to do an exhaustive comparison of 
all these approaches concerning their applicability to the problems 
examined in this chapter. Considering the comprehensive application of 
probability, possibility and evidence-theory to complex decision making 
problems it can be safely assumed that the problems examined in this 
chapter could be mapped to these formalisms.  

However, several non-formal arguments support the application of a 
multi-criteria decision making approach. First of all the MCDM 
approach is sufficient to solve the problems formulated in the conceptual 
development of the ACUE approach. Furthermore, many case studies 
support that the user threshold for the MCDM method is low as MCDM 
corresponds with the user’s intuitive perception of the problem. MCDM 
based approaches are easy to apply, and maintain by project teams which 
can not be expected to be familiar with more complex decision making 
formalisms. The approach of this work is to select a formalism that is as 
simple as possible considering the lack of empirical knowledge about 
dependencies between the modeled context factors. Probably it is 
reasonable to switch to more sophisticated concepts for handling 
uncertainty within the ACUE framework as soon as the analysis of data 
suggests it.    

non-formal arguments 
for the selected 
approach 





 

5. OPERATIONALIZATION  

The way in which the adoption-centric usability engineering (ACUE) 
approach has been described so far, does not compel a specific 
technology to operationalize the approach.  

In this section, first constraints for an appropriate operationalization 
of the ACUE framework are examined. These constraints influenced the 
development of a web-based support environment - ProUSE - that 
implements the concepts of the ACUE approach. The core functions of 
the support environment and its architecture are described. On the 
presentation layer the user interacts with the system via a web-portal and 
three components which support method kit configuration as well as 
method guidance, method capturing, and maintenance. The usage of 
these components is described based on a scenario of the systems 
intended use.   

5.1 Constraints for Operationalizing the ACUE 
Approach 

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter the ACUE approach does 
not require the usage of a special technology. It would for example be 
possible to practice ACUE using only paper and pencil. Special forms 
could be provided for USEPacks, context models and artifacts. Spread 
sheets could be developed for assessing USEPacks and adapting context 
models. However such an operationalization of ACUE would largely 
depend on human accurateness and strong commitment for avoiding 
inconsistencies and errors. Even for a relatively small pool of USEPacks 
the tasks of searching for appropriate USEPacks and keeping existing 
USEPacks consistent with changing context models could soon become 
too time-consuming and error-prone without appropriate support.  

limitations of low-tech 
implementations of the 
adoption-centric 
usability engineering 
framework 

In general the selection of a technology to operationalize ACUE 
depends on a number of constraints that are given by the target 
environment in which ACUE is deployed. One of the most important 
factors is the existence of other tools in the target environment that could 
be used as a technological base for implementing an ACUE support 
environment. Typical candidates for such systems are groupware, project 
management or knowledge management systems that are already used in 
the target environment. Building on such systems has two main 

integration of existing 
tools 
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advantages. First, initial investments in new software platforms are 
minimized. Second, it can be expected that the required training of 
project teams in using the support environment is minimized.  

However, the prototype developed in this work is subject to 
additional constraints. In the most comprehensive and visionary scenario 
of use, the support system should be accessible by distributed project 
teams from different organizations. In this scenario the support system 
should be deployed by a consortium of software development 
organizations from industry and research. Each organization has access 
to the method pool, applies the UE methods in its respective context and 
feeds back experiences with and assessments of the UE methods used. 
For this reason the support environment should not be based on a single 
groupware or knowledge management system used in one of the 
organizations. 

constraints for cross-
organizational 
deployment   

Considering this most generic and comprehensive scenario of use it is 
reasonable to implement a web-based support environment which is not 
tightly integrated with specific existing groupware tools. This web-based 
support environment concentrates on the core aspects of the ACUE 
approach instead of optimizing the interoperability with existing 
systems.  The usability of the system is ensured by integrating UE 
methods such as paper prototyping, cognitive walkthrough, heuristic 
evaluation, and usability tests into the development process.  

prototype development 
process and high level 
usability requirements 

The operationalization of the ACUE framework required the 
formalization of the underlying concepts. Nevertheless, the ACUE 
support system to be developed should hide the complexity of the ACUE 
concepts and computations from the project team.   

Experiences with the economical problems of experience factory 
organizations [Basili, et al., 1994] are an important constraint for the 
operationalization of the ACUE approach. The data which is required by 
the approach should be easy to gather and maintain by development 
teams. The ACUE support system to be developed should not require an 
organization separate from the project team to operate the system. 

Understanding the practical value of UE methods and optimizing 
their deployment in development processes obviously is not a core 
business of development teams. Therefore the ACUE support system to 
be developed itself needs to provide a high level of perceived utility to 
the project team and it should be easy to understand, learn, and use. 

5.2 Architecture and Main Components 

Based on the constraints described in the previous section, a web-based 
tool to support ACUE was developed. In this section the core functions 
of the support environment that are visible for project personnel are 
briefly described and the architecture of the system is explained.  

A central goal of the envisioned system is to make UE methods easily 
accessible to project teams and to support project teams in deploying UE 
methods in their projects. These UE methods are captured as USEPacks. 
The project team is to be supported by the system in collecting data on 
the acceptance of the usability engineering methods deployed. This data 
is to be exploited to improve decisions on selecting appropriate usability 
engineering methods. For this purpose the system needs to provide 
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means to evaluate and integrate the feedback of project teams on the 
acceptance and optimal context of use of the methods deployed. 

Presentation Layer

Portal

Method Kit
Configuration

(SATUP)

Method
Guidance and
Assessment

(CUES)

USEPack
Capturing and
Maintenace
(REUSE)

Services Layer

Multi-Criteria Decision Making Engine

API

USEPack Management Engine

Data Layer

Context Models QualityModels Artifacts

WebserverDatabase Interface

Project Teams

Process Kits

USEPacks

 

Figure 5-1: Elements of the Support Environment ProUSE 

Furthermore, the project team is to be supported by the system in 
selecting optimal usability engineering methods based on particular 
project characteristics and previous assessments of the acceptance of the 
usability engineering methods. Finally, the system supports project teams 
in maintaining the pool of available usability engineering methods by 
providing means for creating new USEPacks and evolving existing 
USEPacks. 

Figure 5-1 shows the architecture of the ProUSE system that was 
developed to implement these functions. The system consists of three 
layers: the data layer, the services layer, and the presentation layer. The 
overall system is based on the client server paradigm. All elements of the 
data layer as well as the services layer reside on the server. The 
components of the presentation layer reside on the clients.  

data layer 
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The data layer provides structures to store the method kits, 
USEPacks, context models, quality models and artifacts.  

The services layer provides lower level services for data processing 
and communication between clients and server as well as higher level 
services which implement the main logic of the support tool. A web 
server component is used to transmit components of the presentation 
layer and data to the clients and send requests from clients to the server. 
Furthermore, the service layer provides an interface that abstracts from 
the data structures of the data layer and provides objects for the main 
concepts such as method kits, USEPacks and context models. The 
USEPack management engine provides services for operations on 
USEPacks such as creating, storing, changing and deleting USEPacks 
while keeping the method pool in a consistent state. 

service layer 

The multi-criteria-decision making engine facilitates the ranking of 
USEPacks based on defined project characteristics and required quality 
criteria. It provides mechanisms for comparing USEPacks based on the 
similarity of their context descriptions. The context models which are 
used to model characteristics of methods and projects are defined as sets 
of fuzzy sets. Based on these models the engine is able to compute 
similarity measures for projects and methods to facilitate decisions based 
on analogy. Also the engine is coupled with the assessment component: 
if a method receives a poor assessment in a certain project context, the 
method’s characteristics are automatically adapted to reduce the 
probability of the method being selected in similar projects. On the other 
hand, if a method has successfully been applied in a certain project, its 
characteristics are adapted to increase its probability of selection in 
similar projects in the future. 

An API encapsulates these services to provide objects and additional 
services to render USEPacks, context models, method kits and other 
concepts of ACUE for the applications of the presentation layer. 

The applications of the presentation layer provide a user interface 
which clusters and presents the underlying functionality of the system 
according to the tasks of the users.   

presentation layer 

   Figure 5-2 shows how the elements of the support tool are related to 
the steps of the ACUE meta-model. The components support the steps of 
the ACUE meta-model introduced in section 3.3. 
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Figure 5-2: Relation of components to the ACUE meta-model 

In the following sections the functionality of the support environment 
is described based on its intended use. The descriptions focus on the 
components of the presentation layer. 

5.2.1 ProUSE Portal and General User Interface Structure 

The system can either be installed in the organizations intranet or 
accessed via the internet if the organization is sharing its experiences 
with other organizations. The project team can log in the system via the 
ProUSE portal depicted in Figure 5-3 
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Figure 5-3: The ProUSE portal 

Logging into the system via the ProUSE portal serves a number of 
purposes. First, it prevents unauthorized users from accessing the data 
stored in the system. Furthermore, the profiles stored for each authorized 
user speed up the USEPack creation process, as data such as name and 
affiliation of a USEPack author can be automatically supplemented by 
the system. Additionally, the profiles keep track of the USEPacks and 
method kits which have been recently accessed by the user, allowing the 
user to pick up his work where he has left in the previous session. 

After logging in, the support environment provides access to the 
component for method kit configuration (SATUP), method guidance and 
assessment (CUES) and USEPack capturing and maintenance (REUSE). 

access to the main 
components of the 
support environment 

These three components adhere to a common user interface design 
principle: the wizard principle. According to this principle a complex 
task is decomposed into a set of subtasks. Instead of confronting the user 
with all user interface elements for all subtasks on one screen, the user is 
guided through the subtasks by the system step by step and only the 
relevant subset of controls which are relevant for each subtask is 
presented to the user at one time. Figure 5-4 shows how this principle 
was deployed for the three components SATUP, CUES and REUSE and 
how the user navigates in the system. 

On top of each component a navigation bar for switching between the 
main components SATUP, CUES and REUSE is located. Furthermore, 
the user is able to display help information and to log out from the 
system. Beneath the top navigation the component name is displayed and 
a tab pane for the direct navigation to individual working steps is 
located. The section beneath shows the name of the object which is 
currently accessed by the user for example the name of a method kit or a 
USEPack. In the main working area the individual working steps are 
carried out. The layout of this area depends on the specific tasks, yet 
consistent interaction for handling similar tasks is ensured. 

navigation between 
components and 
functions 
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<short explanation of the tasks to be carried
out by the user>

<main working area>

<next / previous
working step>

<component
name>

<direct navigation between individual working
steps of a component >

<direct navigation between individual components >

<name of edited object>

 

Figure 5-4: User Interface structure of a ProUSE component  

In the left bottom section of the screen, a short explanation for each 
subtask is given, which supports first time or casual users in performing 
the subtasks. In the right bottom section of the screen, navigation buttons 
allow users to step forward and backward between individual working 
steps. 

This general workflow and screen layout is consistently applied to all 
three components which are discussed in the following section. We 
therefore do not describe each individual working step of the workflows 
but instead focus on the core tasks which are accomplished by each 
component.  

5.2.2 Method Kit Configuration 

After the decision is made, that usability engineering methods are 
required for the project, an appropriate method kit is configured by the 
project team by using the method kit configuration component (SATUP). 
The system presents an unconfigured method kit to the project team. The 
project team now chooses a name for the method kit and briefly 
describes the usability aspects of the project in textual form. In the next 
step, the project specific constraints need to be mapped to the project 
context profile of the method kit. This is done by adjusting the context 
factors of the context profile to reflect the characteristics of the project. 
Examples for context factors are the ‘experience of the development 
team in the application type and domain’ or the ‘spatial distribution of 
the development team’. 

visual representation 
of method kits 

Now a visual representation of the phases and usability engineering 
activities of the method kit under configuration is presented to the 
project team in a tabular form. The initial phases and corresponding UE 
activities are predefined. They can now be tailored by the project team, 
i.e. phases or UE activities which are irrelevant in a project can be 
omitted. Figure 5-5 shows the configuration of an exemplary method kit. 
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The phases of the method kit are displayed in bold letters in the top row 
of the method kit. In the column beneath each phase the usability 
engineering activities which are associated with the respective phase are 
displayed.  

By clicking on a usability engineering activity in the method kit a 
search for potential USEPacks which can be deployed to achieve the 
respective usability engineering activity is triggered. The results are 
shown in the table in the lower half of the main working area beneath the 
method kit. Each row of the table represents a USEPack candidate which 
can be deployed to perform the respective usability activity.  The table 
shows a set of data which can be used by the project team to make a 
decision about selecting a USEPack for deployment. For each USEPack, 
a measure for the matching between the project context profile of the 
method kit and the USEPack context profile is provided. This matching 
factor ranges from zero which indicates the worst possible matching to 
one which indicates the best possible matching 

data to support 
selection of USEPacks 

In another column the aggregated acceptance ratings for each 
USEPack are provided. Again the rating factor ranges from zero which 
indicates no acceptance of the USEPack in past projects to one which 
indicates total acceptance of the USEPack in past projects. Additionally 
a combination of aggregated acceptance rating factor and context 
matching factor and the number of total ratings are provided for each 
USEPack. The project team is also able to examine each candidate 
USEPack in a read-only view by clicking on the title of the USEPack 
which is displayed in the table.   

Based on these data the project team can use different strategies for 
selecting appropriate USEPacks. Typically, the project team will select 
the candidate USEPack which shows the highest matching and rating 
factors together with the highest number of ratings. If a USEPack is 
selected, it is associated with the respective usability engineering activity 
of the method kit. By stepping through all usability engineering activities 
of the method kit, each usability engineering activity is associated with 
one or more USEPacks. Each usability engineering activity of the 
method kit for which one or more USEPacks are selected is marked with 
a USEPack symbol which resembles a package.  

stepwise selection of 
appropriate 
USEPacks 

In the last step the project team members which should have access to 
the configured method kit is defined. After the configuration of the 
method kit is completed in this way the method kit is stored. 
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Figure 5-5: The UE method kit configuration component  

5.2.3 Method Guidance 

In the previous step the SATUP component was used to configure an 
new usability engineering method kit to match the needs of a specific 
software development project. Based on this configuration the system 
generates a project-specific hyper-media usability engineering 
workspace. 

This workspace is accessed by the project team via the CUES 
component. Via CUES the project team can select a preconfigured 
method kit to deploy it in a project. After a method kit is selected, it is 
visualized as displayed in Figure 5-6. The project team members can 
now easily navigate the method kit to access appropriate USEPacks. 
Since only selected phases, activities and methods are displayed, the 
project team is shielded from potentially irrelevant methods. The first 
step in this navigation is to map the method kit to their development 
situation. That means that the project team member correlates the current 
development phase of the overall project with the appropriate phase of 
the method kit. In the next step the project team member evaluates 
whether the usability engineering activities for this phase have already 
been accomplished. If they have not been accomplished the project team 
member navigates to the usability engineering activity and the system 
presents the preconfigured USEPacks which can be deployed to perform 
this activity.  

access to 
preconfigured method 
kits 

The USEPack provides the project team members with a detailed 
description of a usability engineering method and utilities such as 
examples and reusable templates which facilitate ad-hoc deployment of 
the method. It should be noted that the method guidance remains passive 
and does not enforce the performance of the methods proposed. 
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After the completion of the project or major project phases the project 
team reviews the method kit and the USEPacks which have been applied 
in a joint session. For this purpose CUES provides a USEPack 
assessment form for each USEPack which is based on the acceptance 
model. This form provides a consistent way for the project team to assess 
the quality of the USEPack which it has deployed from its perspective. 
After the assessments are submitted by the project team, the system 
recalculates the context and acceptance profiles of the deployed 
USEPacks. If a certain method was not useful to the development team, 
the team members assign a poor acceptance rating to the respective 
USEPack. This will reduce the likelihood of the USEPack for being 
selected in subsequent method kits with the same project context profile. 
On the other hand team members can assign high ratings to USEPacks 
which had a positive impact on their work, thus increasing the likelihood 
that the respective USEPack is being reused in subsequent projects.  

assessment of 
deployed USEPacks 

 

Figure 5-6: The method guidance component 

5.2.4 Method Capturing and Maintenance 

By applying the methods and best practices which are described in a 
USEPack, the members of the project team will make valuable 
experiences. These experiences can be captured as extensions or 
comments of an existing USEPack or can be captured in a new 
USEPack. Such experience can include the invention of new methods or 
the adaptation and streamlining of existing methods. 

Assume that the development team used the USEPack ‘contextual 
task analysis’ to perform the usability engineering activity ‘analyze user 
tasks’. Though they found the general guidelines provided by the 
USEPack useful, they soon discovered that the contextual task analysis 

improvement of 
deployed USEPacks 
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for designing an intelligent avatar is fundamentally different from the 
general method they found in the USEPack. 

To capture the modifications of the original method they create a new 
USEPack ‘Contextual Task Analysis for Intelligent Assistants’ using 
REUSE. They enter their experiences in the USEPack and attach 
documents and templates that can be reused when performing a 
contextual task analysis for an intelligent assistant.  

 

Figure 5-7: The USEPack capturing and maintenance component 

The next time a project team has to design an intelligent assistant, it 
will have access to the improved contextual task analysis method and the 
reusable artifacts. These improvement activities will prevent subsequent 
development teams from encountering similar problems and will enable 
them to perform the task more efficiently. 

Figure 5-7 shows the REUSE component during the creation of a 
USEPack. The textual description of the USEPack was already entered 
in the previous subtask. In the step the initial USEPack context profile 
for the new USEPack is defined. By default the context factors of a 
USEPack are initialized to reflect that it is unknown which context 
factors contribute to the acceptance or rejection of the USEPack. These 
default values are changed when a project team applies a USEPack in a 
project and rates its acceptance. If initial knowledge about the influence 
of context factors on the rejection or acceptance of the USEPack is 
available the initial USEPack context profile can be refined. This 
refinement of the initial USEPack context profile is depicted in Figure 
5-7. The hierarchical structure depicted on the left side of the main 
working area is used for this purpose. The structure contains the 
USEPack context factors and the associated characteristics. The values 
of the characteristics can be adjusted by the user.  The name of each 
context factor contained in the structure is linked with background 
information on this context factor. By clicking on a context factor name 

steps in the creation of 
a USEPack 
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this information is displayed on the right side of the main working area. 
This information clarifies the meaning of a context factor and its 
characteristics and supports the creator of a USEPack in correctly 
refining the initial context profile. 

 In the next step the USEPack is supplemented with artifacts. These 
artifacts can be documents, links to websites or other USEPacks. Once 
an artifact has been attached to a USEPack, it can be referenced by other 
USEPacks without the need of keeping multiple copies. In the final step 
comments on a USEPack can be created, reviewed or deleted. This is 
especially useful for the maintenance of existing USEPacks. Comments 
can be either integrated in the main description of the USEPack or they 
can be used to form a new USEPack. After this final step the USEPack is 
usually saved and thereby integrated into the pool of existing USEPacks. 

 



 

6. EVALUATION  

In this chapter the results and the approach for evaluating the adoption-
centric usability engineering (ACUE) framework and the support tool 
ProUSE is described. The goal of the evaluation is to get initial feedback 
whether the concepts of ACUE address the problems identified in 
chapter 2. With regard to the objectives of this work, an isolated case 
study seems inappropriate to answer the research questions posed in 
chapter 1. Instead the goal is to examine the acceptance of the approach 
by practitioners from different organizations and to find out whether and 
how they can integrate the approach in their own development processes. 

evaluate compatibility 
of ACUE with practice 
of project teams 

The evaluation is performed in two separate steps. In the first step 
interviews with process experts are performed to examine whether the 
concept of a UE method kit is compatible with the processes practiced in 
the respective development organizations. This is achieved eliciting 
descriptions of practiced processes and by comparing the processes 
practiced in the respective organizations with an exemplary UE method 
kit. 

evaluation of UE 
method kit 

The second step aims at finding out whether the ACUE approach as it 
is embodied in the ProUSE support system is accepted by project teams. 
To answer the underlying questions, it is first necessary to examine how 
the problem described in chapter 2 is perceived by software engineering 
teams. Next, data needs to be collected to estimate the usefulness of the 
approach for software engineering teams. As a byproduct, initial 
feedback for improving the support tool ProUSE is collected. 

evaluation of support 
system ProUSE 

Davis’ technology acceptance model (TAM)  [Davis, 1986] is used as 
a framework for the study. To achieve the objectives of the second 
evaluation step, TAM’s assessment dimensions ‘perceived usefulness’ 
and ‘perceived ease of use’ are extended by the dimension 
‘understandability’. Understandability is examined with a knowledge 
test, perceived usefulness is studied with qualitative effects analysis 
[Kitchenham, 1996] and perceived ease of use is examined by studying 
user behavior during the use of the support system. The context of the 
two evaluations as well as details on objectives, subjects, methods, tasks, 
and procedure are described in the following sections. 

examine 
understandability, 
perceived usefulness 
and ease of use 
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6.1 Examination of Practiced Processes 

For the deployment and further development of ProUSE not only the 
perceived usefulness and ease of use of the approach is important. A 
central issue is whether the concept of a method kit as a key element of 
the approach matches with the process structures that are practiced by 
the project teams in the targeted engineering organizations. 

A good matching between the fundamental concepts of the approach, 
structure and design of the support tool, and the actual handling of 
processes during the development lifecycle is a precondition for the 
successful adoption of the approach. This matching is particularly 
interesting for the concept of integrating usability engineering techniques 
into software development processes as proposed in the ACUE approach. 

The UE method kit forms the basis for integrating UE techniques into 
the software engineering process. An instantiation of the UE method kit 
that is based on a usability engineering methodology developed by the 
DaimlerChrysler research group [Metzker and Offergeld, 2001] is 
depicted in Figure 6-1. The bold elements in the top row represent the 
process phases of the method kit. The elements below each process 
phase are the usability engineering process goals which are to be 
achieved in each process phase. For example the usability engineering 
process goal ‘define user profiles’ needs to be achieved in the process 
phase ‘requirements analysis’.  
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Figure 6-1: Method kit based on the DaimlerChryser UE methodology 

The primary goal of this explorative study is to examine the 
development processes as they are perceived by the process experts of 
the respective organizations, to examine which interfaces with the UE 
method kit can be identified, and where the practiced processes and the 
UE method kit differs.  
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6.1.1 Methods 

At the beginning of the interviews personal data concerning professional 
experience, current position, type of products developed and the 
common approach applied in developing software systems is elicited. 
The core of the survey consists of a semi-structured interview in which 
the subjects should describe their development process.   

interviews, 
questionnaires 

6.1.2 Procedure 

The interviews are opened with a common question regarding the 
process currently practiced in the development team. To ensure an 
uninfluenced description of the development process no notional or 
structural guidelines are given to the subjects. Instead the subjects are 
asked to sketch their understanding of the central process elements of 
their development process and to describe these elements and their 
interrelations. This aims at making it easy for the subjects to get a first 
rough structuring of their descriptions. 

interviews 

Afterwards, each subject is asked to add details to the description by 
describing the process activities which they associate with each process 
element. Furthermore, they are asked which roles participate in each 
activity and which utilities are used to support the activities. The 
descriptions of the subjects are recorded in writing. These descriptions 
facilitate to get an overview over the processes practiced within the 
organizations examined and facilitate a comparison with the UE method 
kit.  

sketches of 
development process 

At the end of each interview the subjects are asked to identify the 
activities in the UE method kit which are also practiced in their 
processes. The identification is performed using a visualization of the 
UE method kit as depicted in Figure 6-1. Additionally, activities which 
are not included in the UE method kit could be named. 

Each interview took about 1.5 to 2 hours and is performed by one 
interviewer. The interviews are recorded by a second person in a pre-
structured table. 

6.1.3 The Subjects 

A total of ten process experts (eight men, two women) from five 
different organizations participate in the survey. The subject’s age varies 
between 26 and 44 years with an average of 8.5 years of relevant 
professional experience. The subjects most cited project duties are 
requirements analysis, user interface design and project concept 
development. More than half of the subjects (n=6) state that they, beyond 
other activities, are also involved in project management, development, 
and usability- and system tests.   

The subjects are involved in a number of different projects where 
usability is expected to play a major role (n=8). Almost half of the 
projects in which the subjects participate are additionally developing 
web-based systems (n=4). Two projects are also developing embedded 
systems. Agent-based systems, augmented reality systems and gesture 
recognition systems are mentioned as typical systems which are 
developed by the project groups. The average development duration for a 

typical projects of 
interviewees 
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product is 19.1 months. Further data concerning the development 
projects is not elicited.  

6.1.4 Results 

In the following sections the results of the process sketching sessions and 
the comparison of practiced processes against the exemplary UE method 
kit are presented. Due to the exploratory character of this study, in many 
cases there are only a few instances of a class of behavior. However the 
goal of this study is not to come to quantitative results but rather to force 
to the surface problems, which could be studied subsequently in more 
detail or be used to improve the concepts under study. 

6.1.4.1 Process Sketches 

Only half of the project groups examined in this study use a standard as a 
basis for the system development process. In three cases ISO-Norms are 
used (ISO 9000). One project group uses an adapted version of the V-
Model together with explicit programming guidelines.  

The development processes sketched by the subjects consists of six 
process phases in average. The number of process phases varies between 
four and ten. In two teams a good conformity to the exemplary UE 
method kit depicted in Figure 6-1 can be found. They just differ in the 
omission of single process phases. Subject #2 did not describe an explicit 
planning phase, subject #6 omits the phases ‘deployment’ and 
‘maintenance’. Many subjects describe a more differentiated division of 
the process into phases. Subject #1 for example describes four phases 
that could be assigned to the phase ‘requirements analysis’ of the UE 
method kit. Compared to the UE method kit (6 phases), the subjects tend 
to describe more phases (minimum: 4, maximum: 10, average: 7). 

properties of 
processes sketched by 
interviewees 

 Furthermore it can be observed that the order of phases varies 
between project groups. For example subject #3 describes that the phase 
‘requirements analysis’ is followed by the phase ‘revision of project 
goals’ that can be associated with the phase ‘project planning’ of the UE 
method kit.  

Furthermore, the subjects explicitly describe the iterative nature of 
the phases ‘design’ and ‘testing’. This iterative nature is not captured by 
the visualization of the UE method kit in its’ current form.  

iterative nature of 
development process 

Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 give an overview of the process phases 
sketched by the subject. At the top of both figures the process phases of 
the UE method kit introduced in Figure 6-1 are depicted. The process 
phase sketches of the subjects are aligned according to the phases of the 
UE method kit to allow for a better comparison of the sketches with the 
UE method kit. The number to the left of each sketch refers to the 
number of the subject who provided the information. The alternating 
colors used in the process phase sketches are only used for reasons of 
better readability of the figures.  

Altogether six of the subjects name phases which are associated with 
the phase of ‘project planning’, and eight name phases which are 
associated with the phase of ‘requirements analysis’. All ten subjects 
name phases that correspond to the phases of ‘design’, ‘development’, 
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and ‘testing’. In six interviews the phase ‘deployment’ and in three 
interviews the phase ‘maintenance’ are identified. 

The number of process activities varies largely between subjects. 
Some subjects name many process activities for each phase. For example 
subject #10 assigns five to thirteen process activities to each phase. 
However subject #10 just names a relatively small number of phases (cp. 
Figure 6-2). Other subjects name few process activities for each phase. 
Subject #5 for example names just three process steps per phase while 
the whole process described consists of eight phases. An example of 
such a process sketch is depicted in Figure 6-4. 

identification of 
process steps 

Compared to the method kit which contains 30 process steps the 
subjects name fewer process steps (minimum: 7, maximum: 28 mean: 
20) 

number of identified 
process steps 
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Figure 6-2: Overview over process phases sketched by subjects 
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Figure 6-3: Overview over process phases sketched by subjects 
(continued) 
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Figure 6-4: Example of a method kit sketch with many phases and few 
steps   
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Figure 6-5: Identification of practiced activities  
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6.1.4.2 Matching of the Method Kit with Practiced Development 

Processes 

The results of the direct comparison with the UE method kit are depicted 
in Figure 6-5. The number below each process phase or process activity 
respectively indicates the number of subjects who stated that the 
corresponding process phase or process activity of the UE method kit is 
also practiced within their development process. All phases of the 
method kit are identified by the majority of the subjects as a part of their 
development process. The phases project preparation, requirements 
analysis and tests are identified by all subjects.  

typical UE process 
tasks are rarely 
identified 

Classical project activities such as ‘offer and contract’, ‘planning and 
role assignment’, ‘identification of hardware and software constraints’, 
‘user training’ and ‘system extensions’ are identified by most subjects as 
part of their practiced development process. Activities which are more 
typical for usability engineering such as ‘user profile analysis’, 
‘definition of usability goals’, ‘user interface mockups’, ‘user interface 
walkthroughs’ and ‘iterative usability tests’ are identified by relatively 
few subjects. 

6.1.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The processes, as described by the subjects show many commonalities 
but also remarkable differences among each other and in comparison to 
the UE method kit. 

In most process sketches the phases of the UE method kit can be 
identified. Most often the phases of ‘project preparation’, ‘deployment 
and maintenance’ are omitted. However the confrontation with the UE 
method kit at the end of the interview shows that this is caused by an 
incomplete reflection of the processes practiced. When confronted with 
the UE method kit all subject identify the phases of the method kit as 
part of their own development process. This partly incomplete 
reproduction is a basic problem of free interviews and must be taken into 
account when interpreting the process sketches. 

phases of method kit 
mostly identified 

Important differences can be identified in the structure and size of the 
process sketches. While some interviewees sketched processes with few 
phases and many activities others sketch many phases with few steps. All 
in all the subjects tend to a more differentiated division of their processes 
into phases than can be found in the UE method kit.  

more differentiated 
division into phases 

In the direct comparison of the UE method kit with the processes 
practiced by the subjects the largest differences can be found in core 
usability engineering activities. UE process activities are missing in most 
project teams. Only two subjects state that usability engineering 
activities are integrated in their development process. 

core UE activities are 
missing 

Furthermore few activities of the phase ‘user interface design’ are 
identified by the subjects while they miss the phase of user interface 
implementation which actually is not part of usability engineering and 
therefore is omitted in the UE method kit. 

The low identification of core usability engineering activities by the 
subjects should not be interpreted as a problem for the introduction of the 
approach. On the contrary it confirms the working hypotheses that 
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usability engineering methods are still relatively unknown and underused 
in software development projects 

The results concerning the matching of the method kit have to be 
interpreted cautiously for a number of reasons. First of all, the 
comparison is based on a specific instance of a UE method kit; in this 
case a method kit that is based on the DaimlerChrysler usability 
engineering methodology. Furthermore, the comparison is made against 
the practiced development processes of a small set of development 
organizations. Therefore more conclusive results require a replication of 
the study that involves different instances of UE method kits that are 
examined by large number of process experts from different 
organizations. Yet, the author assumes that the core weaknesses 
identified in the core practices concerning the analysis of user tasks and 
the user interface design will be confirmed.  

However, the concept of a UE method kit seems to be a good starting 
point for reflecting about practiced processes. Activities belonging to 
currently practiced processes and activities missing in currently practiced 
processes could easily be identified.  

6.2 Evaluation of ProUSE 

The goal of the ACUE approach is to improve the integration of UE 
methods in existing software development processes by measuring their 
acceptance by project teams. Thus ACUE can also be understood as a 
process improvement approach. 

A large number of process improvement programs are suspended or - 
in the worst case – fail, because the improvement approach is not 
accepted at the project team level [Goldenson, et al., 1999, Hughes, 
1996, Laitenberger and Dreyer, 1998, Niessink and Van Vliet, 1999, 
Silverman, 1985]: the improvement program may be perceived as 
tedious and time consuming by the project team or the benefit of new 
methods for daily practice is perceived as being too low to justify 
sustained effort.  

To examine whether the ACUE approach as embodied in the support 
Tool ProUSE suffers from such problems, the evaluation is designed to 
answer the following questions. Do the project personnel understand the 
basic principles and structures of the approach without extensive 
training? How do project teams assess the potential quantitative effects 
of the approach on their practices? Would they use the approach in their 
setting? Which problems do project teams have in working with the 
ACUE support tool ProUSE? 

6.2.1 Context of the Evaluation 

The approach is evaluated with the participation of the same five 
medium- to large-size software engineering companies which took part 
in the study of the method kits described in section 6.1. Yet, there is no 
overlap of test persons for the two studies. The examined organizations 
understand the need to improve the usability of their products but no 
experience with usability engineering is readily available in the 
engineering teams. 

properties of the 
participating 
organizations 
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ProUSE is preconfigured for this environment: appropriate context 
and acceptance models are defined and usability engineering methods are 
captured in USEPacks. Resources includ successful methods invented in 
previous industrial engineering projects such as reported in [Metzker and 
Offergeld, 2001], methods distilled from literature on usability 
engineering [Constantine and Lockwood, 1999, Mayhew, 1999, Nielsen, 
1994], and recent research results such as Spencer’s ‘streamlined 
cognitive walkthrough’ [Spencer, 2000]. 

6.2.2 The Subjects 

All 44 subjects participate in the study on a voluntary basis. Of them, 39 
are full-time employees working as software engineers for the companies 
described in section 3.1. Five subjects are graduate students working for 
the companies on a part-time basis. The subjects are involved in 
developing highly interactive software systems in a variety of domains, 
e.g. driver assistance systems, home entertainment, and military defense 
systems. Based on their experience with the development of highly 
interactive systems, the subjects are classified into three groups: new 
employees (NE), software engineers (SE), and usability engineers (UE) 
[Nielsen, 1994]. The size of the groups is set out in Table 6-1. 

classification of 
subject groups into 
three classes 

 
Table 6-1: Size of subject groups 

 New 
Employees 

Software 
Engineers

Usability 
Engineers

total 

No. of individuals 
per group 

10 21 13 44 

 
In the following, these groups are referred to as user groups for 

reasons of simplicity. 

6.2.3 Methods 

In this section the research methods which are used to evaluate the 
ACUE approach as it is embodied by the support environment ProUSE 
are introduced. The two main research methods are qualitative effects 
analysis [Kitchenham, 1996] and acceptance studies based on the 
technology acceptance model (TAM) [Davis, 1986]. Both approaches 
have been briefly introduced in section 1.3. In the following their 
application to study the acceptance of the ACUE support tool is 
described. 

In this study, TAM is used as a framework for the evaluation. Yet for 
the purpose of this study the assessment dimensions perceived ease of 
use (PEU) and perceived usefulness (PU) provided by TAM are further 
refined. Motivated by the objectives defined in the introduction of this 
chapter, TAM’s dimension of perceived usefulness is further refined into 
the following sub-dimensions: 

theoretical base for 
evaluation approach 
refinement of 
evaluation dimensions 

 compatibility with daily practice 
 usefulness as a tool 
 support of working tasks 
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 increase in knowledge 
 increased efficiency of UE 

Moreover TAM’s assessment dimensions of perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use are extended by the dimension of 
understandability. The dimension of understandability examines whether 
it is easy for the subjects to understand the concepts of the ACUE 
approach such as context profiles and method kits.  

Qualitative effects analysis [Kitchenham, 1996] uses expert opinion 
to estimate quantitative effects of methods and / or tools on processes 
and / or products. Thus qualitative effects analysis provides a subjective 
assessment of the quantitative effect of methods and tools and / or the 
combined impact of several methods and tools. Sometimes the term 
feature analysis is used to describe a qualitative evaluation.  

how to estimate the 
potential effects of the 
ACUE approach 

Qualitative effects analysis belongs to a family of qualitative 
evaluation methods that can be performed as an experiment, case study 
or survey. In a qualitative experiment the evaluation activities are 
organized more formally by providing a controlled setting and a specific 
selection of potential experimental subjects. In a qualitative case study a 
feature-based evaluation is performed after a method has been used in 
practice on a real project. In this study qualitative effects analysis is 
performed as a survey after the subjects have applied the ACUE support 
tool to achieve a set of tasks. The tasks are embedded in a scenario 
which covers the steps of the ACUE meta-model introduced in section 
3.3 such as the configuration of method kits and the creation and 
assessment of USEPacks. 

6.2.4 Data Collection Techniques 

The sub-dimensions of perceived usefulness specified above are 
measured by qualitative effects analysis while ease of use is examined by 
studying user behavior during the user’s interaction with the support 
environment [Nielsen, 1994]. Understandability is examined via a 
knowledge test in which the subjects answer questions on the concepts of 
the overall approach and the support environment. The knowledge test is 
performed before and after the interaction with the tool to study if and 
how the understanding of the concepts by the subjects changes. 

 
 
 
knowledge test 

For data collection two basic techniques are deployed: questionnaires 
and scenario-based task solution. A pre-test questionnaire (Q1) is used to 
elicit personal data and professional experience of the subjects as well as 
their understanding of the central concepts of the ACUE approach. A 
post-test questionnaire (Q2) is used examine the subjects understanding 
of the central concepts of the adoption-centric usability engineering 
approach after using the support system and to measure the perceived 
ease of use and usefulness of the system. Details on the purpose of the 
two questionnaires deployed (Q1 and Q2) are summarized in Table 6-2. 

questionnaires 

The solution of scenario-based tasks which are specific for each user 
group constitutes the core of the evaluation. While the subjects are 
working on a task, behavioral data and any comments made while 
thinking out loud are captured as a basis for improving the ACUE 
support environment. Section 6.2.5 describes the tasks that are performed 
by the subjects while the exact evaluation procedure and deployment of 
the methods is described in section 6.2.6. 

scenario-based 
deployment of support 
tool 
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Table 6-2: Data collected in questionnaires Q1 and Q2 

 Data collected 

Q1 subject characteristics (age, qualification, professional 
experience) 

typical role of subject in the software engineering process 

the subjects knowledge on the concepts of the approach and the 
ACUE support environment (pre-test, based on the introductory 
material supplied) 

Q2 the subjects knowledge on the concepts of the approach and the 
ACUE support environment (post-test, based on the scenario-
guided interaction with the support environment) 

the subjects assessment of the usefulness and ease of use of the 
support environment 

6.2.5 Tasks 

To identify potential problems and to study the acceptance of the ACUE 
support environment under as realistic conditions as possible, specific 
usage scenarios are developed for each user group identified. The 
scenarios are written in natural language. They reflect the role of the 
subject in the scenario and contain the tasks to be solved. All scenarios 
are embedded in a cover story which set a common background for all 
scenarios.  

Scenario S0 is identical for all user groups. In S0, the subjects are 
allowed to freely explore all components of the ACUE support 
environment. The other tasks to be solved in each scenario differ among 
the user groups. They are summarized in Table 6-3. 

role dependent 
scenarios 
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Table 6-3: Tasks that had to be solved within the scenarios 

Scenario Tasks 

NE-S1 Find an explanation of the term usability engineering. Mark 
the section for later exploration. 

NE-S2 Find an introductory article about evaluation and tests. 
Review the material supplied. 

NE-S3 Open the method kit for the project DIGital. Find and open 
the method package on heuristic evaluation. 

SE-S1 Browse all method packages available for project DIGital. 
Find and display a package on heuristic evaluation. Assess 
the acceptance of the method heuristic evaluation. 

SE-S2 Comment the method ‚heuristic evaluation‘. Edit the 
method ‚heuristic evaluation‘. Extend the method package 
with a checklist to be used in ‚heuristic evaluation‘.  

SE-S3 Create a new method package. Fill the package with given 
raw input material. Specify the meta-data of the methods 
context model. Link the package to related packages.  

UE-S1 Create a new method kit for the project ‘PORTAL’. Choose 
a context model and specify the project characteristics via 
the context model. Choose appropriate method packages 
based on the project characteristics specified. Trigger the 
generation of hypermedia work space for the method kit.  

UE-S2 Manage access to the method kit for the project PORTAL. 
Invite project team members. Manage access levels of 
project team members. 

 

6.2.6 Procedure 

Prior to the evaluation sessions, all the subjects receive introductory 
material in electronic form that briefly describe the concepts of the 
ACUE approach and the components of the support environment. Single 
subjects, who, for some reason, had no access to the material prior to the 
evaluation, are given the opportunity to study print-outs of the material.  

introductory material 

Each evaluation session starts with a short introduction of the 
participants, the procedure, and the objectives of the study. The subjects 
are explicitly informed that the goal of the evaluation is to assess the 
usefulness of the approach and not the capabilities of the participants and 
that all data would be treated confidentially.  

introduction to 
evaluation 
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First questionnaire Q1 is handed out. Next the tasks to be solved are 
handed out in form of scenarios. Scenario S0 is performed by each 
participant to promote a free exploration of the system. The time for S0 
is limited to 20 minutes. Next, the group-specific scenarios are handed 
out to the subjects. No time limit is set for the completion of these tasks. 
The subjects are encouraged to articulate impressions and problems and 
think out loud while performing the tasks. After the tasks of all scenarios 
are completed, questionnaire Q2 is handed out to the subject. The 
evaluation is concluded with a brief free discussion. 

pre-test questionnaires 
 
 
group-specific 
scenarios 
 
post-test 
questionnaires 
 
 thinking aloud 
protocols 

Two observers are involved in each evaluation session. One observer 
records the behavioral data, while the other is responsible for writing 
down comments made while the subjects are thinking out loud. During 
the session, the subjects work with a laptop with each evaluation lasting 
of roughly two hours. The schedule of a typical evaluation session is 
given Table 6-4. 

 
Table 6-4: Schedule of a typical evaluation session 

Time [min.] Procedure 

10 Introduction 

15 Filling in of questionnaire Q1 

20 Free exploration of the support environment (Scenario 
S0) 

50 Performance of scenarios 1-3 according to the subject 
group 

15 Filling in of questionnaire Q2  

10 Free discussion. 

6.2.7 Results 

The qualitative effects analysis shows that the approach is most strongly 
accepted by the main target group of the support environment, the UE 
group. However the support environment also receives higher-than-
average ratings from the other subject groups.  A detailed description of 
the results is provided in the following sections. 

higher than average 
acceptance of 
approach 

6.2.7.1 Characteristics of the Subject Groups 

The characteristics of the group members regarding age and professional 
experience are set out in Table 6-5. 
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Table 6-5: Characteristics of subject groups 

 New 
Employees

Software 
Engineers 

Usability 
Engineers 

∅ 

mean 24 34 37 32 age  

[years] range 20-29 22–50 23-52 20-52 

average prof. 
experience 
[years] 

1.5 7.5 8.8 6.5 

average time in 
present function 
[years] 

1.2 5.9 4.8 4.6 

 
The question for the project activities performed by the subjects 

revealed ten activities. Though showing slightly different distributions 
mainly the same activities are performed by all three groups.  

working tasks of 
subjects 

The three most-cited activities of all the subjects are programming, 
user interface development, and system maintenance. The following 
figures illustrate the distribution of the subject’s main tasks across the 
three subject groups: 

4%
4%

6%

6%

8%

10%

12% 12%

12%

26%

Customer Care 4%

Qual. Management 4%

Req. Analysis 6%

Proj. Management 6%

Training 8%

System Test. 10%

Proj. Planning 12%

Programming 12%

System Maint. 12%

UI Development 26%

 
Figure 6-6: Distribution of working tasks across the NE group  
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Figure 6-7: Distribution of working tasks across the SE group  
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Programming 10%

UI Development 39%

 

Figure 6-8: Distribution of working tasks across the UE group  

The variance in functions and core tasks in the subject groups reflects 
the project-dependent deployment of the persons, i.e. that tasks are 
assigned to project team members depending on the requirements of the 
project. A specialization of subjects on single working areas seems to be 
limited in the organizations examined. 
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It is concluded that the population examined in this study is typical 
for these areas as far as age structure and working experience are 
concerned. As they do not show any extraordinary distribution, the 
results are expected to be generalizable from this perspective. 

6.2.7.2 Understandability of the Approach 

As set out above, the understanding of the adoption-centric usability 
engineering approach and the support environment ProUSE by the 
subjects is measured via the questionnaires Q1 and Q2 before and after 
the usage of the support system. The understanding is measured as the 
number of correct answers in the knowledge test parts of the 
questionnaires.  

63%

36%

62%

35%

71%

35%

48%

43%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

post-test pre-test

NM

SE

UE

 ∅

 

Figure 6-9: Pre- and post-test scores in knowledge tests  

After reading the introductory material, the average percentage of 
correct answers is 36%. Subsequent to performing the scenario-based 
tasks, this value almost doubled, amounting to 63%. The performance of 
the groups and the overall performance of the subjects are depicted in 
Figure 6-9. This shows that even the relatively short time of usage of the 
ACUE support environment leads to a significant increase in the 
understanding of the concepts and components of the approach. The 
increased understanding of the overall approach is lowest in the group of 
new employees (NE). However this can be easily explained since their 
scenarios (NE-S1-S3) did not comprise the usage of all components of 
the support system.  

nearly doubled score 
in knowledge test 
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6.2.7.3 Perceived Usefulness of the Approach 

For the qualitative effects analysis, the subjects are asked to assess the 
properties of the ACUE support environments along the dimensions for 
perceived usefulness defined in section 6.2.3 by filling out questionnaire 
Q2 after performing the scenario-specific tasks. For this reason 
questionnaire Q2 includes a number of items to be rated on a five-level 
Likert scale [Judd, et al., 1991] for each of the dimensions used to 
measure the perceived usefulness of the approach (‘compatibility with 
daily practice’, ‘usefulness as a tool’, ‘support of working tasks’, 
‘increase in knowledge’, and ‘increased efficiency of UE’). Figure 6-10 
sets out the results of the qualitative effects analysis. The bars represent 
ratings of the assessment dimensions. The mean ratings are calculated 
for each dimension and grouped according to the subject groups. A 
rating of 1 indicates a strong disagreement while a rating of 5 indicates a 
strong agreement. 

1 2 3 4 5

UE

SE

NE

compatibility with daily practice increase in knowledge
usefullness as a tool increased efficiency of UE
support of working tasks

 ∅

 

Figure 6-10: Results of the qualitative effects analysis  
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The results indicate that the approach and its support environment are 
generally assessed by all groups as higher-than-average useful and 
reasonable. All subjects seem to highly appreciate the potential of the 
approach for increasing their knowledge of software engineering 
methods. 

The dimension ‘task support’ receives the highest scores from the UE 
group. This corresponds with the pre-configuration of the support 
environment with usability engineering methods and the subjects’ role as 
usability engineers. It could be concluded that the assessment of this 
dimension by the other groups could be further enhanced, if also 
software engineering methods for other areas such as ‘requirements 
engineering’ or methods for enhancing programmer productivity are 
integrated into the method repository of the ACUE support environment. 
This result underpins the necessity to provide benefits for all groups of 
project personnel involved in process improvement activities. 

6.2.7.4 Perceived Ease of Use of the ACUE Approach 

The behavioral data and user comments recorded during task 
performance suggest that there is potential for improving the usability of 
the support environment. The distribution of usability issues identified 
by subjects across the client components of the support environment are 
set out in Figure 6-11. Most improvement suggestions are related to the 
components for process guidance and adoption-centric decision support. 
The high number of usability issues identified for the process guidance 
component can be partially explained by the fact, that the scenarios of all 
user groups (NE, SE and UE) include interaction with the process 
guidance component. 

process guidance 
component needs 
further usability 
improvements 
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Figure 6-11: Distribution of the identified usability issues  

One issue is that more assistance in working with the applications is 
appreciated by the subjects.  In particular novice users could profit from 
concepts such as wizards to augment context capturing. Moreover the 
consistency between the applications should be increased.  

more assistance in 
working with 
applications of 
support environment 
improve 
understandability of 
terminology 

Finally the parts of the terminology used in the graphical user 
interfaces of the support environment should be revised for more 
comprehensible terms. One example given is that subjects suggested 
changing the term ‘project context model’ to ‘project characteristics’. 

Note that the user interface of the prototype presented in chapter 5 is 
based on the feedback gathered in this evaluation.  

6.2.7.5 Interviewees Statements on the Practiced Software 
Development Process 

In this section the subjects’ statements about their development process 
as captured by the questionnaires is summarized. These questions aims at 
examining from which sources the subjects draw their knowledge about 
software development processes, which process models are actually 
used, which usability engineering methods are used and the subjects’ 
roles as project team members. 

With respect to the goals of this work this data is interesting for a 
number of reasons. First, one of the assumptions of this work is that 
development organizations are largely practicing highly diverse 
development processes. Based on this assumption the adoption-centric 
usability engineering framework proposed the concept of a configurable 
usability engineering method kit, which can be adapted to specific 
development projects. 
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Another interesting question with respect to this work is from which 
source the project teams acquire their process knowledge and if they 
already have process support tools in use. 

Knowledge about the Software Development Process 

 
The different subject groups draw their knowledge about software 
development processes from different sources. The subjects of the SE 
and UE groups largely rely on the knowledge that they acquired in their 
professional experience. In all three subject groups knowledge acquired 
during the course of studies plays a prominent role. Professional 
development seems to be only relevant for the SE group. 

process knowledge 
mostly acquired 
during studies and by 
project experience 
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Figure 6-12: Sources of knowledge about SW development processes  

The distribution of the different sources of knowledge on software 
development processes over the different subject groups is depicted in 
Figure 6-12. The vertical axis indicates how often the respective source 
was quoted by a subject group. 

Process Models used by Subjects 

  
few subjects name 
specific software 
engineering process 
models 

Only 27% of the subjects state that they follow a specified process model 
in their project teams. The questionnaire allows freely naming any 
process model. However, Figure 6-13 shows the number of quotes for 
the named process models. It shows that most subjects (31 of 44 persons) 
made no statements. Five subjects express to use a company specific 
process model and four subjects follow the V-Modell [IABG]in their 
projects.  
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Figure 6-13: Process models used by project teams 

These statements might just confirm that fields without predefined 
answers are seldom completed by the subjects. It is thus possible that far 
more process models are applied in the project teams without being 
articulated. 

However, if we accept these results as the real situation in the 
organizations, the comparison with the results described in 6.1.4 allows 
interesting conclusions. On the one hand the majority of interviewees 
can not name a process model which is the basis for overall software 
development process. On the other hand the development team members 
are able to sketch their development process at the abstraction level of 
method kits, including phases and main process activities. This could 
indicate that usability engineering method kits are a useful abstraction 
level for development teams for reflecting their existing development 
processes and understanding usability engineering methodologies, while 
over specified process models are rarely rigorously practiced and largely 
unknown to development teams. However, such a conclusion can not be 
drawn without further and more thoroughly investigating the overall 
software development process. 

The Usability Engineering Process 

 usability engineering 
perceived as highly 
relevant 

As indicated by Table 6-6, usability engineering is judged by all subject 
groups as being of higher-than-average relevancy on a five-level likert 
scale (1 = I totally disagree, 5 = I totally agree). However it also shows 
that the knowledge about the methods and the support for usability 
engineering is not sufficient. This underlines the large demand for a tool 
such as ProUSE.  

The knowledge of the subjects on the topic usability engineering 
varies largely before the test. As expected the UE subject group is 
familiar with this topic, whereas this is only true for 60% of the NE and 
SE subject groups. This indicates that it can not be assumed that usability 
engineering belongs to the subject of typical computer science students 
(The subjects of the NE group are largely computer science students).  

knowledge about 
specific methods is 
missing 
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Only eight subjects (27%) use a usability engineering process model 
similar to the model presented in the introductory material. Five subjects 
of this group belong to the UE group.  

UE process models 
are rarely used 

Regarding the question which alternative UE approaches are used, 
only few subjects gave an answer at all. The answers contain no specific 
UE techniques but statements such as ‘trial and error’ or ‘learning by 
doing’. However these results have not to be representative, as again no 
predefined answers are offered to the subjects and the subjects possibly 
just are not able to remember the terms for the models used.   

no specific UE 
methods practiced by 
subjects 

 
Table 6-6: Assessment of the relevancy of usability engineering 

methods 

 NE SE UE Av. 

Overall utility of UE methods 3,4 2,9 3,4 3,2 

Usability is supported by my development 
environment 

2,5 1,3 2,5 1,9 

I would use UE methods even if I have to 
meet a deadline 

2,7  2,6 2,5 2,9 

UE methods require knowledge that is 
available in the development team. 

2,9 3,1 2,9 2,7 

In my working area UE methods are 
deployed. 

2,2  2,7 3,5 2,9 

With more help I would deploy UE methods 
during development. 

3,9 4,0 4,3 4,0 

I think the deployment of UE methods in the 
development process is reasonable. 

4,4 4,1 4,5 4,3 

  
Afterwards the usability engineering reference model of ProUSE is 

presented to the subjects. They are asked with which process activities 
they are familiar. The following table makes clear, that the subjects’ state 
of knowledge strongly varies across the subject groups and specific 
process activities. Table 6-7 only contains the three process steps with 
the most and the least nominations.  

large variance in 
familiarity with UE 
process activities 
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Table 6-7: Familiarity of subjects with UE method 

Process Activity NE SE UE Av. 

Task analysis 70 57 62 63 

Capture change requests 70 67 46 63 

As-is analysis 70 43 69 58 

Workflow reengineering 10 19 31 21 

Manage release change 10 14 31 19 

Usability training 10 5 39 16 

 

Subjects Roles as Project Team Members 

 
32 of 44 subjects hold a specific role within their project teams. As could 
be expected this especially applies to the software engineer (SE) and 
usability engineer (UE) subject groups whereas new employees are not 
yet firmly assigned to a project team or are first exploring different 
working areas. The most cited role is the role of the programmer. Figure 
3-3 shows all roles named by the subjects. Clearly defined roles seem to 
be seldom. More often working tasks and roles are mixed. 

lack of clearly defined 
roles 
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Figure 6-14: Roles named by subjects  

The number of roles held by each subject within a project team varies 
between zero and three roles. Members of the SE and UE groups mostly 
hold one or two roles. The new employees often do not feel to be 
assigned a role.  

6.3 Conclusions 

The results reported in the two evaluation studies reinforce the 
motivation for this work and indicate the potentials of the developed 
ACUE framework and support tool. 

The results of the questionnaires confirm several assumptions on 
which this work is based on for the examined organizations. They show 
that usability engineering methods are poorly supported by the software 
development organizations and that hardly sufficient knowledge about 
performing usability engineering methods is readily available. Yet the 
results indicate that developers strongly regard usability engineering as a 
reasonable supplement of the software development process. 
Furthermore the interviewed software developers would commit 
themselves to deploying usability engineering methods during 
development if appropriate support was available. 

Another basic assumption which is confirmed by the results for the 
population examined is that there is no strong separation of development 
tasks within the development teams. User interface development 
accounts for 26% to up to 39% percent of all development activities of 
all developers. This underscores that it is not sufficient to install a 
usability engineer in a project but that there is a need to transfer usability 
engineering knowledge to the whole project team. The study shows that 
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the interviewees of the UE group are also developers but are just slightly 
more focused on user interface development. 

As shown in the study, the interviewees draw most of their process 
knowledge from professional experience. This indicates that an 
experience based approach to the introduction and establishment of 
usability engineering methods as it is proposed in adoption-centric 
usability engineering points in the right direction. 

The interviews of the process experts show that the examined 
organizations are practicing highly diverse development processes. The 
process sketches differ largely in the breadth of the processes described 
and also in the level of detail in which major process phases are 
structured. However, when the process experts are confronted with an 
example of an UE method kit, they encounter no problems in identifying 
phases and activities that are part of their practiced processes. This 
indicates that the process experts can easily map the mental model of the 
development process to the UE method kit 

largely diverse 
development processes 

However, the confrontation with the UE method kit also shows that 
many essential UE activities are still unknown or underused in typical 
software development projects. Again this reinforces the motivation for 
an approach that systematically triggers an organizational learning 
process which introduces the required knowledge to project teams.  

subjects are able map 
to map their processes 
to the method kit 

The three subject groups - new employees, software engineers, and 
usability engineers - who participated in the evaluation show no special 
features regarding their demographic properties. It can be assumed that 
the distribution of age, gender, education, and professional experience is 
typical for such subject groups.  

Especially the data collected in the qualitative effects analysis 
indicates that the concern of the approach as embodied in the support 
system and the basic structure of ProUSE are very positively assessed by 
the subject groups. Such systems are appreciated by the subjects as they 
impart methodological knowledge, and support capturing and systematic 
reuse of practical experiences. This can be linked to the finding of the 
study that the major source for process knowledge of project team 
members is professional experience 

framework as 
embodied in support 
tool is accepted by 
practitioners 

The behavioral data and the thinking aloud protocols indicate that the 
support system ProUSE still has potential for improvement regarding 
self-descriptiveness and consistency between modules of the system. The 
terms selected for describing some constructs are not always self-
explanatory. These problems have already been fixed for the prototype 
presented in chapter 5.  

Despite its explorative character the studies presented in this chapter 
support the hypotheses of this work concerning the lack of integration of 
usability engineering methods in software development processes and 
the need of project teams for a support in performing usability 
engineering methods. The evaluation of the ACUE support tool indicates 
that the ACUE approach as it is embodied by the support tool is accepted 
by software practitioners and it is perceived as a solution to improve the 
effectiveness of UE activities. This is an important precondition for a 
lasting successful application of the ACUE approach in software 
development organizations.  





 

7. DISCUSSION 

This chapter contains a summary of the findings of this work and puts 
the individual contributions of this research in relation to other fields that 
inspired the adoption-centric usability engineering (ACUE) approach. 
Due to its influences from various disciplines ACUE has implications for 
a number of fields such as tools for working with guidelines, empirical 
software engineering, software engineering process improvement and 
organizational learning. The results of this research are interpreted from 
the viewpoint of these fields and the potential implications of ACUE for 
these fields are explored. 

7.1 Summary  

The research presented in this work is motivated by two practical 
questions. First, it should be examined if and why usability engineering 
(UE) methods are still underused and difficult to master to common 
software development teams? Second, it should be examined what can 
be done to support the integration and establishment of UE methods in 
software development processes? 

the UE-SE integration 
problem 

A comprehensive review of existing approaches for incorporating 
usability issues into software engineering processes revealed that the 
problem can be approached at three levels: at the product, at the process, 
and at the organizational level. 

levels of UE-SE 
integration 

Approaches at the product level, focus on improving the usability of 
interactive software systems by capturing and reusing user interface 
design rationale. Interaction patterns, guidelines and claims are examples 
of this class of approaches. 

product level 

At the process level a large number of UE methodologies have been 
developed. These methodologies aim at assuring a high level of usability 
of a product when a defined set of UE techniques is deployed during the 
development of a product. Besides these holistic UE methodologies a 
large number of approaches aim at extending individual software 
engineering artifacts such as use cases or scenarios for usability 
specifications.  

process level 

Approaches at the organizational level deal with the establishment of 
UE techniques and UCD principles in an organization. They should 
provide means for supporting, establishing and improving the usability 

organizational level 
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function within a software development organization or team 
inexperienced to the discipline of UE. However, existing approaches 
such as the ‘usability maturity model’ are limited to assessing the 
capability of organizations to deploy human-centered software 
development processes. Problems in the adoption of UE techniques by 
development teams which hamper a long-term establishment of UE 
techniques have been largely neglected yet.  

The review of these approaches shows that there is no lack of specific 
UE methodologies, techniques and artifacts. Instead the results of the 
review indicate that many problems with establishing UE methods are 
caused by a lack of support for fostering the adoption of UE methods by 
development teams. The central point of this work is that an integration 
of usability engineering methods into software development processes 
can only be successful on the long term and that the methods are only 
practiced if they are accepted by development teams. An approach which 
is built on this principle needs to address the following three interrelated 
problems:  

First, knowledge about UE methods is often not available in 
development teams. Means to make the adoption and deployment of UE 
methods easy and efficient for project teams are called for. The findings 
of the literature analysis are confirmed by a study which is performed in 
this work. The study shows that usability engineering methods are poorly 
supported by the software development organizations and that hardly 
sufficient knowledge about performing usability engineering methods is 
readily available. Yet the results indicate that developers strongly regard 
usability engineering as a reasonable supplement of the software 
development process. Furthermore the interviewed software developers 
would commit themselves to deploying usability engineering methods 
during development if appropriate support would be available. 

lack of accessible UE 
method  knowledge in 
project teams 

Second, there is a lack of knowledge on the acceptance of UE 
methods on the project team level. UE methods can not be successfully 
adopted if they are perceived as tedious, time consuming and redundant 
to traditional software development techniques. While a huge number of 
UE methods have been developed, little is known about the actual utility 
and usability of specific UE methods from a project team’s point of 
view. 

actual utility and 
usability of specific 
UE methods is not 
evident 

Finally, the utility of a certain UE method largely depends on its 
context of use, i.e. the characteristics of the project in which the method 
is to be deployed. Examples for project characteristics are the spatial 
distribution of the development team or the interaction complexity of the 
system to be developed. The dependencies between project 
characteristics and appropriate UE methods are largely unknown. This 
makes selection of specific UE methods for a project at hand essentially 
a random act. 

dependencies between 
project characteristics 
and appropriate UE 
methods are largely 
unknown 

In this work a framework is developed that addresses these three 
interrelated problems. The framework facilitates to capture and exploit 
relationships between project characteristics, specific UE methods 
deployed, and the perceived usefulness, ease of use of the methods 
deployed from the perspective of the project team. The framework is 
called adoption-centric usability engineering (ACUE). 

adoption-centric 
usability engineering  
framework 
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The core concepts of the framework are context profiles, UE method 
kits, usability engineering experience packages (USEPacks) and 
acceptance models. 

Context profiles facilitate to semi-formally capture specific 
characteristics and constraints of a software engineering project that have 
implications for the deployment of appropriate UE methods.  

context profiles 

USEPacks encapsulate usability engineering methods and best 
practices in a structured description. Artifacts that simplify the 
deployment of the respective UE method compliment the structured 
description. For each USEPack a context profile is provided that encodes 
the project context in which the USEPack was accepted or rejected by 
project teams in past projects. USEPacks facilitate to capture UE 
methods and best practices together with reusable artifacts and a semi-
formal model of their context of use. 

USEPacks 

UE method kits are configurable, abstractions of UE process models. 
They consist of a set of phases, UE process activities and a project 
context profile. Instead of prescribing a rigorous temporal sequence of 
process activities and techniques to replace existing development 
processes, UE method kits are to be used by project teams to map UE 
process activities and methods into the software development process 
used in the respective organization.  

UE method kits 

A UE process activity specified in a UE method kit can be performed 
by deploying one or more USEPacks. The selection of specific 
USEPacks depends on the context of the project in which the UE method 
kit is to be deployed. 

Acceptance models are used to measure the perceived usefulness and 
ease of use of a USEPack from the perspective of the project team. 

acceptance models 

To make the concepts of ACUE computationally manageable the 
constructs of the ACUE framework have been formalized and suitable 
algorithms for handling them have been developed. 

The ACUE framework provides support for selecting UE methods 
which are appropriate for a given project. This is realized by retrieving 
USEPacks that have context profiles similar to the context profile of the 
given project. Therefore a concept for comparing context profiles is 
developed. The concept developed facilitates the comparison of project 
context and USEPack context profiles. A concept for retrieving 
USEPacks that have context profiles similar to the context profile of a 
project has been developed. The algorithms developed for selecting 
optimal techniques are based on the theory of multi-criteria decision 
making. As the high-dimensional space of context profiles will not be 
densely populated, exact context matching algorithms are not 
appropriate. 

After having deployed a certain USEPack, the project team is asked 
to rate the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the 
corresponding USEPack. Each assessment of a USEPack which is 
performed by a project team provides new data for adapting the 
USEPack context profile. Means for updating the USEPack context 
profile based on the assessments of project teams and the context profiles 
of the projects in which the USEPacks have been deployed have been 
proposed. An algorithm for adapting context profiles based on the 
feedback of project teams is described. It facilitates to incrementally 
accumulate experiences gathered in different projects. This allows fusing 
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information collected in different projects to yield stronger conclusions 
about the perceived usefulness and ease of use of UE methods than those 
available from each individual project.  

The ACUE framework does not compel a specific technology to 
operationalize the approach. In fact, the technology to be used to 
operationalize ACUE largely depends on the target environment in 
which ACUE is to be deployed. To test the concepts developed, to make 
the framework more tangible and to allow effective evaluation of the 
approach, a support environment for ACUE is developed in this work. 
The support environment is a web-based system called ProUSE. In the 
data layer of this systems relational databases and XML-data-structures 
are used to store the models of ACUE. In the service layer modules for 
data base access encapsulation, model consistency, USEPack 
management and multi-criteria decision making provide their services to 
the presentation layer. On the presentation layer three web-based 
applications are offered to users of the support system.  

infrastructure for 
adoption-centric 
usability engineering 

The first application facilitates the configuration of UE method kits. 
In an interactive process the project team sets the context characteristics 
for the project at hand. Based on these settings the support system 
suggests appropriate UE methods. Appropriate means that the respective 
UE methods have been successfully deployed in previous projects with 
similar context characteristics and have a high aggregated acceptance 
rating. 

component for 
context-based method 
kit configuration  

Based on the previous configuration step, the support system 
constructs an easily navigable hypermedia-model of the configured UE 
method kit and the UE methods selected. This model is used by the 
second component to provide process guidance for the project team. The 
project team can easily navigate through the method kit and access and 
deploy the methods and artifacts recommended. Furthermore means for 
assessing the usefulness and ease of use of each method deployed are 
provided. 

component for process 
guidance 

Finally the support environment provides a component for adding, 
adapting, and maintaining UE methods and best practices together with 
their context profiles in form of USEPacks. UE methods captured as 
USEPacks are added to the repository of the support system. 

component for method 
capturing and 
maintenance   

The evaluation of ACUE is performed in two interrelated steps. In a 
first step interviews with process experts where performed to examine 
whether the concept of a UE method kit is compatible with the practice 
in the respective development organizations. A second goal is to find out 
whether the interviewed process experts are able to map their 
development process onto a method kit. 

evaluation of UE 
method kit concept 

The second evaluation step is aimed at finding out whether the ACUE 
approach as it is embodied in the ProUSE support system is accepted by 
project teams.  

evaluation of web-
based support 
environment 
interviews with 
process experts 

The interviews of the process experts showed that the examined 
organizations are practicing highly diverse development processes. The 
processes described differed largely in the breadth of the processes 
described and also in the level of detail in which major process phases 
are structured. As mentioned above, the results largely confirm the 
working hypotheses proposed in chapter 2.5.  

However, when the process experts are confronted with an example 
of an UE method kit, they encountered no problems in identifying phases 
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and activities that are part of their practiced processes. This indicates that 
the process experts can easily map the mental model of the development 
process to the UE method kit. Yet, the confrontation with the UE method 
kit also shows, that many essential UE activities are still unknown or 
underused in typical software development projects.  

The results reported in section 6.1.4.1 and 0 also indicate that 
processes and methods are not always conscious even to experienced 
members of a software development team. Light-weight models for 
process guidance such as UE method kits could be good means to reflect 
about practiced software development processes and detect opportunities 
for enhancing traditional processes with appropriate methods. 

The three subject groups - new employees, software engineers, and 
usability engineers - who participated in the evaluation showed no 
special features regarding their demographic properties. It may be 
assumed that the distribution of age, gender, education, and professional 
experience is typical for such subject groups.  

scenario-based 
evaluation of support 
environment  

Especially the data collected in the qualitative effects analysis 
indicates that the concern of the approach as embodied in the support 
system and the basic structure of ProUSE are very positively assessed by 
the subject groups. Such systems are appreciated by the subjects as they 
impart methodological knowledge, and support capturing and systematic 
reuse of practical experiences.    

7.2 Main contributions 

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: this 
work provides a new perspective on the problem of the uptake of 
usability engineering methods by software development teams. This 
work argues that usability engineering methods can only be regarded as 
integrated in the software development process of an organization, when 
these methods are practiced and accepted by development teams 
[Metzker and Offergeld, 2001, Metzker, et al., 2003]. However, the 
acceptance of usability engineering methods by project teams has not yet 
been systematically examined. 

To address this problem this work presents an approach which 
consists of a process meta-model and a measurement framework for 
guiding project teams in the deployment of usability engineering 
methods and for measuring the acceptance of the deployed methods 
[Metzker and Reiterer, 2002, Metzker and Reiterer, 2003] . 

The approach provides a concept to capture usability engineering 
methods together with a context profile which encodes the factors which 
contributed to the acceptance or rejection of the respective methods in 
past projects. This context-sensitive description of a usability 
engineering method introduced in this work is called a USEPack 
[Metzker, 2001]. 

To guide project teams in mapping usability engineering methods 
into their development processes the approach developed in this work 
introduces the concept of a usability engineering method kit. A UE 
method kit is an abstraction of a UE methodology, which separates 
process phases and activities from the specific methods to perform them. 
UE methods are linked to a UE method kit in the form of USEPacks. The 
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linking of USEPacks to a method kit is based on the characteristics of the 
project in which the method kit is to be deployed and on the acceptance 
rating which the USEPacks received in previous projects. 

To measure the acceptance of each USEPack after deployment, the 
approach proposes to use existing models of technology acceptance. 
Based on such acceptance models the perceived usefulness and ease of 
use of each USEPack deployed in a project is assessed by the project 
team [Metzker, 2003].  

The approach provides concepts which exploit the collected data to 
adapt the context profile of the deployed USEPacks.  After a number of 
iterations the context profiles of USEPacks reflect the factors which 
contributed to their acceptance or rejection by project teams. This 
knowledge can be used in future projects to guide the selection of 
appropriate methods and to improve the acceptance of usability 
engineering methods by project teams. 

The concepts developed are implemented in a support system which 
aims at supporting the introduction, evaluation and improvement of 
usability engineering methods in software development organization 
[Metzker and Reiterer, 2002]. The main components of the system allow 
project teams to create project specific method kits, assess the deployed 
USEPacks, exploit the assessment results and to build and maintain the 
pool of USEPacks. 

In this work an evaluation with potential users of the approach is 
performed. The evaluation shows that project team members understand 
the objectives of the approach and can transfer the concepts to their 
processes. The evaluation indicates that the approach as it is embodied in 
the support environment is accepted by project teams to support their 
usability engineering processes [Metzker, 2003].  

7.3 Comparison of ACUE Concepts with Related 
Approaches and Tools 

In this section the principles and elements of the adoption-centric 
usability engineering approach are compared with other approaches 
which have been introduced in chapter 2. The goal of this comparison is 
to point out the differences of the approach developed in this work as 
compared to alternative approaches. However, the following sections 
also indicate how the adoption-centric usability engineering approach 
can supplement the existing approaches. 

7.3.1 USEPacks versus Other Approaches for Reusing UE 
Knowledge 

In section 2.2. approaches for capturing UE design knowledge such as 
guidelines [Smith and Mosier, 1986, Vanderdonckt, 1999], interaction 
patterns [Brighton Usability Group, 1999, Coram and Lee, 1996, 
Tidwell, 1999, Welie, 2002], and claims [Rosson, et al., 2001] are 
reviewed. In this work USEPacks as part of the adoption-centric 
usability engineering (ACUE) approach are proposed as an alternative to 
capture and deploy UE knowledge in the software engineering process. 
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In the following the advantages and drawbacks of USEPacks compared 
to other approaches are discussed. 

Interaction patterns are used to reflect on existing design artifacts. 
Advantages and drawbacks of the solution are recorded in each pattern to 
support designers in reasoning about the usage of a pattern. The ultimate 
goal of the pattern community is to create a pattern language, which is a 
set of interrelated patterns that cover a wide variety of systems, users, 
domains and design problems. The aim of patterns is to systemize the 
design process and stimulate reuse of successful design solutions.  

USEPacks and 
interaction patterns 

Prima faciae the most obvious difference between USEPacks and 
interaction patterns is that USEPacks focus on process and method 
knowledge instead of specific design solutions. Interaction patterns - as 
almost all approaches for integrating UE knowledge into development 
processes - assume that a usability engineering process and human 
factors experts who can make use of such knowledge are available and 
established in the development teams. To make use of patterns in the 
design phase, the development team at least has to perform some basic 
analysis of user tasks and user attributes. Without such an analysis a 
pattern augmented design process lacks required information for an 
informed selection of patterns. The results of the evaluation chapter 
which support the working hypotheses proposed in section 2.5 indicate 
that the assumption of the existence of even rudimentary usability 
engineering processes is often unjustified in software development 
projects. USEPacks try to bridge this gap as they provide knowledge on 
UE techniques and utilities to enable development teams to more 
effectively deploy UE in their development processes.   

Claims extend the idea of patterns by additionally providing theories 
for each design artifact, which justify the usage of the respective 
solution. Furthermore a scenario provides context information to 
understand under which constraints the solution of a claim can be 
applied. The author sees claims as a contribution to a more systematical 
way of teaching user interface design. 

USEPacks and claims 

Considering the high volatility of the knowledge captured in design 
rationale, costs and benefits for capturing, maintaining and using detailed 
design rationale needs further investigation. 

The more important feature of USEPacks is that they provide 
concepts for coping with the uncertain validity of the knowledge which 
they capture. Most approaches assume the a-priori validity of the 
knowledge captured.  

mechanisms to 
improve reliability of 
UE process knowledge 

Another difference that distinguishes USEPacks from other concepts 
for capturing UE knowledge is their formalized context profiles. The 
formalized context profile allows the development of similarity measures 
that enable a computer aided matching of project characteristics and 
appropriate UE process knowledge captured as USEPacks.  

Together with the adoption-centric usability engineering approach 
USEPacks provide mechanisms to increase the reliability of the 
knowledge captured. This is achieved by continuously evaluating and 
improving the captured UE knowledge based on feedback from project 
teams who deploy USEPacks.  

The consistency of current pattern collections could be increased if 
the forces of patterns would be described in a more formal way similar to 
context profiles of USEPacks. Also the trust in pattern based user 
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interface design approaches could be increased by submitting patterns to 
a systematic evaluation process, which examines their appropriateness in 
relation to the pattern forces. A support system similar to ProUSE which 
supports such efforts could be a first step towards creating a pattern 
language for user interface design. 

7.3.2 ProUSE versus Other Tools for Reusing UE knowledge 

A large number of tools for supporting the integration of UE knowledge 
in software development processes have been developed. Examples are 
Master-Mind [Stirewalt, et al., 1997], MOBI-D [Puerta and Maulsby, 
1997], FUSE [Lonczewski and Schreiber, 1996], Tadeus [Elwert, et al., 
1997], Expose [Gorny, 1995], and Sherlock [Grammenos, et al., 2000]. 
A comprehensive review of these approaches can be found in [Ballhause, 
2002]. Again, a classification according to user interface development 
philosophies is useful (compare chapter 2). Table 7-1 shows an overview 
of approaches that are well documented in literature. These approaches 
and the ACUE support tool ProUSE are classified according to the 
development philosophy they belong to and according to the phases of 
the development process they support. 

 
Table 7-1: Tools supporting different user interface development 

philosophies  

User Interface Development Philosophy  

Engineering Approach Technologist Approach 

Planning              

Req. Anal.            

Design              

Implem.               

Testing               

P
ro

ce
ss

 P
ha

se
 

Deploym.            

Legend: 

     GUIDE 
   Mastermind 
 Mobi-D 
   Tadeus 

    ProUSE 
 Sherlock 
 FUSE 
   Expose 

  

 
 In the following section two of these approaches, GUIDE and 

Sherlock, are described in more detail. GUIDE is described as it comes 
closest to some concepts that can also be found in ProUSE. Sherlock is 
described as it is one of the best examples for a tight integration of user 
interface design knowledge into the development process. 
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Sherlock 

Sherlock [Grammenos, et al., 2000] is a user interface guideline 
management system that assists developers in usability inspections. It 
aims at supporting the design team during early phases of prototypical 
development of interactive systems. Sherlock is operated by a usability 
analyst who inspects early versions of a prototype for compliance against 
a defined set of rules. 

UI guideline 
management system 

Sherlock is implemented as a client server system. The client is a 
plug-in to the visual basic integrated development environment (IDE). 
The Server stores guideline related knowledge and manages updates of 
the rule base. The inspection rules stored on the server are implemented 
as dynamic link library (DLL) modules. 

The client is used to evaluate user interfaces developed in visual basic 
and for reviewing the evaluation results. Knowledge regarding specific 
inspection rules can be accessed and accumulated data about previous 
evaluation sessions can be viewed.  

A central advantage of Sherlock is the tight integration with the most 
important tool of every developer, the integrated development 
environment (IDE). The system provides design and inspection 
augmentation beyond guideline access. Recommendations of the 
assistance system can be directly propagated to the actual 
implementation and need no prior interpretation by the developer. Thus, 
the threshold of adopting the tool seems to be reasonably low for 
developers.  

integration with IDE 

From a process point of view, Sherlock provides the benefit that the 
technique of usability inspections based on heuristics is tightly integrated 
with the task of developing the user interface. The approach has 
therefore the potential to unburden developers from tedious and time 
consuming usability inspections that deal with issues of inconsistency 
and style guide conformity. Usability experts are able to focus on their 
core activities such as task analysis and usability testing.    

coupling heuristic 
evaluation with UI 
development 

Furthermore Sherlock also supports process improvements on the 
organizational level by offering functions for report generation. The 
reports provide descriptions of each rule violation detected and 
information, the respective guideline and how the same problem was 
solved in the past. Figure 7-1 visualizes an exemplary scenario of the 
deployment of Sherlock by usability experts, programmers and 
designers. 
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Figure 7-1: An exemplary scenario of using Sherlock  

However Sherlock can not completely substitute expert evaluations 
or usability tests with users. With an optimal rule set, Sherlock can only 
detect violations of guidelines that focus on attributes of a single screen 
of an application. In the best case Sherlock can perform as good as an 
expert evaluator that focuses on the static usability attributes of a GUI. 
The Sherlock system is limited by the limits of automated user interface 
evaluation which have been investigated and are well documented in 
literature [Reed, et al., 1999, Tetzlaff and Schwartz, 1991, 
Vanderdonckt, 1999]. 

limits of automated UI 
evaluation 

However tools like Sherlock have the potential to support the 
conformance with corporate style guides and eliminate problems of 
design inconsistency which are otherwise tedious to spot and correct.    

GUIDE  

GUIDE (Guidelines for Usability through Interface Development 
Experiences) was developed to support creation and maintenance of 
online usability guidelines [Henninger, 2000]. Developers are stepped 
through a process that supports the usage of usability guidelines in 
software development projects. The basic concepts of GUIDE are a 
guideline hierarchy, cases and rules.   

creation and 
maintenance of 
usability guidelines  
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As part of the project initiation or during development GUIDE 
supports project team members in eliciting the characteristics of the 
design problem at hand. GUIDE uses rules to match the design problem 
to the most appropriate guidelines.  

matching design 
problems to usability 
guidelines 

Rules are represented as question-answer pairs in a decision tree 
structure. Answering a question, results in the selection of a set of 
guidelines which are considered relevant for the problem at hand. 
Furthermore the answer selected determines the next question that is 
asked in the problem elicitation process. By answering questions the 
developers are navigating through the decision tree that is created in the 
problem elicitation process. The result of this problem elicitation process 
is a set of design guidelines that is tailored to specific needs of design 
problem. 

In a joint review process developers and human factors experts 
decide which of the selected guidelines need to be followed and which 
are not applicable in the project at hand. Also new guidelines can be 
created if necessary. If deviations from assigned guidelines are required, 
the reviewers must decide, whether changes in the rules or guidelines are 
necessary. 

The way individual projects achieve guideline performance is 
documented in so called cases. A case is assigned to each guideline for 
each project that has applied a guideline. 

Preliminary evaluations showed that there are some issues which 
hamper the successful adoption of GUIDE in practice. One problem 
described by Henninger is the high effort for creating and maintaining 
meaningful rule sets [Henninger, 2000]. Small changes in guidelines and 
rules often require restructuring the whole decision tree. With a growing 
number of rules a better support for checking consistency of rules and 
actions becomes necessary. 

problems of rule base 
maintenance 

GUIDE differs from other guideline management tools in the implicit 
process for evolving the guideline knowledge base. An organization 
starts with a set of general design guidelines and specific widget 
guidelines for the applications typically developed in that organization. 
Whenever a guideline is used during the development of user interfaces a 
case which describes the application of the guideline is recorded and 
attached to the guideline. The cases capture how a guideline has been 
applied to different user interface designs. With a growing number of 
cases, navigating the guideline decision tree will directly lead to cases 
that offer a solution to the design problem at hand.     

defined guideline 
evolution process 

A major difference between GUIDE and the adoption-centric 
usability engineering approach operationalized in ProUSE is the 
selection of appropriate knowledge for a project situation. While in 
adoption-centric usability engineering the base for this selection is 
aggregated data from the feedback of project teams, GUIDE relies on 
human-created rules provided by domain experts. The danger prevails 
that such rules correspond more to the untested assumptions of these 
domain experts than on actual project feedback, a common problem with 
the development of methodologies [Cockburn, 2001]. 
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7.3.3 Concluding Comparisons 

Looking at tool support a large number of tools have been developed for 
supporting the usage of guidelines for generating and evaluating user 
interfaces. Examples for these approaches are discussed above and can 
be found in Table 7-1. The limits of such approaches are well 
documented in literature [Reed, et al., 1999, Tetzlaff and Schwartz, 
1991, Vanderdonckt, 1999]. 

 To the knowledge of the author no special tools are available that 
support the creation and maintenance of style guides. Standard word 
processors are still the main utility for working with style guides. This is 
especially interesting as many UE approaches recommend the usage of 
style guides during development. 

Tools to support working with HCI patterns still focus on making sets 
of patterns available on the internet. Approaches for integrating 
interaction patterns into existing integrated development environment 
(IDE) are still missing. A number of problems seem to hamper the 
successful operationalization of interaction patterns. One issue is that it 
is still unclear exactly in which activities of development processes 
interaction patterns should be integrated. Should patterns be applied 
during requirements analysis or design? How can patterns be 
constructively used during the development process? It is unknown if 
and how patterns can be further formalized to prepare them for 
computational support. Even a common classification system for pattern 
forces seems to be a very ambitious goal. Useful dimensions for such a 
classification system have not yet been found. New paradigms have to be 
developed to map design requirements of developers to existing 
solutions captured as patterns.    

support for working 
with HCI patterns is 
required 

To the knowledge of the author ProUSE is the only tool that supports 
UE from a process centered point of view. ProUSE does not assume the 
existence of a UE process in a development organization; instead it 
provides configurable UE method kits. Method kits are adaptable based 
on experiences made in projects and feedback from project teams. 
ProUSE supports the collection, aggregation and exploitation of data on 
the usefulness and ease of use of UE methods as perceived by project 
teams. ProUSE aims at fostering an organizational learning process that 
leads to greater confidence for selecting appropriate UE methods.  

few tools are available 
to support UE 
processes 

As implicitly indicated by Table 7-1 almost no approaches are 
available that combine the two user interface design philosophies 
examined such as ‘the engineering’ approach and the ‘technologist’ 
approach.  

A first step towards this direction is attempted in the project 
EMBASSI [BMBF, 2000]. ProUSE is integrated with a tool from the 
cognitive psychology research stream of human-computer interaction, 
GUIDEAS (Guidance for Developing Assistance) [Köppen N, 2002]. 
GUIDEAS assists developers in the requirements analysis for assistance 
systems. Based on a set of empirically derived questions, criteria and 
rules GUIDEAS recommends certain types of assistance functions for a 
system under development.   
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7.4 ACUE in Relation to Traditional Process 

Improvement Approaches 

Recently the idea of process maturity was also introduced to the field of 
usability engineering [International Organization for Standardization, 
2000]. The rationale behind usability maturity models is that there are 
direct dependencies between an organization’s capability to tailor its UE 
processes according to various constraints, the quality of the 
development process performed and the quality in use of the interactive 
software system.  Generally an organization has reached the maximum 
usability maturity level when it is able to perform, control, tailor and 
continuously improve its usability engineering activities. 

The approach as discussed above is geared to support software 
engineering organizations in reaching high usability maturity levels. At a 
low usability maturity level, development organizations can use the 
experience base as a repository for base practices which are found in the 
initial set of USEPacks and which enable the engineering teams to 
deploy those base practices. By applying the base practices in various 
projects, the development organization is able to derive USEPacks which 
capture project constraints such as ‘size of development team’ or 
‘available budget’. Thus the organization develops a set of more 
contextualized methods for each base practice, which will enable the 
organization to control its usability engineering activities. That means 
the appropriate method can be selected based on given resource 
constraints from the set of USEPacks available in the method pool. 

supporting 
organizations in 
increasing their 
usability maturity 
level 

By applying these controlled methods in future projects the 
organization collects experience on how to apply the available methods 
in different domains or for different technologies. By capturing these 
experiences in more contextualized USEPacks and feeding those into the 
experience base the organization will increase its capability to tailor the 
set of available methods to a development context at hand. It will for 
example be able to have an optimized set of usability engineering 
methods for developing intelligent assistants with the avatar technology 
using a medium size budget with a small development team. By 
evaluating and eventually refining each method after applying it a 
continuous improvement process is triggered. 

capability to 
successfully apply UE 
methods in different 
project contexts 

Houdek developed a classification scheme for software quality 
improvement approaches [Houdek, 1999]. Figure 7-2 shows a cut-out of 
this classification scheme that highlights the two most influential streams 
of software quality improvement approaches - the bottom-up and top-
down software process improvement paradigms - and shows how ACUE 
is classified according to this scheme.  

ACUE as a process 
improvement 
approach 
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Figure 7-2: Classification of ACUE in relation to other SPI 
approaches 

 
Both, the bottom-up and top-down approaches focus on improving 

the quality of software products by improving the underlying 
development process.  

However, top-down approaches like SPICE [ISO-SPICE, 1998] or 
capability maturity model (CMM) [Humphrey, 1990] propose an ideal 
software development process. The underlying assumption is, that 
adopting an ideal software development process results in producing 
higher quality products with higher reliability. 

Bottom-up approaches such as the quality improvement paradigm 
(QIP) [Basili, et al., 1994] are based on the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) 
cycle that was developed by Shewart [Shewart, 1931]. PDCA is based on 
the paradigm of incremental improvement of the processes practiced. In 
a planning phase the improvement goals, activities, and appropriate 
measures are defined. In the implementation phase (Do) the plan is 
executed in a target environment. The success of the improvement 
activities is examined based on previously defined criteria and the 
measured data. Based on this analysis actions are taken to make changes 
on the process that is to be improved. 

As indicated in Figure 7-2 the adoption-centric usability engineering 
approach is a combination of the bottom-up and top-down process 
improvement paradigms. It is a top down approach as it provides process 
guidance via the UE method kit. After the configuration the project 
specific instance of the UE method kit represents a form of ideal process 
for assuring the usability of the system under development. 

combination of top-
down and bottom-up 
improvement 
philosophy 
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On the other hand ACUE is a bottom up approach. Data on the 
usefulness of deployed UE techniques is continually collected within 
development projects and exploited for process optimization. 
Experiences collected in projects are systematically recorded to extend 
the ideal process.       

7.5 ACUE as an Approach to Improve Research 
Utilization 

ACUE can also be interpreted as a contribution for overcoming the 
problem of research utilization in software engineering in general.  

Research utilization is defined as the process of using findings from 
conducting research to guide practice or in other words, as the ‘process 
by which scientifically produced knowledge is transferred to practice’ 
[Shrivastava and Mitroff, 1984]. 

The problem of the still low impact of empirical research on software 
engineering practice has been widely recognized in the community: 
‘defining and executing studies that change how software development is 
done – is the greatest challenge facing empirical researchers’ [Perry, et 
al., 2000]. 

low impact of 
empirical research on 
software engineering 
practice 

The problem of insufficient and unsystematic research utilization is 
also recognized in established scientific fields such as medicine. 
Paradoxically one issue that seems to contribute to the problem is the 
large amount of scientific output. In medicine for example, the number 
of bio-medical journals has doubled since 1970. To keep up with current 
publications (in general medicine alone) would mean reading 19 articles 
per day, 365 day per year. However, clinicians admit to spend just one 
hour per week with reading journals. 

Unsystematic research utilization in medicine has resulted in clinical 
decisions that are largely based on anecdotal clinical experience rather 
than available scientific evidence. Motivated by cost and quality issues 
demands are raised to base medical decisions on so called evidence-
based guidelines. An evidence based medicinal guideline is defined by 
the evidence source equation: 

improvement of 
research utilization in 
medicine 

 evidence-based guideline = clinical expertise +  
patient preferences +  
scientific findings. 

USEPacks can be a generalized to and interpreted as a step towards 
evidence-based guideline on the deployment of software engineering 
methods. They can incorporate scientific findings in form of software 
engineering method descriptions. The adoption-centric approach 
developed in this work proposes to evaluate such findings within the 
software engineering lifecycle and get feedback from project teams. The 
ACUE approach provides means to enhance theories of software 
engineering methods by project experiences and acquire and exploit 
information on the usefulness and ease of use of software engineering 
methods as perceived by project teams. 

evidence-based 
research utilization in 
software engineering 

The concepts and tools of the ACUE approach allow fusing and 
operationalizing such information to improve confidence in selecting 
appropriate methods for software development projects.  
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However ACUE has the potential to be as effective in showing that 
effective methods are underused as to show that ineffective approaches 
are overused and thereby contribute to an evidence-based utilization of 
software engineering research.  

7.6 ACUE and Agile Process Concepts 

A number of modern software development methodologies such as 
extreme programming (XP) [Beck, 2000], Crystal [Cockburn, 2001], 
Scrum [Beedle, et al., 1999], and Dynamic System Development Method 
(DSDM) [Stapleton, 1997] are subsumed under the term of agile 
methodologies. The least common denominator of these methodologies 
is summarized in four central statements of the agile manifesto: 

 individuals and interactions over processes and tools core properties of 
agile methodologies   working software over comprehensive documentation 

 customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
 responding to change over following a plan 

While strongly focusing on software development issues such as 
incremental releases, programmer productivity and minimal 
documentation agile methodologies also address some aspects of process 
improvement. In the discussion of this section we will examine how the 
agile concepts of ‘methodology-per-project’ and ‘just-in-time 
methodology construction’ relate to some ideas of adoption-centric 
usability engineering. 

‘Methodology-per-project’ simply addresses the problem that a single 
software development methodology does not fit to all projects. A 
software development methodology must be appropriate for the given 
project characteristics. Cockburn suggests that for each new project a 
base methodology is adapted to reflect the needs of the project at hand. 
The technique proposed to adapt a methodology is called ‘methodology 
tuning’. In a methodology tuning workshop the project team selects an 
existing base methodology and adapts it to its’ needs. The resulting 
methodology is called the ‘starter methodology’. 

Cockburn has developed a set of starter methodologies – the family 
of crystal methodologies - that can be deployed in projects with certain 
project characteristics. The crystal methodologies are classified 
according to two project characteristics: first, the number of people 
involved and second, the degree of safety-criticality of the software to be 
developed in the project.  

After each increment a ‘reflection workshop’ is performed by the 
project team in which the starter methodology is analyzed and changed if 
necessary.  

In adoption-centric usability engineering, some of the concepts just 
described can be found in a more formalized way. For example, the idea 
of a pool of usability engineering techniques from which an appropriate 
sub set can be selected to form the usability engineering process of a new 
project can be interpreted as an example of ‘just-in-time method 
construction’. An ACUE ‘^method kit’ with its process phases, activities 
and the related USEPacks can be understood as a ‘starter methodology’. 

While in Crystal only two dimensions for methodology selection are 
described – size of project staff and system criticality – the context 

process aspects of 
agile methodologies 

formalization of agile 
process concepts in 
the ACUE framework 
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profiles of ACUE offer a more formal, comprehensive and flexible way 
of method classification. 

The agile idea of method analysis and adaptation can be found in the 
method assessment sessions of ACUE. Again ACUE offers the more 
formal concepts: method assessments are conducted by using the clearly 
defined rating scales of acceptance models. Changes of methods or 
supplements of methods can be captured by modifying existing 
USEPacks or creating new USEPacks. Changed or new methods can be 
directly adopted in the current project but are also available in 
subsequent projects. Furthermore, the formalized method assessment 
mechanism allows an automatic adaptation of a USEPack context 
profile. 

In summary, ACUE can be interpreted as an agile usability 
engineering meta-model. ACUE provides semi-formal mechanisms to 
effectively support agile process concepts such as ‘just-in-time method 
construction’, ‘starter methodologies’ and ‘reflection workshops’.  

7.7 General Conclusions and Limitations 

This doctoral thesis describes research work that has a relatively large 
scope; an approach for improving the integration of usability engineering 
methods into software development processes is developed. A support 
environment is developed and a comprehensive empirical study is 
conducted to evaluate the initial acceptance of the approach by software 
engineering practitioners. 

As identified early during this work, the problem examined is a 
multidisciplinary problem and it is a difficult topic to study empirically. 
For this large scope, it has not been possible to provide equal coverage, 
formality, and empirical evaluation to all aspects of the constructs that 
have been developed. Instead we focused on four aspects: 

difficulties of scope 
setting and research 
method selection 

 Develop concepts that address the problem identified at levels that 
have been underestimated by previous approaches 

 Formalize the core concepts so far as to make them computationally 
manageable  

 Operationalize the approach developed in a support tool that 
embodies the central concepts 

 Examine the acceptance of the developed concepts by practitioners 
to estimate its potential impacts and get feedback for 
improvement 

The author does not claim to have completed definitive empirical 
evaluation of all constructs presented in this work. The empirical studies 
in this research have been conducted in industrial settings. While this 
provided valuable experience, the practical constraints and difficulties 
have limited the number of feasible study types and designs. However, 
the author believes that the challenges of introducing, evaluating and 
improving usability engineering techniques can be only examined in 
practice, it is proposed that such industry-based work is the correct way 
to study the phenomena involved. 

Even though we have reported findings of empirical evaluations of 
the approach, the number and type of studies limit the generalizability of 
the results. These findings should be confirmed by series of several 

limitations of studies 
in industrial settings 
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additional studies to examine if the approach is successfully and adopted 
in practice. 

7.8 Future Research 

The adoption-centric usability engineering approach developed in this 
work provides a framework to support the integration of usability 
engineering methods in software development processes. The elements 
of this framework must be understood as a first step towards the goal of 
understanding and exploiting the complex dependencies between 
specific development methods, the characteristics of projects and the 
acceptance or rejection of methods by project teams. Therefore several 
aspects of the framework are not fully mature yet and pose questions for 
further research. The framework itself as well as the support tool 
provides no limitations for such studies. The support tool ProUSE which 
embodies the concept of the framework can be easily adapted to handle 
other context factors and acceptance models than those presented in this 
work. 

 One of these aspects is the acceptance model which is deployed for 
assessing usability engineering methods. The acceptance model that used 
in this work involves the acceptance factors ‘ease of use’ and 
‘usefulness’ which are derived from theories on technology acceptance.  
There exists a range of further candidate models that could be deployed 
to measure the acceptance of methods in the adoption-centric usability 
engineering framework. Examples for such models are ‘perceived 
characteristics of innovating’ (PCI) [Moore and Benbasat, 1991] and 
‘theory of planned behavior’ (TPB) [Ajzen and Madden, 1986]. Future 
studies to examine the appropriateness of these models for explaining the 
acceptance of development methods could be used to improve the 
acceptance model used in the adoption-centric usability engineering 
approach. 

examine further 
acceptance models 

Also the number and type of context factors to be used in context 
profiles needs further study. At this point it is not clear whether product-
oriented context factors such as the ‘application type’ and ‘application 
domain’ or team oriented factors such as ‘experience’ and ‘spatial 
distribution of the development team’ are more relevant. This question 
can only be answered by applying the approach in practice and analyzing 
the data obtained.  

A further rewarding direction for future research is to examine how 
process and method oriented tools such as ProUSE could be more tightly 
integrated with tools such as integrated development environments. 

The most obvious missing link in the results presented in this 
research is a long-term study in which the adoption-centric usability 
engineering approach is applied to a number of projects in one or more 
software development organizations. 

 long-term study 

The goal of such a study would be to examine how successful the 
ACUE approach contributed to the adoption of UE processes and 
techniques. Although the degree of adoption could not be directly 
measured, ACUE provides some starting points to estimate the degree of 
adoption. 

examine adoption of 
UE methods 
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First of all, the data collected on the usefulness of UE techniques 
provides information on how often and how successful UE techniques 
have been deployed in projects. In the ideal case the data would indicate 
an increasing acceptance of UE techniques by project teams.  
Furthermore the data could be analyzed to examine if certain patterns of 
optimal methods can be detected for defined project configurations. The 
evaluation of log-files of the support environment could indicate which 
components and functions of the support environment are frequently 
used by development teams. 

The study described in chapter 6 should be repeated in regular 
intervals to examine how the acceptance of the ACUE approach evolved 
over time. The studies performed in this research provided an initial 
assessment of the concepts of the ACUE approach as perceived by 
practitioners. It is strongly recommended that these studies are replicated 
so that the findings and conclusions can be confirmed or revised.  

replication of studies 

So far the ACUE approach has been described as an approach that 
should be practiced across project boundaries within an organization. 
The goal is to learn from feedback provided from separate project teams. 
However one could also imagine extending this principle by following 
the example of open source projects. 

A community of researchers and practitioners could create and 
contribute to an ‘open UE methodology project‘ which uses ACUE as a 
shared framework. Project teams from different companies and research 
organizations could contribute by providing USEPacks and utility 
assessments of methods which they deployed in projects. The 
community would need to collaboratively evolve context profiles and 
acceptance models. Useful sets of UE methods and best practices could 
be distilled for relevant project configurations. 

joint creation and 
validation of 
methodologies 

Analyzing the accumulated data would allow to identify areas that 
require more research attention. As already indicated in section 7.5 such 
a project could aid both researchers and practitioners to find their path in 
the software engineering methodology jungle: The data accumulated 
could indicate where and why effective methods are underused as well as 
to show that ineffective approaches are overused.   
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